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ISSUES OF POWER AND CENTRALITY IN UNITED METHODIST
MINISTERS' OCCUPATIONAL ROLE ACTMTIES
IMPLICATIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this interview based qualitative study was to explore the
influence that a plurality of social contexts, represented through United Methodist
congregations in the Virginia Conference, have on the formation of ministers'
occupational activities.
The study used a typology developed by Larry Blazer (1987) to identify the
occupational activities practiced by parish ministers. The investigation \Yeighted
clergy's professional practice using Judith Hackman's (1985) concepts of pO\Yer and
centrality in her study institutions of higher education's budgeting process.
Congregational representatives identified occupational activities that were central
and peripheral to their congregation's mission. Clergy identified the occupational
activities that received more and less time (i.e., "power'' in their time resource
budgeting process) in their current appointment compared to their previous
appointment.
Using an ethnographic analysis, the study found that 1) ministers generally
organize their occupational activities according to the mission of their present
congregational appointment.

Second, the diverse plurality of congregations are

remarkably consistent in their missions: to provide for a nurturing fellowship. Third,
ministers' activities are grouped in functionally (versus conceptually) in response to
this coherent mission of United Methodist congregations. Fourth, these functional
vi
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groupings form a hierarchy of overall importance for minister's occupational
activities, with implications for the timing of skill acquisition during clergy's careers.
The study concludes with implication for ministers' professional education.
Included is a comprehensive professional education proposal to equip ministers with
the knowledge and ability to be context sensitive in the performance of their
occupational activities.

RICHARD BRUCE OSMANN
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY IN VIRGINIA
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The Social Contexfs Influence on
Parish Ministers' Occupational Activities
Ministers have available to them a broad scope of occupational activities.
This is evident by the wide spectrum of work parish ministers perform. Blazer
(1987) organizes a wide range of occupational activities parish ministers may
perform to an unweighted typology (Appendix A). Obviously, ministers do not
perform these activities to an equal degree within their faith communities or
congregations. Each congregation has a set of values and priorities influenced
by its mission, history, and personalities involved that affect the expression of
ministerial work activities. When choices are made regarding which ministerial
activities are an important expression of a parish's mission, other clerical
activities are performed less frequently.
The parish is the most common context in which the clerical occupation is
practiced (Kitonga, 1989), and it is a difficult context indeed.

Multiple and

divergent expectations by those in the congregation have been identified as
important factors contributing to the difficulty of parish ministry. Not surprisingly,
therefore, ineffectiveness has been identified as a main reason ministers leave
the ministry (Willimon, 1989).
The expectations for ministry come from the laity of each congregation
(Krause, 1971). These lay people are a part of a society that is pluralistic

2
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regarding cultures of origin (Denzin, 1989; Slaughter, 1989), value and faith
systems (Ciamar, 1991), beliefs and world views (Anderson, 1990; Aronowitz,
1990; Heckman, 1990; Johnston, 1987; McDowell, 1992; McKenzie, 1992;
Morawski, 1992; Norris, 1989; O'Hara and Anderson, 1991; Oliver, 1990), and
religious perspectives (Spong, 1992; Tracy, 1987; Cho, 1990; DeConchy, 1991).
The pluralism of society may complicate the expectations congregants have on
minister's occupational roles.

Congregants, since they belong to and are

members of the general society, may be influenced by its pluralism. However,
we do not know how a pluralistic contemporary society influences what
congregants think parish ministers' occupational activities ought to be, nor do we
know how parish ministers respond to these expectations congregants have for
their occupational activities.
Importance of The Study
Because of our changing society, clergy need to understand how
congregations currently shape the selection and performance of ministerial
occupational activities. Such an understanding is important for clergy as they
seek to address the expectations congregants have for their professional
activities. Such an understanding will help clergy sift through the wide variety of
possible expectations laity may have for ministerial occupational activities.
Clergy will be informed better and able to set priorities expectations relevant to
their parish setting. Ministers' ability to structure and set priorities can help them

3
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in their efforts to successfully handle multiple occupational demands and
expectations. The increased ability to manage multiple demands is an effective
tool to address the feelings of ineffectiveness that Willimon (1989) reports is a
main reason clergy leave the occupation.

Definition of Terms
One way to give structure to congregations' multiple expectations for
ministerial occupational activities is to understand what clerical occupational
activities are central and peripheral to particular congregations.

The terms

"central" and "peripheral" are specific terms used to examine how institutions of
higher education prioritize the value of work units for budgeting purposes
(Hackman, 1985).

Hackman studied the resource allocation process that

institutions of higher education use for their annual budgets. Hackman used the
term ''work unit" to refer to an academic department or school service, like the
counseling service. Hackman labeled a work unit as "gainers" or "losers" in
power if they either gained or lost resources in the budget process.

She

compared the relative gain or loss of resources to each work unit's centrality or
periphery. By "centrality" Hackman means that a work unit is important and
integral to the purpose and mission of an institution.

Hackman uses

"peripheral" to refer to a unit of work that is on the edge of an institution's
mission or purpose.

4
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For this study, work units are ministers' occupational activities. Ministers'
salaries make up the bulk of most congregations' budget commitments (Barna,
1993). Thus, the major way congregants can change the resources of their
churches' work units is to influence how their ministers allocate their professional
time.

That is, the congregations can only "budget" fewer resources to

counseling, for example, by influencing their ministers to spend less relative time
engaged in that activity.

District Superintendents in the United Methodist

Church periodically appoint ministers to different congregations. By comparing
differences in time allocation ministers give to their professional activities
between their previous and current appointments, it is possible to explore how
today's society, through church members, influences the practice of parish
clergy activities.

The Research Purpose
The specific purpose for this study is to explore how United Methodist
congregations in the Virginia Conference influence the practice of parish
ministry. What do United Methodist congregations think are important pastoral
activities for their ministers?

Do individual United Methodist

Why?

congregations have similar ideas about what the important pastoral activities
are?

How do ministers allot time to their professional activities from one

appointment to the next?

How does the power that ministers give to their

professional activities compare with what is important to their congregations?

5
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Through the exploration of these issues, I hope that this study will cast some
light on how the plurality in our contemporary society shapes and influences the
formation of pastoral ministry.

I will make recommendations regarding how

education for the profession needs to respond so that ministers will be equipped
to meet the changing needs of congregants.

6
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
The materials used for the investigation of the research topic are quite
eclectic and varied. I first reviewed general occupational role theory, including
sources of influence on the formation and definition of occupational role and
activities. I then narrowed the focus of the literature review to look at material
which addresses clerical occupational roles and activities. These sections end
with the conclusion that of all the influences on the formation and definition of
occupational roles, the influence of the social context is the strongest and most
pervasive.

I then shifted the focus of the literature review to understand

generally how society has influenced clerical occupational roles throughout
history. This historical review then narrows to look at how United Methodist
parish clergys' roles have been influenced by their social contexts.
Finally, I looked at recent changes in our contemporary society. These
changes concern the presence of multiple values and belief systems, and the
questions they raise about truth, particularly religious truth.

I also looked at

recent trends ministers and churches have encountered in church attendance
and usage patterns by congregants that may be a result of changes in our
contemporary society.

This conclusion of the literature review lead me to

address the research topic of "how does a changing social context influence
ministers' occupational roles and activities?"

7
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Occupational Role Theory
Occupational roles consist of a set or group of specific definable activities
common to a particular function or position (Thomas, 1968). For instance, a
parish minister's occupational roles may be comprised of groups of activities
centered on sermon preparation, worship leadership, visitation, teaching, and
administration.

Furthermore, occupational roles are also "ways of behaving

which are expected of any individual who occupies a certain position" (Johnson
as quoted in Thomas, 1968, p. 31). That is, occupational roles provide codes of
normative behavioral expectations to which those in that occupation must
conform.

Thus, by

working backward, by identifying the expectations of

occupational activities for occupational roles can be identified by inference.
Occupational status is described as a set of rights and duties given to
someone who occupies a certain occupational or social position (Thomas,
1968). This status can originate from the social context that is impacted by the
activities of that occupation or position (Krause, 1971 ). People perform the role
activities inherent within a status without continually going to the social context
for legitimacy or permission. That is to say that when an individual is performing
an occupational role, he/she is acting as a result of the rights and duties of
his/her status (Krause, 1971 ).
Occupational status can be attained by an individual practitioner in two
ways, both of which originate in the social context. Occupational status may be

8
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given from the social context to individuals by birth (Thomas, 1968). Such is the
case with a monarchy. Ascribed occupational status is obviously rare in our
society.

Status may also be earned through an individual or occupational

group's actions (Thomas, 1968). The nature of achieved status and its resulting
rights and power are determined by the value the social context assigns to the
occupational roles and activities.
The interactive socialization process among an occupation's social context,
the occupational group, and the individual practitioner forms and defines
occupational roles (Thomas, 1968; Krause, 1971 ).

This interaction makes

occupational role definition a variable process (Thomas, 1968). The nature of
an occupational role will change when the social context develops and changes,
its needs from the occupation change, or the profession changes social contexts
because of a job move. Change in the occupational group's knowledge base or
use of technology will also influence how roles are defined.

Changes in an

individual will also affect how that individual defines his or her occupational role.
Since occupations operate within the larger context of society, "all
occupational groups must ... operate within most of the generally accepted rules
of the society" (Krause, 1971, p. 47). Since society is dynamic and changeable,
the rules of society are dynamic rather than static and fixed for all time. When
society changes, the elements involved in the socialization process that defines
occupational roles also change.

9
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The social context influencing occupational roles may be localized to a
particular place or community and may also be global as a result of the general
society. A specific work setting may have unique demands or expectations of a
particular occupational position. Individual institutions vary by the nature of their
authority structure (centralized or decentralized), have differing cultures,
differing values, etc. Conflict can occur between a practitioner's occupational
role as defined by the occupation group and the demands of a particular work
setting when the needs or expectations of the that work setting change (Krause,
1971).
Blazer (1987) echoes the importance of a social context when describing
occupational roles as "behaviors that are characteristic of persons in context" (p.
19). Occupational roles are adapted by an individual practitioner to a specific
work context. When a professional change, social context change, or in a job
move, the occupational roles likely will change as well since the new context has
different characteristics and needs from the occupation.
Learning occupational roles involves the internalizing of the values and
standards of the occupational group.

This internalization occurs through an

individual's socialization by the occupational group within a particular social
context so that the behavior of the occupational role in the social context
becomes second nature (Krause, 1971).

After an individual learns or

internalizes the occupational behavior, he/she is admitted into that occupation.
In this way, the person becomes the occupational role that s/he has internalized.

10
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For instance, the initials ..MD.. represents someone who is a physician, in
addition to someone who practices medicine in ways consistent with the
occupational role.
Occupational groups have great influence over individual practitioners by
the teaching of occupational roles, values, and behaviors. The emphasis of
certain occupational roles, values, and behaviors change as the interaction
between the occupational group and the social contexts evolves.

Individual

practitioners are therefore affected as members by both the broad social context
and the occupational group. Additionally, individual practitioners undergo their
own personal development throughout their lives.

This also affects the

emphasis or power given to certain occupational activities.

An occupational

group seeks to develop its roles in ways that are to its advantage in the social
context (Krause, 1971). The group builds an exclusive body of knowledge and
adopts its own nomenclature, so only those in the group itself fully understand
the occupational roles and bodies of knowledge that support those roles. The
occupational group establishes controls that determine who is admitted to the
group, and oversees the continued professional practice of its members.

In

these ways, an occupational group implements mechanisms for self-protection
(Krause, 1971). This self-protection makes use of the status received from the
social context for the roles and behaviors assigned to them.

Occupational

groups can use their power and influence to preserve their occupational roles as
well as construct favorable ways in which activities associated with their
11
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occupational roles are pradiced.

A potential difference or tension can exist

between the social context's expectations and the occupational group's pradice.
In sum, the interadion among the social context, the occupational group,
and individual practitioners, which combine to define an occupational role, is a
complex and changeable process. The societal context seems to be the most
powerful of the three variable forces that influence occupational roles because
society defines the rules by which its members and groups live (Krause, 1971 ).
The occupational group, while having influence on society, cannot force the
social context to operate according to its unique professional rules and agenda,
unless it has control of the context (Krause, 1971 ). A profession's occupational
roles find definition in the changeable social context, and in tum act as a
foundation for an individual praditioner's implementation of occupational
adivities.
The impact of the occupational group and the development and maturation
of the individual praditioner on occupational role definitions and pradice are not
a part of this study. This study seeks to focus on most powerful of the three
influences on occupational role definitions and practice: the social context.

Role Theory and Clerical Occupational Roles
Researchers have applied occupational role theory and concepts to their
analysis of professional ministerial roles.

Formation of individual ministerial

roles is influenced by "an organized pattern of expedancies" that originate from

12
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the individual minister as well as "others who are ading in the situation with him"
(Thomas, 1968, p.7). In other words, the interadion between the minister, the
occupational group, and the social context help shape the minister's role.
Dooley (1968) identifies three elements of status that influence clerical
occupational roles. The first element of occupational status is the authority the
social context gives to the entire occupational group's expertise and knowledge
base. Dooley (1968) labels this de fado authority.

It is the measure of the

relative influence in the social context given to an occupation by its social
context based on its perceived needs are and the occupational roles meets
those needs. De fado authority and its influence will change based upon the
needs of the social context and how the social context uses the occupational
group to meet those needs.
The second element of status that influences clinical occupational roles is
provided by the social context on the basis of the individual minister's own
occupational expertise and knowledge base. Dooley (1968) labels this as de
jure authority. This element of authority depends upon how well the individual
practitioner's education and socialization by the occupational group meets the
needs of a specific social context.
Finally, the individual minister may earn status from the social context by
means of his personality and character.

Dooley labels this as charismatic

authoritv. The influence on the social context which comes from this element of

13
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status is based on the desirability of the minister's own personality and style of
relating to others in a specific social context.
The influence on the social context assigned to personal attributes in
pastoral occupational role can be found in the expedations of the social context.
Thomas (1968) states that pastoral role expectations "relate to the ... demeanor
and values" of the person who is serving as a minister (p. 7).

Ministers are

expeded to be certain types of people and have certain values in addition to
performing expeded adivities. Role fundioning for professional ministers, then,
extends to the personal realm of the minister and is closely identified with whom
the minister is personally.
Most practitioners mature or change throughout the course of their careers.
In the process, the manner in which they define and ad out occupational role
change as well. Faith development theory is closely related to the issue of how
individual maturation affects developmental clerical occupational roles.

This

theory seeks to show how the maturation process, as expressed by Kohlberg's
theory of moral reasoning and Piaget's strudural theory of development of logic,
affects the phenomena of religious faith (Fowler, 1976a; 1976b; Fowler and
Keen, 1978).

Fowler and Keen (1978) identifies six stages of faith, from

intuitive to universal. A person who operates out of an intuitive faith is informed
by his/her own subjedive experience and uninformed by others' faith
experiences. On the other hand, a person who operates out of a universal faith,

14
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the sixth stage, is able to see validity in all others' faith experiences to the extent
that his or her approach to faith reflects that awareness of a universal truth.
Each stage of faith affects the roles individuals adopt and how s/he interact
with those around them. For instance, a person who operates out of Fowler's
second faith stage, mythic-literal, adopts a single "simple" role ass/he interacts
with his or her social context (Fowler and Keen, 1978, p. 97).

This person

cannot operate outside his or her "simple" role without feeling as if s/he has
violated that faith. On the other hand, someone who operates out of the fifth
faith stage, labeled "paradoxical," can adopt various roles even with groups that
are from traditions others then his/her own (Fowler and Keen, 1978, p. 97).
In sum, the formation and definition of clerical occupational roles are highly
variable and results from a blending of differing elements of status that focus on
professional and personal role expectations (Blazer, 1987). Ministers can form
and define their occupational roles from expectations by the social context. Or
ministerial occupational roles can be influenced by the occupational group for
occupational role definition. Finally, the highly subjective variable of personality
characteristics of the individual practitioner is a third way that clerical
occupational roles can be formed.
Of the three sources of influence regarding occupational role definition
identified by Dooley (1968), social context is the strongest. It influences both the
occupational group and the individual practitioner. Changes and developments
in the social context will lead to changes in the relevancy or centrality of certain

15
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occupational roles. Since the social context influences the occupational groups
and the individual practitioner, these changes in centrality should lead to
changes in the emphasis or power given to the practice of certain occupational
activities.
An Historic Look at How a Developing Social Context
Has Changed What is Central to Clerical Occupational Roles
Historically the roles of clergy have been determined by the interactive
process between societal expectations of clerical roles and clergy's selfdefinitions of those roles {Krause, 1971). Through time societies have made a
distinction between the clergy and laity, with special rights, privileges, and
authority given to the former. Over the past 3,000 years, clerical roles have
fluctuated between being an expression of the norms and values of the
established social context to being in conflict with them.

When clerical

occupational roles have been expressions of the social norm, clergy have
enjoyed increased status and influence. When in conflict, this status has been
reduced. Across this spectrum, the relative centrality or peripherality of clerical
occupational roles to societal needs has been an important factor in the strength
of clerical status.
Priests in Ancient Egypt were an important part of the power elite {Krause,
1971). Priests depicted the political rulers as divine or semi-divine beings. This
action by the priests gave the decrees and edicts added weights and influence.
Thus, the priests• occupational roles had centrality in the social context of the

16
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ruling class. These priests were in tum supported by those in power. Over onethird of the revenue collected by the state went to this occupational group
(Krause, 1971).
Ancient Israel, on the other hand, had two groups of religious leaders who
gave emphasis or power to different occupational roles (Krause, 1971). One
group, the established clergy was an integral part of the general society and
assisted in sustaining the status quo. This clerical group had centrality in the
context of the general society. This group of clergy were better off financially
than the second group.

Usually they performed their occupational work in

temples, thus drawing resources directly from the society.
The second group were religious radicals who often worked against society
norms and expectations.

These prophets of ancient Israel were the first

evangelists of the Judea-Christian tradition who sought to convert individuals to
a different set of values than that which provided a foundation for the society at
large (Krause, 1971 ). As diverse as these two clerical occupations roles were in
ancient Israel, both were defined by centrality given to the occupational role
emphasized by each group.
As a social movement, Christianity conflicted with the established social
norms and expectations of the day {Gonzalez, 1970). One expression of this
early conflict was that Christianity had no formal occupational role distinction
between clergy and laity for the first 200 years (Krause, 1971 ). Although the
movement had religious leaders, for the first 200 years, they cannot be
17
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considered "clergy" for our purposes. They did not formulate their own group
norms and values, nor received special distinctions or status by the social
context of their own faith community or the broader social context.
The development of Christian clerical roles and functions changed in four
major ways after Christianity established a distinct clergy (Krause, 1971 ). These
major developments were due to changes within the occupation's broad social
context. These changes occurred during the role of Constantine I, during the
Reformation-Enlightenment period, after the Industrial Revolution, and during a
recent period in American history characterized by religious plurality.
The establishment of Christianity as the official state religion of the Roman
Empire in the Fourth Century, A.D., gave the Christian clergy legal status
(Krause, 1971). Prior to this time, Christianity had been an outlawed religion
(Gonzalez, 1970). This change in social status impacted the character and
nature of the religious movement. Previously, the church had little property or
assets.

After it gained legitimacy, energies and resources that had been

devoted to training for martyrdom and conflict with the non-Christian society
could now be directed toward the establishment of an institution and the
accumulation of resources (Gonzalez, 1970,

p. 268).

In other words, the

power given to some occupational activities decreased while other increased
because of changes in the relationship to social contexts and to changes in the
social context itself.
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Constantine l's edict legitimized the role of the Christian clergy. With the
support of the entire Roman society, Christianity entered a golden age. This
period permitted many great figures, such as Augustine, Jerome, and Ambrose,
to have a public voice (Gonzalez, 1970). These men, and other church leaders,
became leaders of the broader society in their own right. Their writings had an
influence on the society's philosophy, values, and perspectives.
As an institution, the church began to adopt characteristics of its society.
Worship liturgy, which had to this point remained minimal and simple, began to
adopt characteristics of the Imperial Court (Gonzalez, 1970). Grandeur became
part of the Christian worship experience. The church developed a parallelism
between Christ and the Emperor of the Roman Empire. This was reflected in the
Christian art of the period that showed a triumphal Christ as Lord and Master
over all of heaven and earth (Gonzalez, 1970).
The legitimacy given to clerical roles by the social environment led to more
power being given to bureaucratic roles and activities.

Clergy assumed

responsibility for institutions with financial, material, and human resources.
Membership in Christian institutions exponentially increased (Gonzalez, 1970).
Clergy began operating institutions.
social power.

Clergy gained economic, political, and

Clergy had greater resources at their control, so their roles

became more politically powerful.

Religious beliefs and practices became

matters of citizenship and politics instead of expressions of individual personal
views (Krause, 1971 ).
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In the Middle Ages, the power and authority of church and state became
fully intertwined (Krause, 1971).

Clergy became almost as powerful as the

leaders of the surrounding society itself, because they possessed large amounts
of land and developed large armies of their own. Church politics became state
politics. Members of the clergy were leaders of the political and economic order,
wielding a large amount of power and influence in the society.
The Reformation during the sixteenth century marked a major turning point
in the clerical profession (Krause, 1971) and affected the nature of clerical
functioning in several ways. First, it limited the clerical to the performance of an
occupational role set rather than an office or a position in a political bureaucratic
hierarchy (Krause, 1971).

To be in the Lord's ministry was defined by the

performance of certain activities, such as worship, preaching, or teaching.
Furthermore, these activities were limited to the specific social context of the
church. No longer are they necessarily an integral part of the larger society.
Thus, we see with the Reformation the increase in power that specific local
social contexts to influence clerical occupational roles and activities.
The Reformation also fractured the clerical occupational group.

The

occupational group no longer belonged to the monolithic Catholic church but
began to break up into denominational clergy. Each denomination had its own
particular world view and epistemological assumptions. Thus religious pluralism
was introduced into Western society. Individual social contexts were more free
to develop their own unique values characteristics. This developing plurality
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lead to a unity of occupational roles leaving centrality and power for one social
context to another.
The Reformation brought about changes in some denominations' concepts
of their role in the world. The clergy of these groups gave increased emphasis
or power to activities which were in opposition to the surrounding society than
being leaders of it. "Protestantism" comes from the word "protest". It is an apt
label to a religious movement that called into question political and economic
uses of power and authority. The role of "reformer of the status quo" was given
renewed power in the clerical occupation, specifically among Protestant clergy
(Krause, 1971).
The

plurality

of religious

intellectual

authority and

fracturing

of

epistemological approaches helped set the stage for the Enlightenment (Krause,
1971 ). No longer a central part of public discourse, religion was privatized and
individualized and pushed to the margins of society (Morawski, 1992).
Relativism, fragmentation, and secularization became a part of the greater social
environment (Turner, 1991 ). Clerical activities and roles associated with the
exploration and communication of universal truth began to loose power in the
overall social context.
The eighteenth century Enlightenment set the epistemological foundations
for and marked the beginning of the modem era (McVicker, 1988; Morawski,
1992). The modem era has been characterized by a questioning of traditional
doctrines and values, including religious doctrines and values.

Knowledge
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began to separate into discrete disciplines. Science separated from philosophy,
and philosophy from theology (Morawski, 1992).
The Enlightenment established the "modem" world view that expressed a
different hierarchy of values that determined what is true (Morawski, 1992, p.53).
An important characteristic of this hierarchy is the belief that society could be
improved through the application of reason and science instead of faith and
belief (Kilbome, 1992; Balsamo, 1987). This belief and faith in the ability of
reason to progressively improve the human race became a foundational
assumption of modernism (Kilbome, 1992; Balsamo, 1987; McDowell, 1992).
The decline in the cohesion of the church as one unified religious
institution, the resulting fragmentation of religious perspectives, and the
ascendancy of science, reason, and rationality in the society set the stage for
the church to loose its status as the defender of cosmic truth and shaper of the
social order (Anderson, 1990). The centrality of teaching roles and activities
and the proclamation of truth began to loose centrality in the general society.
Instead of leading the society in the pursuit of truth, the clergy as an
occupational group, increasingly found that they had to defend their view of the
truth.
The conflict between clergy and the society extended to the social context
of the local congregation.

The loss of occupational role status affected

relationships between ministers and the laity of congregations (Krause, 1971 ).
Laity within congregations began to have more of a say or impact regarding what
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their ministers occupational role should be. Members of the clergy now found
themselves sometimes facing criticisms of their occupational roles instead of
being able to control those occupational role expectations (Krause, 1971 ).
Clergy could no longer determine what occupational activities and roles were
central to the social context.
New characteristics of reduced occupational status and power of clerical
roles in relation to the broad and local (congregational) social contexts were
brought to New World by European settlers. The developing American society
was removed from the centuries of religious tradition and history of European
societies. The American social context was free to develop its own character
and thus its own influence on the clerical occupation and individual practitioners.
For example, multiple denominations became established and co-existed in the
society. None received special official status by the society by being designated
as the state religion.

Thus, American society developed a new principle of

religious volunteerism and individual choice (Blazer, 1987). The determination
or evaluation of centrality in effect became fragmented down to the level of the
individual.
New characteristics of the social context included increased power and
autonomy for lay persons.
changeable.

Religious participation became fluent and

During the early half of the nineteenth century as the society

expanded into the western frontier, membership in evangelical churches grew by
taking members from the established Protestant denominations (Krause, 1971).
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The fluid participation by members of society in religious institutions
resulted in a decreased institutional stability among Protestant congregations
(Krause, 1971 ). Human and financial resources became variable. Lay boards
assumed the control and management of local congregations.

Lay boards'

reactions to problems relating to resource utilization or management often was
to dismiss the minister.

The early half of the nineteenth century was

characterized by a marked decrease in the length of pastoral tenure (Krause,
1971). So, the status, authority, and ability to influence the centrality of clerical
occupational activities and roles in the social context of the United States had
completely eroded before the Civil War.
The advent of the nineteenth century Industrial Revolution changed what is
the overall centrality of clerical occupational roles changed once again. The use
of new technologies and organizational structures, which made possible
advances in the standard of living and the accumulation of wealth, became
important to the society. Religious denominations attempted to mimic this by
copying the highly organized bureaucratic structures of the successful national
industries. Denominations became organized on a national level with central
and regional offices and associated support staff (Krause, 1971). Clerical roles
and activities, which emphasized organizational and financial planning and
management, and personnel supervision and management, received renewed
emphasis or power by ministers.
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The educational level of the population began to rise toward the end of the
Nineteenth Century (Krause, 1971 ). The number of educational institutions rose
and the number of enrollments per institution rose also (Levine, 1988). Scientific
empiricism became the new model upon which higher education increasing was
established (Levine, 1988). What had once been church schools or education
for clergy developed into institutions of higher education with discrete fields of
knowledge that provided education for a broad range of professions. Clerical
occupational roles and activities which focused

on teaching and the

proclamation of the truth began to loose centrality even within the denomination
or a social context.
The institutions of higher education, which students attended, were less
commonly denominational schools that taught morality and ethical life styles.
Increasingly students went to college to gain a discipline specific body of
knowledge that would help them earn a living.
The successful establishment of scientific empiricism in higher education
led to an advancement of knowledge.

Scientific discoveries led to new

technologies and applications found useful in the society. These events led to a
crisis in organized American religious institutions and the clerical occupation
(Krause, 1971 ). Church participation became more tenuous on the basis of the
epistemological and paradigmatic conflict between the denominations endorsed
religious perspectives and those of scientific empiricism. Further, religion did
not have anything tangibly new to offer a growing nation rebuilding from a civil
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war and entering the twentieth century. This situation resulted in a further loss
of the centrality of clerical occupational roles and activities.
The modem scientific enterprise altered the social context for ministry by
fragmenting knowledge into discrete subject area. Frequently, the pastor of the
village church in Colonial America was the most knowledgeable and well-educated person in the community (Blazer, 1987). He had been the most sought after
person who attended to the teaching and community affairs of the local people.
With the success of American higher education by the tum of the century, the
college graduate became the knowledgeable person in his subject field. What
had once been parts of traditional clerical roles began to be secularized and
taken over by these new specialists (Blazer, 1987; Levine, 1988). Eventually,
other professions carved out of the traditional/ historical clerical roles of
education, health, welfare, psychotherapy, social action, and community
organization (Blazer, 1987). With others specializing in these fields, clerical
activities associated with these fields became less central to the social contest's
expectations.
The belief and faith in reason, rationality, and the scientific paradigm
became the religion of the modern era. Freud criticized religion and religious
faith as a primitive world view.

Oskar Pfister, a minister and practicing

psychotherapist, in a letter to his teacher Sigmund Freud, highlights the new
faith in scientific empiricism (Roazen, 1993). Pfister's critique makes a play on
the title of Freud's critical work, The Future of an Illusion, by referring to the faith
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in scientific empiricism and resulting devaluing of religious faith as "The Illusion
of a Future" (Roazen, 1993). Freud's views of religious faith, however, was the
view adapted by the larger social context.

Clerical activities focused on

furthering people's religious faith became less central as a result.
In

the

mid-1960's,

Thomas

(1968)

assessed

traditional

clerical

occupational roles. Thomas' historical examination asserted that by the mid1960's clerical occupational roles contain the residue of two millennia of change
in the social context. Thomas described the clerical occupation as having five
These five task-oriented components are listed in order of frequency

roles.

among the sources Thomas surveyed:

shepherd, preacher, worship leader,

administrator, and religious educator.
The minister as a shepherd was the most common role of clergy (Thomas,
1968). Central to this clerical role is the provision of spiritual sustenance and
guidance.

Etymologically, "Pastor" is the Latin equivalent of "shepherd"

(Thomas, 1968, p.12). Since one of the activities of shepherding is the provision
of sustenance to the flock, activities that provide spiritual sustenance and
guidance have been seen as central to clerical role functioning (Dooley, 1968).
In order to shepherd a flock, a pastor implicitly is given authority and is
assumed to know what type of direction and guidance his flock needs (Dooley,
1968).

The concept of "father'' is used as an analogy for that of "pastor."

Hence, the reference to clergy as ''father'' or "padre." This clerical occupational
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role harkens back to the time when the minister was leader of the values of the
social context.
The minister as preacher and worship leader are major role functions in
Protestant denominations (Thomas, 1968). As described previously, this role
function became established as a result of the Sixteenth Century Reformation.
This role include all activities connected with public worship (Thomas, 1968).
Clergy extend a variety of time and effort as the administrator of the _local
church (Thomas, 1968). The size of the church [Michael], the presence and type
of church programs, and the presence and function{s) of other paid or volunteer
staff impact how much time clergy spend in this role. The administrative role of
clergy became established after Constantine I, realized its height in the middle
ages, and became important again as a response to the successes of the
Industrial Revolution.

The Influence of the Social Context on
The Development of United Methodist Parish Clergy Roles
A review of the literature indicates the occupational roles of United
Methodist ministers and their antecedents were influenced by their relationship
to the broader social context.

Norwood (1974) divides the development of

American Methodism into four periods. Each period matches a corresponding
time period in American society: 1725 to 1784 corresponds to the development
of American society into a separate social and political entity; 1784 to 1860
mirrors the growth of the new nation and the development of regional political
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and cultural divisions; 1860 to 1914 conforms to the development of a stronger
centralized federal government as a result of the civil war and the rise of the
Industrial Age; and 1914 to 1970 shadows the development of the United States
as a major player in world affairs and the growing international integration of the
regional parts of the nation into a coherent but diversified whole.
In Norwood's first developmental period, "Ancestral Heritage," Methodism
emerged as the Wesleyan Movement in England. The Enlightenment, as an
influential philosophical and intellectual movement having begun in the previous
century, challenged the established world view of the time. The Enlightenment
emphasized reason and rationality over revelation in the search for truth,
creating turmoil in the society.

Individuals needed some structure and

community to assist them in facing life's anxieties.

Wesleyan "societies"

provided a system of prescribed methods to order life and relationships in
closely knit local communities.

Thus the term "Methodist" was derived

(Norwood, 1974).
Members of the Methodist "societies" were also members of the Anglican
church. Through the Anglican church, Methodists were members of the culture at
large (Norwood, 1974). Methodists were interested in making their place in an
established society more orderly and meaningful.

The clergy focused on

developing the quality of a distinct community within a larger stable and
establishing social context. To do this, early Methodist clergy frequently were
anti-worldly (Richey, 1991). "Among the Methodists ... the prophetic function ...
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was central [i.e., the calling for the repentance of sins]. It is important to make
this distinction, because it helps define the nature of Methodist ministry"
(Norwood, 1974, p. 34).

This definition of the Methodist ministry found

expression in, among other things, the Methodist stand against slavery (Richey,
1991).
The diffusion of Methodism to the American colonies in 1765 (Norwood,
1974; Richey, 1991) altered the social context in which Methodists related. This
change of social contexts had at least two results. First, Methodists' positions
and perspectives on the issue of slavery developed roughly along the same lines
as those in the general American society (Richey, 1991 ). The regional influence
on the Methodist clergys created a situation in the mid-nineteenth century where
Methodist clergy in the North were abolitionists, while those in the South
tolerated slavery.
The second effect of Methodism's move to the colonies is that institutional
development activities gained power among Methodist clergy.

The growing

United States was a society in which many denominations were competing for
tinancial and human resources (Norwood, 1974; Richey, 1991).

Methodists

could not rely upon the religious structure of the general society for support at it
had done in England. It had to compete with other denominations for members
and money. The religious volunteerism that was part of the American social
context intensified the competition and institutional development activities.
Members had to be recruited and could leave the denomination at will.
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Important

institutional

development

activities

included

leadership

development of the clergy, the development of an institutional culture, and the
development of institutional roles, authority, and responsibilities {Norwood,
1974). These institutional development activities occurred at an annual
gathering of all Methodist clergy, called an annual conference {Norwood, 1974.
This annual event was the most important regular event in the life of the church
{Richey, 1991) because of the decentralized nature of the new Methodist church
and the attention clergy had to give to member recruitment. The fact that annual
conferences were given prominence in the journals of many Methodist clergy
from that period shows the relative importance of institutional development
activities among those involved {Richey, 1991).
The importance of institutional development for Methodist clergy's
occupational roles is demonstrated in their relations with persons of other faiths.
The Methodist shared many principles and values with the United Brethren
{Norwood, 1974). These two communities were often located near each other in
the developing nation. Often the groups met jointly for worship and fellowship.
The communities in each denomination were structured in similar ways.
Although the two groups discussed merging many times, the union did not take
place. The Methodist clergy {and likely United Brethren) had an institution to
protect. The importance of the institution took precedence over the pursuit of
overall Christian unity.
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The development of the Methodist denomination as an institution closely
paralleled the development of the broader social context in America.

The

Methodist Episcopal Church, as it was named, had its organizing conference
during Christmas 1784 (Norwood, 1974; Richey, 1991). This conference, held
between the signing of the Declaration of Independence in 1776 and the
ratification of the Bill of Rights in 1787, set the institutional foundation for the
Methodist Church in America.

That the Methodist denomination and the

American society would develop its institutions during the same time suggests
an influence by the events in the social context on the denomination.
Ordained clergy were originally the only members of the denomination who
were eligible for membership in the annual conference (Norwood, 1974). The
annual conference is the decision making body of the denomination. Thus, the
clergy through the annual conference "possessed the entire power in the
church" (Norwood, 1974, p. 136), regarding policy, matters of culture issues, and
world views, etc.
America was still a nation of frontiers as Methodism began to be
established as the Episcopal Methodist Church.

A social order was being

formulated throughout the colonies and adjacent frontiers.

Expanding the

religious institution through member recruitment became an important daily and
weekly occupational role.

Methodist clergy functioned as missionaries

(Norwood, 1974). A primary purpose was the expansion of the faith into new
territories.

Methodist clergy were assigned a circuit of congregations at the
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annual conferences. It was by "riding" these circuits of congregations in areas of
the country being settled that the clergy expanded the Methodist institution
(Norwood, 1974).
Clergy often traveled in pairs or small groups as they rode their circuits.
They formed close relationships with each other in the process.

These

experiences became an important part in the development of clerical
occupational roles. It was by the formation of close relationships with other
clergy that the learning of the role of ministry occurred (Richey, 1991, p. 9).
These relationships functioned as a type of apprenticeship. The close clerical
relationships also provided a strong sense of occupational identity, or
"brotherhood" (Richey, 1991 ), thus socializing new ministers in the occupation.
The radical change in Methodist clergy's roles, from providers of spiritual
care to institutional builders, was expressed by how they related to the
congregations of the circuits in which they were in charge.

Most Methodist

congregations were headed by local lay preachers (Norwood, 1974; Richey,
1991). Often these preachers had a gift for public speaking or wanted to be a
minister but their life situation (marriage for example), precluded the financial or
familial sacrifices necessary for riding a circuit (Norwood, 1974).
Ordained Methodist clergy visited each congregation perhaps once a
quarter year to encourage and inspire the local preacher as well as to preach
the Methodist gospel.

Ordained Methodist clergy were no longer primarily

responsible for the daily spiritual life of individual communities, but had become
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facilitators for others' ministries and functioned as institutional or denominational
representatives to the local congregations.
Perhaps the strongest example of the influence of the social context upon
Methodist clergy's occupational roles came in the issue of slavery. As the first
half of the eighteenth century unfolded, the evolving political dispute over
slavery impacted the clergy in the Episcopal Methodist Church in America
according to each congregations regional social context.

The differential

influence of the social context upon Episcopal Methodist clergy led to a schism
in the Church and created distinctive clerical activities creating two emerging
religions.
Early Methodist clergy were strong abolitionists (Norwood, 1974; Richey,
1991 ). The abolitionist stand was formulated in England when Methodist clergy
were members of the Wesleyan societies and were anti-worldly.

The anti-

slavery stand was an integral part of their self-definition. Methodist clergy saw
freedom from slavery as freedom from sin (Richey, 1991).
Methodists could be abolitionists as long they were not influenced by the
values and morals of the social context. Methodism began its life in America in
the upper South (Norwood, 1974; Richey, 1991) where southern social norms
permitted slavery. The Methodist Episcopal denomination grew rapidly as it was
being established in the new United States. The Episcopal Methodist Church
had grown almost six-fold in 37 years from 3,148 members in 1775 to 195,357
members in 1812 (Richey, 1991, p. 50).

Such an

exponential increase in
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membership meant increase in connedions to and influence by the social
context. The Methodist movement could no longer operate as a sect set apart
from society. Each new member became an additional connedion to the society
and its influence.
By the early to mid-1800's several "substantial" church buildings were
constructed in various cities throughout the country (Norwood, 1974, p. 239).
The clergy of these congregations found themselves dependent on the
membership for monetary support to complete and maintain these projects. It is
hard to maintain one's identity and role in opposition to the broad social context
while increasing one's dependence on that social context for the institution's well
being.
The development of conflid over the practice of slavery occurred along
regional lines. Episcopal Methodist clergy's opinions about slavery reveal the
social context's influence on the occupation. The Methodist Episcopal Church
split in 1844 over the issue of slavery (Norwood, 1974, Richey, 1991). The two
religious institutions which resulted were the "Methodist Episcopal Church," the
northern body, and the "Methodist Episcopal Church, South". The northern body
of the church was staunchly opposed to slavery while the southern body
permitted it. Each Methodist body's stand on slavery was consistent with its
regional social context.
During the late 1800's the social context began to influence Methodist
clergy in the areas of scientific empiricism, secular philosophies, and the
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growing commonplace of professional higher education vs. apprenticeships
(Norwood, 1974). These intellectual movements in the social context called into
question ministers' claims to ultimate truth (Norwood, 1974). The nineteenth
century novel, The Damnation of Theron Ware (Frederic, 1896), is a story about
the struggles of a Methodist clergyman with the growing secularization of the
society.

As the novel approaches its climax, an especially poignant

conversation takes place between the Rev. Ware and his somewhat naive wife,
Alice, who had led a sheltered and insulated life.
It was apparent to the Rev. Theron Ware ...that both he and the world had
changed .... He stood forth .. .in a new skin ... to turn round and inspect the
cocoon from which he had ernerged .... He had no vestige of interest in it.
It seemed as if Alice, too, recognized that he had become another
man ... .'Well -I hardly know how to say it," she faltered, "but it was nicer in
the old days, before you bothered your head about big projects, and your
career, as you call it, and were just a good, earnest, simple young servant
of the Lord .... "l get sometimes lately almost scared lest you should turn out
to be a- a backslider!" (Frederic, 1896, p. 303-305)
Frederic depicts Rev. Ware's new role as that mimicking an ambitious
businessman.

It is clear from this exchange that Rev. Ware is no longer

interested in his role as God's servant who has been called to redeem the world
from its sins.

Instead, Alice is worried, Rev. Ware's career will become

indistinguishable from those in the secular sphere.
The words that Frederic uses to construct the exchange between Rev.
Ware and his wife form a portrait of the tension clergy faced in the late
nineteenth century.

In fact, Frederic was in position to make this novel a
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reflection of the social reality of that time. Raised in a strict Methodist home,
Frederic was a journalist and editor, first for a paper in Albany, New York, and
later for the London bureau of the New York Times (Johnson and Dumas, 1931;
Unger, 1974). Frederic's career in the news business kept him well informed
about the nature of and changes in society (Barnhart, 1954).
The growth of Methodism, its institutionalization, and the rise of
professional education affected the educational process for the Methodist
ministry. In the late eighteenth to mid-nineteenth centuries, Methodist clergy
were educated through informal apprenticeships. Close and extended contact
with other clergymen traveling together on their respective circuits provided
socialization into the profession through observation, practice, modeling,
criticism, and support (Richey, 1991).
By the turn of the twentieth century, schools for Methodist ministerial
education began to be established (Orr, 1950; Norwood, 1974).

Senior

Methodist ministers, having been educated as apprentices, held formal
education under suspicion (Orr, 1950).

These clergy had the opinion that

education came in "the practice of ministry, not for it" (Norwood, 1974, p. 136).
This attitude created tension within. the occupational context and delayed
implementation of formal academic ministerial education (Orr, 1950).
The United States developed new international relations as the twentieth
century progressed. During this period, the Methodist church evolved in much
the same manner. Denominational rivalry and competition gradually moved to
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"interdenominational cooperation" (Norwood, 1974, p. 357).

The Methodists

were active in the formation of the ecumenical World Council of Churches
(WCC) (Norwood, 1974).

The schisms of the nineteenth century in the

Methodist Church began to be healed in 1939 with the formation of the
Methodist Church out of the Methodist Episcopal Church (South), the Methodist
Episcopal Church, and Methodist Protestants (Norwood, 1974).

Only those

Methodist groups that resulted from segregation remained outside of the
Methodist ecumenical movement.

These groups are African Methodist

Episcopal Church, and the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church.
In 1968, the United Methodist Church was formed from a merger between
the Methodist Church and the Evangelical United Brethren Church, which was a
denomination created by a merger between the United Brethren and the
Evangelical Brethren. The result of this process is that the United Methodist
Church became the second largest Protestant denomination in the country.

The Plurality of Contemporary Society and the
Accompanying Problems of Centrality and Periphery
The Enlightenment's emphasis on reason and rationality challenged the
church's place as a single shaper of a cohesive and unified social perspective
(Morawski, 1992). Rationality became the dominant social perspective.

The

success of this perspective can be seen in the industrial and scientific
revolutions and the explosion of knowledge and disciplines.

Religion and the

clerical status suffered a decline in centrality and power as a result.
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In recent years, a social perspective labeled "postmodemism"

1

has

emerged that is critical of attempts to discover absolute truth (Tracy, 1987;
Heckman, 1990).

This critique has included a "reappraisal of modem (the

rational and scientific) modes of thought, religious beliefs, and moral conviction"
(Doll, 1989, p. 244).

Since claims to moral conviction and universal and

absolute truth has been an area in which clerical activities have focused, the
centrality and power of the clerical occupation may have recently undergone
another change in relationship to the social context.
What were once shared values, such as those found in religion, ethics,
philosophy, as well as the rational ideal represented by the Enlightenment, may
be rejected by individuals or groups within the society (O'Hara and Anderson,
1991; Morawski, 1992). In addition, the relevancy of broad societal core values
and beliefs for specific situations or individuals is questioned (Slaughter, 1989).
The lack of agreement regarding social, moral, . philosophical, rational, or
religious truth translates into a society in which plethora of coexistent values are
created.
This lack of agreement makes it the responsibility of individuals
themselves to choose those realities in which they believe (Anderson, 1990).
Individuals determine meaning and value, instead of the society in general, or
specific communities within the broader society.

As a result, individuals are

treated as the chief container of meaning and value (O'Hara and Anderson,
1991). Values, the search for meaning, and religious faith become matters of
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individual choice and conflict instead of an issue of what is epistemologically
''true" (Denzin, 1989; O'Hara and Anderson, 1991).
Individuals may feel overwhelmed with and confused by this task, finding
themselves unable to choose among multiple perspectives and value systems
(Gargan, 1991 ). The coexistent perspectives may be so contradictory that they
cannot be reconciled.

Each perspective may simply be revitalized, leaving

individuals with a suspicion about the existence of an applicable set of universal
values and beliefs.
Individuals and communities may lose faith in an absolute truth, even in the
attempt to discover an absolute truth (O'Hara and Anderson, 1991). It can be
disturbing to entertain alternate perspectives and world views, especially as they
related to the interpretation of Scripture (Spong, 1992).

Adherents of a

particular religious perspective may fear that if Scripture can be interpreted
differently, then it may not be ''true" in an empirical sense at all.
Clamar (1991) claims that a confused religious identity negatively
influences psychological health. Religion is used by many to create meaning
and find direction for their lies (Oser, 1991), implying that when religious faith is
confused, so are personal meaning and direction. Personal identity is tied up in
a faith system, and when that faith system becomes confused, issues of selfidentity come into question:
''The collapse of old ways of belief and the coming into being of a new
world view... is one of the most psychologically...threatening events in all of
human history.... People who have internalized a belief system and take it to
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be absolute reality can literally cease to know who they are" (Anderson,
1990, pp. 26-27).
The plurality of values and faith present in contemporary society sets up an
environment in which multiple and perhaps conflicting roles may be expected
from clergy. To paraphrase Anderson's point from above, when the centrality of

occupational roles become confused because of multiple or contradictory
expectations, professional activities can become confused and be called into
question. Thus, ministers may not know who they are expected to be or what
roles they are expected to have. The fractured and pluralistic social context
provides no agreed-upon yardstick that clergy may use to address these
questions of conflicting occupational roles, identity, and expectations.
The phenomenon of religious faith, its underlying values, and its relevance
to behavior and relationships no longer rests within clergy's occupational roles.
Psychotherapists, psychologists, and counselors see the phenomena of
religious faith as a produce of individual personality development and
developmental psychology. 2 Clergy no longer have a separate and unique body
of professional knowledge they can call their own.
The success of reason and rationality since the Enlightenment, the doubt
that universal truth exists, the individualization of values, and the lack of an
exclusive body of knowledge has altered the clergy's relationship to the society.
These processes have led to a lack of religious authority earned by clergy in
their traditional occupational roles (Krause, 1971; Thomas, 1968). Clergy no
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longer have authority in the broad social context simply because they are
spiritual leaders (Thomas, 1968).

Ministry has been called "a profession of

untenured servants" with "neither sacred nor secular powers" (Krause, 1971, p.
194).
These changes in the broader social context are influencing the way
parishioners utilize clergy's occupational roles and activities. For instance, adult
Sunday School attendance nationally has declined 12% to thirty members per
congregation from 1987 levels (Barna, 1993).

An increasing proportion of

churches are eliminating their adult Sunday School altogether (Barna, 1993).
Parishioners may not feel a strong tie to one particular minister. Barna
(1993) reports that approximately two-thirds of those who worship in a given
church are those who attend the same church's service at the rate of three or
four times a month. The remaining third are visitors who attend a different
institution whenever they worship. Financial support for the clerical occupation
declined nationally by 13% in constant dollars since 1987.

Median annual

budgets of those churches surveyed stand at $81,713 (Barna, 1993, p. 83). The
clergy's emphasis regarding their occupational roles has changed in response to
the diversity present in contemporary society (Thomas, 1968). Consistent with
occupational role theory, clergy are trying to respond to the needs of the society.
Almost half of all pastors attempt to be "all things to all people" in order to
attempt to address society's plurality (Barna, 1993, p. 101).

The way

congregants interest with others - their congregations make the minister's task
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of building a cohesive community difficult (Barna, 1993). Clergy are faced with
significant groups of parishioners who are not interested in the formation of a
close relationship with their minister and parishioners who are becoming less
interested in some church programs.

Thus, clergy focus on continually

attempting to establish and build a community, rather than shepherding or
feeding a pre-existing one as described by Thomas (1968).
Disagreements exist regarding how successfully clergy are responding to
the changing social context. Sixty percent of surveyed ministers self-reported
they are accepting and tolerant of people with different ideas, perspectives, and
values (Barna, 1993). Yet less than half of all families in church communities
reported seeing the minister of their church as very sensitive to their particular
needs (Barna, 1993). Apparently, differences exist between the power given to
occupational activities by ministers and the activities seen as central by those
who are part of their churches.
The findings of Barna's poll of church families are consistent with research
done by Kitonga (1989).

In making a case for his study of the self-directed

continuing education activities of ministers, Kitonga cites sources dating back to
1974 that show that the effectiveness of ministers' occupational roles to the
overall society has been declining.

Kitonga's study reveal inconsistency or

tension between occupational activities given power and are responding to the
needs to their congregations and the evaluations of those who populate the
social environment.
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Summarv and Purpose of the Study
The change and development of the historic social context has left the
clerical occupation being described, not as seekers of truth and shepherds of
flocks, but as "occupational specialists in the area of the society's values, its
charters, myths, and explanations of existence" (Krause, 1971, P. 179). The
contemporary social context is a fractured one, marked by a plurality of charters,
myths, and explanations of existence. This plurality in tum leads to multiple
rationale for the clerical occupation and hence multiple role expectations. This
diffuse focus of the ministerial occupation had lead to a situation where the
function of the clerical occupation in the broad social context has been called
"undefined" (Thomas, p. 10).
However, the literature on the development of clerical roles leads to the
conclusion that the clerical occupation is not undefined per se. Rather, society's
plurality creates multiple social contexts for the clerical occupation roles
(Krause, 1971; Niebuhr, 1956). The plurality of contemporary society fails to
provide a coherent view of the centrality of clerical occupational activities and
roles.
Parish ministers have been called the generalists of the clerical occupation
(Kitonga, 1989). Parish clergy as a group are expected by those in their social
contexts to perform a variety of roles: preach, teach, counsel, visit the sick and
home bound, administrate, motivate volunteers, mediate conflict, relate to the
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public, public relations specialist, as well as perform the traditional sacraments
of baptism, marriage and burial (Kitonga, 1989; Blazer, 1987; Thomas, 1968).
Ministers perceive the multiplicity of clerical occupational roles to be a
problem. Only four percent of parish ministers are able to articulate a specific
identifiably vision of their occupational roles (Barna, 1993, p. 118). An earlier
study by Kitonga (1989) gives some clues as to the reasons for this lack of
clarity. Kitonga (1989) found seven crises with which clergy are professionally
confronted. Six out of these seven crises related in some way to the power of a
pluralistic social context to determine clerical occupational roles.
The first two crises reported by ministers was the lack of power as they
functioned in their occupational roles and their lack of power or ability to control
how the social context defines their occupational roles. Two additional crises the lack of primary clerical roles and the fear that the occupation Jacks meaning
and purpose - relates to how the multiple role expectations of a fractured social
context causes confusion and tension regarding what occupational roles and
activities are central.

Finally, two crises are related to educational issues

associated with the occupation's multiple role expectations:

the Jack of

professional "capacity" to function effectively in differing roles; and the ''fear of
failure" that ministers see ending in career termination due to lack of capacity.
The power of the social context to determine the centrality of clerical
occupational roles seems to be a permanent part of the occupation. Ministers'
relationships to the social contexts is "that of a follower... of a status quo
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established ... and changed by other'' (Krause, 1971, p. 189). The power of the
occupation's fractured social context will continue to determine what is central to
parish ministry.

Those who practice the occupation as well as those who

educate ministerial candidates need a more informed understanding of how the
current social environment influences the centrality of clerical occupational
activities and roles.
The purpose of this study is to explore how the interactive process
between ministers and their social contexts, as represented by United Methodist
congregations, influence the centrality and the relative power of occupational
activities of Virginia United Methodist Church parish clergy. Conclusions will be
made regarding the initial professional education, as well as continuing
education, for clergy.
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END NOTES

1

Subject fields where postmodemism has been dealt with include: sociology
(Denzin, 1989; Kilbome, 1992; Morawski, 1992; Slaughter, 1989); psychology
(Gergan, 1991; McVicker, 1988; Anderson, 1990; O'Hara and Anderson, 1991;
Tracy, 1987); education (Aronwitz, 1990; Carlson, 1992, Cho, 1990; Doll, 1989;
McKenzie, 1992; Oliver, 1990); gender issues (Balsamo, 1987; Heckman, 1990;
McDowell, 1992); literature (Johnson, 1987); philosophy (Norris, 1989; Sarup,
1989); and interestingly, biblical studies (McKnight, 1988; Spong, 1992).
Some authors have written works critical of the postmodem perspective and the
philosophy which informs is (Balsamo, 1987; Dellner, 1988; Denzin 1989;
Marshall, 1990; McDowell, 1992; Skeggs, 1991). These authors have called into
question whether postmodernism really exists as a separate and discrete
historical time period with its own identifiable philosophy and world view. The
point of referencing postmodemism is not to debate the reality of postmodemism
per se. Rather, the purpose is to describe the current social context which is
said to represent multiple value systems, philosophies, moral codes and belief
systems.
2

James Fowler began the examination of the phenomena of religious faith
through the insights of developmental psychology (Fowler, 1976a; 1976b; 1978).
Others critically examined and questioned Fowler's theory (Ford-Grabowsky,
1986; 1987a, 1987b). Honig (1987) examined how faith is formed and
developed in the first few years of life. Genia (1990; 1992) examined the role of
faith in life transitions. McFadden and Gerl (1990) examined the impact of faith
on developmental tasks individuals face in the latter stages of life.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODS
Introduction
My interest in this research problem began as an unfocused awareness
that clerical occupational roles can be influenced in a plurality of ways and from
many sources.

The social context has been identified as one source of

influence on the clerical profession (Norwood, 1974). The contemporary social
environment, having been described as pluralistic, has the effect of making the
education for the clerical occupation difficult and complex because the skills and
knowledge they need to serve one congregation may not be, and likely is not,
identical to those needed in another.
The awareness of the plurality of influences regarding clerical roles has
also

been

informed

by

a

recognition

that

ministers

within

different

denominations, and therefore distinct contexts, may have characteristically
dissimilar roles. For instance, ministers of some Protestant denominations focus
on evangelism and tally the number of conversions to the faith and subsequent
baptisms they have performed. Diocesan clergy of other denominations, such
as Episcopal and Catholic, appear to be more interested the spiritual growth and
development of those already in their care.
Even ministers within a single denomination appear to me to play different
occupational roles depending on the congregation with whom they work. Clergy
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of my own denomination seemed to be interested in various activities:
membership growth, building construction or remodeling, program development,
or the development of sub-groups within the congregation to provide
interpersonal support.
The complexity of clerical occupational roles can be confusing. I have
found Judith Hackman's (1985) concepts of "power'' and "centrality" helpful in
sorting out how various clerical occupational roles are influenced by the social
environment.

Theoretical Framework
Hackman (1985) used the terms "core" and "peripheral" to describe how
close or distant work units were to an educational institution's mission or
purpose. These work units could be an academic department, such as English or
Mathematics, or a service center of the institution such as academic counseling
or health service. Those units that are central to the institution are those that
closely match the mission of the institution. She defines these units as core
units. Those units that are not closely connected or central to the mission or
purpose of the institution she labels as peripheral units (Hackman, 1985).
Hackman examined work units by the amount of resources they acquired
from the environment or from within the institution.

The ability to acquire

resources is labeled as "power'' by Hackman. A unit of work has increased
power when it acquires more resources (financial, human, etc.) from internal
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(institutional) or external social contexts. Relationship to an influential interior or
exterior social context provides a work with unit more ability to acquire
resources.

Hackman analyzes these relationships in the process of budget

allocations. She advises work units to focus on or develop relationships with
social contexts that have influence with the institution and a need for that unit of
work.
Hackman's (1985) theoretical framework is applicable to this research
problem in several ways. First, churches and institutions of higher education
share a common history and heritage. Institutions of higher education originally
were part of the church structure (Levine, 1988; Huskiness, 1984).

Higher

education in this country was originally established for the education of clergy
(Levine, 1988).
Hackman's (1985) theory of power and centrality rests on the assumption
that institutions of higher education are open systems that interact with their
social environments. A mutual influence exists between the internal process of
the institution and its social context. To apply Hackman's theory to this study, I
must also assume that congregations constitute open systems. That is, I must
assume a mutual influence exists between the congregation as an institution and
their social contexts.
Institutions of higher education and individual churches share similar
organizational structures.

Both have lay boards that are vital in deciding
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institutional policy, which in tum impact institutional units of work. Both must
interact with the broader social environment for resources and members. For
instance, the presence of many young families in the community with small
children may influence a parish to begin a preschool or after school care
program.
Congregations, just as institutions of higher education, also have internal
and external contexts that shape the work of the institution, by giving more or
less power to various units of work. Congregations have various subgroupseducation, missions, youth, etc.-which have priorities for the parish's ministry,
and hence the relative distribution of the minister's occupational roles. Thus the
concepts of internal and external power are applicable to both institutions of
higher education and congregations.
Perhaps the strongest link to Hackman's theoretical framework is that
both religious and educational institutions operate on a budget and must decide
on priorities in the budgeting process. This decision-making process chooses
among a wide variety of possibilities. Budgetary priorities may be guided by the
institution's mission or purpose. Some units of work in the institution will be
funded because they further the mission or purpose of the institution. Others will
be funded because they have power in relationship to vital internal or external
social contexts.
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The problem with applying Hackman's concepts to churches as
institutions appears to be with the term "work unit."

Institutions of higher

education are of course much larger than most individual congregations.
Educational institutions have a variety of actual units that carry on the function of
the organization, among which priorities are decided for budget allocations to
occur.
Churches are more limited, however. Seventy percent of all churches
have only one paid professional staff, the minister (Barna, 1993, p.82). Further,
a mean of 41% of church budgets are spent on the
ministe~s

ministe~s

salary.

The

salary as a percentage of total church budget ranges from 58% for

churches up to 100 members, 37% for church with 101 to 200 members, to 29%
for churches with more then 200 members. The median size church has 159
members (Barna, 1993, p. 80, 82, 84).
Instead of having work units that perform the work of the institution, as in
higher education, Barna's work (1993) suggests the minister's various
occupational roles make up the units of work in most churches. Where as an
institution of higher education may have to choose budget allocations among
schools of business administration, education, and student counseling services,
the primary choice for local congregations instead may be how much time the
minister should devote to his role as administrator of the institution, a religious
educator, and pastoral counselor. Therefore, the components of a

ministe~s
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occupational roles comprise the lion's share of the professional work units of an
individual church as an institution.
Occupational role theory supports the view that clerical occupational
activities are a part of an open "system".,

In addition, a review of the

development of clerical occupational roles from ancient Egypt through the 1960's
demonstrates that clerical roles historically have been influenced dramatically by
events from the larger surrounding social contexts. Therefore it is appropriate to
use Hackman's (1985) theoretical framework, since her study is also based on
higher educational institutions as open systems, which are influenced by the
external environment.
Equating a minister's occupational roles, which are discreet units of work,
with ''work units," Hackman's (1985) theoretical framework provides a means to
discover how the contemporary internal and external social environments affect
parish clergys' occupational roles.
Equating a minister's occupational roles, which are discreet units of work,
with ''work units," Hackman's (1985) theoretical framework provides a means to
discover how the contemporary internal and external social environments affect
parish clergys' occupational roles.

1 That is, the performance of ministerial occupational roles is influenced by the social
environment in which the congregation exists.
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Operational Definitions

Professional ministers are defined as men or women who are ordained or
officially recognized by their denominations as ministers, and who are currently
employed full time in a ministry.

For the research population, this means

subjects have been ordained as elders in the United Methodist Church.

All

participants have a degree from an accredited seminary, since the Master of
Divinity degree is the entry level degree for professional ministry (Rogers, 1992).
Work units are defined as identifiable clerical occupational activities
performed by the parish minister. The specific structure of the range of clerical
occupational activities and the operational definitions have been borrowed from
a study by Larry Blazer 91987). Blazer's analysis of the continuing education
needs was based on the church leader's occupational role activities. Blazer
admits that his table of activities does not articulate all of the roles or activities in
which a minister might engage.

However, Blazer asserts that the clerical

occupational activities he uses in his study are "representative of normal parish
ministry" (1987, p. 64). Blazer's work therefore provides a beginning matrix or
grid by which this study's data will initially be organized. Additional clerical roles
or activities were added as needed to accommodate changing and developing
clerical roles and activities.
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The specific definitions for the study's occupational role activities, based
on Blazer's work, are found in Appendix A. These definitions were used as a
reference when analyzing research interviews.
Internal social contexts are defined as the congregations which individual
ministers serve.

External social contexts are defined as the surrounding

geographical community in which the congregation resides.

For example, a

congregation which is located in a suburban area would have a suburban
external social context.

Research Population and Sample
The target population for this study consists of the professional ministers
of the Christian religion in the United States.

The sample population is

composed of professional ministers in the Virginia Conference of the United
Methodist Church, who have been at their current church for at least a year.
The Southern Baptist Denomination is the largest denomination, with a
total membership of 14,937,739 churches and 37,500 pastors (U.S. Bureau of
the Census, 1992, p. 59).

This denomination was not chosen for this study

because of the political and theological divisiQns that is has been experiencing
in recent years. It is questionable that the Southern Baptist denomination is
currently one coherent occupational group.

Choosing such a denomination

could have introduced multiple occupational group variables into the study of
clergy's occupational roles.

This denomination was ruled out as a sample
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population since this study is not concerned with the occupational group's
influence on occupational functioning.
The United Methodist Church is the second

largest Protestant

denomination in the United States with almost nine million members in 37,524
churches served by over 20,800 pastors (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1992, p.
59). The Virginia Conference of the United Methodist Church is the second
largest conference of this denomination in the United States (Corley, 1993). The
Virginia Conference of the United Methodist Church also has congregations in a
mix of urban and rural areas.

It consists of large urban areas around

Washington D.C., Richmond, and Hampton Roads, yet also has rural areas in
south-central and southwestern Virginia. These areas also have a variety of
socio-economic strata and a mixed racial character. The Virginia Conference of
the United Methodist Church is comprised of a coherent occupation group with
demographic characteristics that potentially provides a basis for making
qualitative inferences to the study's target population.
Since this study seeks information regarding the internal and external
social environmental or contextual influence on clergy occupational roles, I
believe that it was necessary to choose research participants who are seasoned
enough to have experienced this type of influence on their occupational roles.
The occupational roles of new professionals may change in a relatively short
time. This change may be due as much to the new professional's socialization
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into the occupational group (i.e., "learning the ropes") as any influence from the
social context. I assume that seasoned veterans have already been socialized
into the occupational group, and thus relative changes in their occupational roles
from one social context to another are due more to influences from the most
recent social context. Therefore, ministers with less than three years experience
in the occupation were ruled out as participants.
On the other hand, I had wanted to avoid participants who have become
so advanced in their clerical careers that influence from their social contexts is
less pronounced.

This limitation was based on the assumption that well-

seasoned veterans may be less influenced by their current social context since
they have become firmly established in their occupation and set in their
occupational roles. Others have demonstrated that the plurality of the social
context has become an issue in the last fifteen to twenty years (Anderson, 1990;
Dellner, 1988; McVicker, 1988). Ministers who have received their professional
education and socialization more than twenty years ago may have developed an
occupational role set that is established and influenced by a social context that
is no longer present.
However, when I came to the subject selection phase of the research, it
became all but impossible to find research participants in suburban churches
who had less than 20 years experience in the ministry.

As one District

Superintendent put it, 'We are not going to place inexperienced ministers in our
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larger and [financially] more important churches." This statement implies that
experienced ministers are better equipped to respond to the needs of the large
suburban churches in this study. Based on this information, therefore, I decided
not to have a limit on the number of years research participants have been in
their profession.

Selection of Research Participants
After receiving permission from the Bishop of the Virginia Conference of
the United Methodist Church (Appendix 1), I met with selected District
Superintendents ("D.S.") of the Virginia Conference of United Methodist Church
to identify professional ministers who meet the selected criteria outlined
previously. These District Superintendents were selected on the basis of their
likely receptivity to this study. I also attempted to select DS's whose churches
represented geographic diversity and a variety of church types (rural, urban,
suburban, growing membership and declining membership).

Potential

participants - both ministers and PPR chairs - were initially sent a letter
introducing the research and the research project (Appendix C).

The letter

stated that I was referred to them by the D.S. with the Bishop's permission.
Candidates were contacted within two weeks using the screening telephone
interview

(Appendix D).

The purpose of the screening questions was to

determine if potential participants actually fell within selection criteria and were
willing to participate. Ministers and PPR Committee chairs were selected as
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paired units. That is, both were selected for interviews or neither were. These
screening questions were asked by phone to reduce the cost of the screening.
The selection of research candidates continued until sixteen pairs agreed
to participate. Every effort was made to get a balance of subjects from rural,
suburban and urban settings, a geographical balance of subjects from around
the state, and a balance of subjects from churches that were both experiencing
an increase in membership and those where rolls were stable or even in decline.
These participants were contacted by letter to confirm their willingness to
participate in a face-to-face interview.

A consent form and self-addressed

stamped envelope were included (Appendix E) with the letter and instructions to
return the form signed and witnessed. No additional participants were needed to
make up for those who refused to consent.
After receipt of the consent form, participants were contacted by
telephone to set up an interview appointment. One week prior to the interview,
participants were sent a form that requested biographic and demographic
information for their completion (Appendices F and G). They were asked to
bring this completed form to the interview.

Questions about the study and

ethical safeguards (regarding anonymity and confidentiality) were answered at
the beginning of the interview.
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Research Focus and Interview
Each interview attempted to explore the question, "How does the social
context determine what is central and peripheral to the occupational roles of
Virginia United Methodist parish clergy?"

To accomplish this goal, I first

interviewed the chair of the PPR Committee, assuming s/he represents the
needs and interests of the congregation.

Following that, I interviewed the

minister of the congregation at a later time.
The chair of the PPR Committee was interviewed using a semi-structured
format.

Review of the biographic and demographic form with the participant

served as the introductory phase of the interview. This allowed the participant
and myself to get adjusted to each other.

It also allowed me to clarify any

information that was not clear. Interviews were tape recorded for accuracy in
data analysis. The committee chair was asked to identify the mission of the
individual church as an institution. Then they were asked to think about all the
activities in which their minister engages and identify which activities are central
to the mission of the congregation and which are peripheral. The occupational
actives outlined in Blazer's (1987) table were used as a guide for the interviews
(Appendix A). The chair was asked to refrain from sharing information with the
minister until after the minister was interviewed.
The minister of the church was interviewed after the chair of the P&P
Committee also using a semi-structured format. They were asked to think about
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all the work related adivities in which they engaged in this church and in their
previous appointment.

Interview subjects were then asked to identify which

adivities they were frequently performing and those in which they were less
frequently involved.

To assure that interviews obtained a comprehensive

testament of the research question, interview subjects were asked several times
if they could add any further information before the interview was terminated.
Interviews were terminated when subjects indicated they had nothing else to add
or when they began repeating themselves.

Research Desian
This study used a qualitative research design. This design was informed
by the methods used in Judith Hackman's study and added other methods
whose reliability and trustworthiness have been established.
The principles of phenomenological research were used to determine the
size of the research sample.

This exploratory descriptive research method

indicates that a sample of 16 is a minimum size (Kruger, 1981). With a sample
of this size, when 11 or more subjects are in agreement regarding a particular
phenomena, the study is said to have "nomethtical agreement" (Kruger, 1981).
Agreement by more than ten research participants is enough to make nomative
comments about a phenomena under study. Agreement between seven to ten
subjeds provides tentative agreement. Agreement among seven to ten research
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participants is enough to make tentative comments about the phenomena under
study. Agreement by six subjects or less does not produce conclusive results.
Since the research focused on the influence of the contemporary social
context (as represented by PPR chairs) on ministers' occupational activities,
PPR/clergy interviews were considered as one unit for purposes of sample size,
since they represented one church. This produced a total of 32 interviews, 16
each of clergy and PPR chairs.

These interviews were assigned random

numbers. (See Appendix B for a list of the research interviews.)
Hackman (1985) first identified which work units within the institutions she
studied were "core" and which were "peripheral". She accomplished this task by
interviewing various academic deans and administrators.

These were

individuals within the institution who knew what its mission was and how closely
the work units were associated with that mission. PPR chairs served as the
institutional representative of the institutions in my study. To understand why
Hackman's research design was applied to this study in this way, the
organization of the United Methodist Church must first be explored.
Technically, United Methodist ministers are not employees of the
individual congregation (Corley, 1993). United Methodist clergy are employed
by the occupational group: the denomination through the conference which they
serve.

The conference bishop, through the agency of multiple district

superintendents, places ministers with individual congregations.

While these
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placements are attempted with the cooperation of the local church, sometimes
they are made in conflict with the individual congregation.
Local United Methodist churches have a body called the "Pastor Parish
Committee" or the "Pastor Parish Relations Committee" (known within United
Methodist circles as the "PPR Committee). This body acts as a liaison between
the minister and the congregation as an institution. It is the body within the
congregation where issues regarding clerical occupation roles are raised. This
committee is also the body of the local church that interfaces with the
denomination in case of issues with the minister's occupational performance.
Members of this body are also members of the congregation. To be consistent
with Hackman's design, the chair of the PPR Committee is the key institutional
person to interview regarding the institution's internal social contexts, i.e., the
congregation's expectations of clerical occupational roles.
The PPR Committee Chair was interviewed using Blazer's ( 1987) table of
"Prominent Roles of Church Leaders" as a guide (Appendix H).

In a semi-

structured interview format, PPR chairs described the clerical professional
activities that were core to their church's mission or purpose. PPR chairs also
identified activities which were peripheral to the purpose or mission of the
institution. PPR chairs were allowed to describe the clerical activities in their
own words using their own perspective. Questions were asked when it was not
clear which activity research participants were identifying.
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Attempts at comprehensiveness were made during the interviews with
both PPR chairs and clergy. When it appeared that the interview participants
had shared all the information they had concerning occupational activities,
subjects were prompted by my asking, 'What else do you have to share? Or
'What else can you tell me?"

It was only after several of these prompting

questions or when the interview participant began going over topics previously
covered that the interview was ended.
The ordained minister of the congregation was interviewed after the chair
of the PPR committee. The minister's role activities are this study's equivalent of
Hackman's work units. As the professional who does most of the work of the
institution, the minister was interviewed to see which of his of her work activities
have gained or lost resources as measured in time spent on task.
Data Analysis
The data analysis methodology was designed to address the central
concern of this study: What professional clerical activities are core in the social
contexts which United Methodist pastors in Virginia serve, and what differences
in power do clergy give to their occupational activities from one congregation to
another. Method of analysis for the interview data has been borrowed from the
fields of anthropology and phenomenological psychology.
Interviews were assigned a random number after they were conducted.
This was done for confidentiality purposes (Appendix B).

All participant
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research information was given the same number as the related interview tape.
All this information was placed in a file bearing the same number. This way,
participants' names were not attached to their information.
The taped interviews were transcribed verbatim to· ensure that the
analysis of the participants' experiences begins with those experiences
themselves and not the researcher's recollection or perceptions of these
experiences. The interviews were transcribed by a professional secretary who
serves as a transcriptionist for a multi-physician cardiology practice.

This

individual was chosen to perform the transcription of the taped interviews
because of her prior track record of being highly accurate in her work. Next,
each transcribed interview was read as a whole to get an overall and holistic
grasp of the data. This step was suggested by Kruger 91981). The purpose of
this step in the data analysis process was to ensure a perceptual framework that
is consistent with each participants' overall experience, so that subsequent steps
in the data analysis are faithful to the overall experience of each subject.
The second reading of each interview was done with the purpose of
marking the research participant's words which were related to the clerical
occupational activities as described by Blazer (1987, pp. 64-67). This task was
accomplished by reading each interview with a copy of Blazer's occupation
activities and his definitions beside the typed transcription.

Subjects, words,

sentences, or paragraphs that related to one or more of the occupational
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activities were coded and identified.

These codes were entered into the

ethnograph, a software program to create a data base for the textural analysis
from research interviews.
I devised a face sheet for each research interview defining such
characteristics as the external social context of the church (suburban, urban,
rural), the location of the state in which the congregation existed (Tidewater,
Greater Richmond Area, Northern Virginia, Southwestern Virginia), and type of
congregational growth. (See Appendices F and G).
This program generated reports that showed the occurrence of each code
word representing a clerical activity, or lack there of. The occurrence or lack of
occurrence of these codes were gridded so that a broad based view of the
patterns of centrality and power could be seen. These grids were constructed
based on whether an occupational activity was seen as central or peripheral, or
increasing or decreasing in power, and not the total number of times the
centrality or power of an activity was referred to. This was done to compensate
for the idiosyncratic ways of each research participants. Examination of broad
patterns of centrality and periphery were done for the complete set of clergy and
PPR interviews only.

Examination of individual types of clergy and PPR

interviews (suburban, rural, those in growing churches, those in no growth
churches) was not possible. Too few interviews existed in these subgroups to
make any type of analysis.
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These grids showing clergy and PPR responses were examined to
determine if overall patterns could be discerned.

Once patterns were

determined for various occupational activities, the text segments in the
applicable interviews were examined to see if any contextual factors were
relevant. In this way, then, the phenomena of power and centrality received a
broad overview and then an examination into the specific contextual details.

Validity and Reliability
Lincoln (1985) refers to reliability as ''trustworthiness" (p. 289). As has
been detailed by the data analysis process, every effort has been made to prove
to the institutions that the results of the interview analysis actually represents the
phenomena reported by each interview.
The assignment of codes to text segments was reviewed often to insure
that the assignment of meaning represented a faithful representation of the
speaker's intent. In addition, a view of the entry code words and text segments
for each interview was conducted to catch and correct mistakes made in the data
entry process.
The reliability of this type of research can have problems based on the
level of competence and performance throughout interviews, as well as any
research bias (Borg and Gall, 1989, p.465). Since I have years of professional
experience in semi-structured interviews in a variety of settings, it is my opinion
that my interview competence has been adequate for this study.
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In addition, reliability may be compromised if participants feel threatened
by discussing the subject matter (Borg and Gall, 1989, pp. 450-1). Measures
were taken to minimize interview participants' feelings of anxiety and maximize
the validity of each interview's data. First, I addressed the subject matter of the
research and its purpose at the beginning of each interview.

Questions or

anxieties, including those associated with confidentiality, were addressed at this
time. Second, I attempted to word questions in ways that are familiar to the
participants. For instance, some PPR chairs were not familiar with the concepts
of "centrality" and "periphery". In those cases, I rephrased the questions using
"important'' and 'not important" as substitutes. Third, in the rare instances when
feelings of anxiety or lack of trust seemed present, I temporarily suspended the
interview to address the participant's concerns.

Limitations
This research is descriptive and exploratory, not predictive. This study is
meant to uncover new information about how ministers' professional activities
are shaped by those whom they serve.

Research participants were selected

from only one conference in the denomination, albeit a conference that shares
characteristics among others.

Participants from other conferences or

denominations may not experience similar influences from their internal or
external occupational contexts may not be possible.
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The relatively small number of participants may be a limitation. A greater
number of participants may report different influences from their internal and
external occupational contexts.
The qualitative research method may have limitations in that it relies on
my ability to gather information without biasing the subject's response. However,
phenomenology's highly structured data analysis methods provides measures to
protect the study from researcher bias in the data analysis.
On the other hand, research participants provided their own perceptions
in response to the research questions.

These responses had a subjective

element in that they related the subjects' own perceptions of what was important.
PPR chairs may not have been able to speak for all the institution regarding the
core or peripheral nature of their minister's activities. Likewise, ministers may
have been responding to of a sense of what they thought was more important in
their particular work instead of what they actually spent more time actually doing
as a minister.

Ethical Safeauards
Participants for this study were at minimal risk or consequence.
Participants were informed of the study's methodology before solicitation to
participate.

Participants were informed they could cease participation at any

time without consequence. Ethical issues of confidentiality and anonymity were
addressed both through the consent form and at the beginning of each interview.
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Permission from the appropriate denominational official was obtained
(See Appendix I).

The Bishop of the Virginia Conference of the United

Methodist Church was contacted by letter and provided with a description of this
research and its purpose. The letter asked for permission to contact United
Methodist district superintendents for identification of clergy who meet the
selection criteria.
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYSIS
Introduction
This chapter offers an exploration of how congregations influence the
practice of ministerial occupational activities. The data analysis regarding the
broad patterns of centrality periphery is holistic and qualitative. It an exploration
of how and why occupational activities have power in ministers' time allocation
and centrality for the congregations.

Judith Hackman's (1985) concepts of

power and centrality guided the data analysis.
Ministers perform a variety of occupational activities as they function in
their occupation.

Blazer (1987) provides a typology of activities and roles

organized to the educational needs of parish clergy (Appendix A).
typology is unweighted, however.

Blazer's

He does not address how frequently

occupational activities are practiced or how important they are to the missions of
congregations.

The frequency of practice or relative importance of pastoral

activities is important for many reasons, but especially for the purposes of
education.

In this study, I found ministers practicing certain activities more

frequently and PPRs assigning more importance to certain pastoral activities.
Overall Patterns of Power and Centralitv
Omission of Activities
The way research participants addressed Blazer's occupational activities
has determined how I conducted my exploration of the data. For instance, each
research participant failed to address issues of centrality or power regarding
several of the occupational activities included in Blazer's typology.
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This

phenomena occurred although I repeatedly gave participants opportunity to
discuss all occupational activities that related to their or their ministers' roles.
Several reasons are possible for these omissions. Activities may have
been omitted because they, in fact, had little power or centrality for research
participants. The rationale for this possibility is explained by the cliche' "Out of
sight, out of mind."

Specific occupational activities may not have been

addressed simply because they were not important to the church and/or were
not a part of the ministry there. An alternate possibility is that the omissions may
have been inadvertent. This explanation seems plausible given the complex
nature of pastoral ministry, and the many pastoral activities involved. Too many
pastoral activities may exist for all to have been talked about.

A third

explanation is that research participants may have discussed those activities
which were of interest to them personally. Occupational activities that were not
of personal interest may have been de-emphasized in the research interviews as
a result.
The presence of omissions in the research interviews precludes making
statements concerning the overall centrality and power of every one of the
occupational activities in Blazer's (1987) typology. What was not addressed can
not be analyzed.

The principles of phenomenological research guided my

identification of those occupational

activities that research

participants

insufficiently discussed. According to these principles, consistency among at
least eleven participants constitutes nornenthetical agreement. Consistency of
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response among seven to ten participants constitutes tentative agreement (see
Chapter 3). Figure 1 identifies these activities. Discussion of the all but one of
the activities listed in this table were omitted by eleven or more in each clergy or
PPR interview group, representing nomenthetical agreement.

That lone

occupational activity, Communication/Arliculation, represents tentative omission
among interview participants.

Cross Cultural Involvement/Mission
Evangelism
Mission Promotion
Communication/Articulation
Music Directing
Music Performing
Fund Raising
Social Action Enablement
Social Action Involvement
Interchurch Cooperation
Stewardship
Communication
Interpreting the Faith
Research
Spiritual Life Development
Figure 1: Occupation activities omitted by research participants in their
discussion of centrality and power.

Variable Centrality
An exploration of the remaining occupational activities showed that
several had a combination of centrality and periphery.

Making summary

conclusions about the overall centrality of those activities would tends to gloss
over differences between individual research interviews and occupational
contexts.

For example, ten PPRs described their ministers' organizational
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planning/management activities as central to the missions of their churches, four

indicated these activities were peripheral, and two omitted it from their
discussion. It would be misleading to state that we can not make any comments
of this occupational activity because it lacks tentative agreement among
research participants about its centrality.
The very lack of overall agreement shows a general conflict among
congregations about its centrality and periphery.

The fad is that ministers'

organizational planning and management activities are central in ten of the

sixteen churches and peripheral in four of sixteen churches.

Figure 2 shows

those a categorization of occupational roles by whether they showed overall
centrality, periphery, or a conflict between congregations as to their overall
status.

;g~E~ ~==~~r;~~re

~":~~'
::~S:~~/LWe
Style
,•.;·:tj\
Worship Leadership

:~~~~:,::;~ Laity Development

x~t'~ Leadership Development
~=~<~:{:~ Church Growth

V:='/ii Personnel Supervision
.a· : -·': Conflict Management
f::~~i~~~ Program Development
l ::'::;::~ Teaching
::~-~~::'~~ Education

~-J:€2 ~~~~:~Zn:~=~nt and Involvement

·e_~r~:-~~

Organizational Planning and Management

-~~-~ Worship Preparation

:·_PH~,~:; Pastoral Counseling

'!".~::·_-~; Budget and Financial Management

Figure 2: Patterns of Centrality
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Patterns of Power

Furthermore, Hackman's (1985) concepts of gain and loss of power
measured by time allocation among occupational activities did not perfectly fit
the research data. The clergy interviews focused on occupational activities that
had a marked increase or decrease in time allocation compared to their previous
appointments. The ministers and I did not fully discuss pastoral activities that
were allotted similar amounts of time as compared to previous appointments.
The fact that a pastoral activity did not gain in time allocation does not address
the relative amount of power it receives on a continuing basis.

Some pastoral

activities may be very important in terms of total time allocation yet not be
reported as having an increases in power.
Clergy overall did not report decreasing power or time allocation to any
pastoral activities, although they did omit reference to many of Blazer's (1987)
occupational activities (see above). Either ministers are spending more time in
the practice of their profession, since they are not reporting decreased time
allotments to some activities while increasing time to others), or ministers simply
did not discuss decreases in time allotments like they did increases.
The modified pattern of power described by ministers necessitated a
revision in Hackman's (1985) conceptual labels for the data exploration. To
better reflect the research data, I've categorized the power of clergy's
occupational activities as being "status quo," having neither increased or
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decreased in time allocation, and "Gained in Powe,..' indicating those which have
an increased time allocation.

Personal Issues:
Life Style
Church Growth

Crisis Care
Pastoral Care
Personal Issues:
Honesty/Morality
Worship Leadership
Laity Development
Leadership Development

Teaching
Education
Community Assessment and
Involvement
Facility Management

Personnel Supervision
Conflict Management
Program Development
Organizational Planning and
Management

Pastoral Counseling
Worship Preparation

Figure 3: Patterns of Centrality and Power of Occupational Activities.
Figure 3 shows how ministe,..s activities are categorized according to time
allocation and their centrality to the institution's mission. This grid makes is
clear that the important occupational activities are those that focus on
congregants' relationships.

These activities are central to churches and

ministers are allocating more time to them as well. Crisis care, pastoral care,
and the ministers' own personal issues are all areas of parish ministry that
operate with in the ministers' relationships with congregants.

Worship
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leadership focuses on congregants' relationships with each other and their faith

in the context of the church community.

Laity development and Leadership

development, while having a focus of meeting the needs of the church, still focus

on relationships. After all, a church is a voluntary organization.

People are

involved because they find some type of personal fulfillment within the church
(instead of some other type of benefit, such as a paycheck as in a job).
Relationship building with the leadership and laity of the church is part of
developing their involvement in the church community.
The fact that parish ministry is an occupation about relationships is made
more clear by the contrast of the one occupational activity that is both peripheral
to congregations and has had no increase in ministers' time allocation: Budget
and financial management. This activity focuses on the fiscal and budgetary

control of the church as an organization or institution. Ministers' involvement in
this area is not central because the focus on relationships is not a direct
concern, although institutions' budgetary health does ultimately affect the
relationships within the congregation (the presence of available capital to fund
church programs, etc.).

Budget and financial management is about the

monetary control and power of the institution, and thus is peripheral to what
congregations need from clergys' occupational activities.
Structuring ministers' occupational activities in Figure 3 according to
Hackman's (1985) concepts of power and centrality serves as a starting point for
structuring my understanding of how ministers' occupations are influenced in our
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contemporary society. To further understand my analysis, I decided to explore
the common themes among these occupational activities. I did this to uncover
how and why they are central or peripheral to the congregations and gained or
lost power in ministers' time allocation.
I was surprised by two results of this data exploration. The first surprise
came when I understood that clergy and PPRs consistently described the
mission of their United Methodist churches in terms of what Blazer ( 1987) had
identified as a single pastoral activity-the provision of a nurturing fellowship.
The provision of a nurturing fellowship is the occupational mission for United
Methodist parish ministers that gives priority in terms of power and centrality to
all other pastoral activities. The second surprise came when I saw how this goal
served as an organizer of pastoral activities into coherent functional clusters
based on how those activities provide for a nurturing fellowship.

Nurturina Fellowship: A Purpose of Pastoral Activities
Blazer (1987, p. 61) defines nurturing fellowship as a pastoral activity that
creates "an atmosphere in which persons feel accepted, included, cared for, and
can identify with the group." Certainly, some of ministers' occupational activities
described to me were devoted solely to creating an atmosphere in which
persons felt accepted, included, and cared for. For instance, PPRs and clergy
described such activities as fellowship dinners and birthday celebrations as a
part of the congregation's worship experience.
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Yet the PPRs and clergy also described the same reason for why such
divergent activities as crisis care, pastoral care, worship leadership, and
volunteer recruitment are important or are given increased power.

In all the

interviews, PPRs identified the qualities of community, interpersonal support,
and closeness to the church community as the most common traits to which their
congregations aspire. Research participants described the importance of these
activities in helping to create or maintain a nurturing fellowship among the
congregants. Nurturing fellowship, then, for PPR chairs and clergy in this study
is a goal of or purpose for pastoral activities rather than one discreet pastoral
activity as suggested by Blazer (1987).
For instance, a PPR chair of a large suburban congregation, a high level
federal government employee with a social science Ph.D., spoke for many PPRs
when he identified the common purpose of the diverse set of pastoral activities
of worship leadership, program development, leadership development, laity
development,

organizational

involvement, and

planning

conflict management.

and

management,

community

"[These activities provide [a]

communication of [people's] acceptance to God, even though their lives are not
perfect." This PPR chair, as a representative of his congregation, viewed this
diverse set of pastoral activities to be related to each other because their
purpose is to create a fellowship or community in which others experience
acceptance-from the minister, from other congregants, and through church
programs' in the midst of their own imperfections.
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Another PPR, a middle-aged male with a master's degree, who consults in
urban planning, is a member of a suburban church with a diverse congregation.
He explained the nurturing fellowship goal that connects many activities at his
church because: "Our purpose is to include, not exclude." This purpose ties
together the minister's disparate activities of community involvement, worship
leadership, pastoral care, crisis care, pastoral counseling, and preaching. Each
of these professional activity are important because they aim to bring people
into, and equip them to be a vital part of, their communities of faith.
A third PPR of a predominantly blue-collar rural church is a middle-aged
mother of three who has a master's degree in a helping profession.

She

described the common denominator for preaching, teaching, pastoral care, crisis
care, program development, and laity development as providing the " .. .feeling of
family and closeness and fellowship."

This PPR saw these varying clerical

activities as providing emotional support of the church group through inclusion
and acceptance in ways that are consistent with her church's unique character
as a family church.
A fourth PPR, a young, single woman from a small but well established
suburban congregation described the goal of a nurturing fellowship in her
congregation more behavioral and less philosophical and affect terms than the
previous three PPRs.

This young woman is a night supervisor for a major

national retailer's mail order service. She has a bachelor's degree in business.
Concrete thinking is her forte. To her, the occupational activities of pastoral
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care, crisis care, worship leadership, discipleship, and conflict management are
important because her church endeavors to "act as a family... all are welcome."
Just as a family undertakes actions to nurture all its members, so too should the
church membership provide a nurturing fellowship in order that all its members
are accepted and belong.
A few PPRs were much more pragmatic when explaining the centrality of
nurturing fellowship qualities. These PPRs see the many pastoral activities that

create and maintain a nurturing fellowship functioning as a recruitment tool for
new members. 'We have had several new people fioin the church and] ... say
that they just couldn't believe how

we made them feel at home, like already a

member of our family as soon as they walked in the door."
In summary, each congregation as a social context has a unifying reason
or theme that ties together a variety of seemingly divergent pastoral activities for
the purpose of nurturing fellowship among congregants. This unifying theme
gives reasons why particular pastoral activities are expressions of a complex
behavioral set called nurturing fellowship within a specific social context. That
so many different PPRs, belonging to divergent types of churches, express a
range of related rationale for the linkage of a diverse set of activities shows how
powerful and central the social purpose of a nurturing fellowship for clerical
occupational activities is in the parish setting.
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Nurturina Fellowship: An Organizer of Pastoral Activities
The second surprise came as I continued to read over the research
interviews. It became apparent that looking at issues of centrality and power on
the level of individual occupational activities was missing the forest for the trees.
Such an approach was a too "microscopic" analysis. All I saw was differences
and discontinuities.

As I backup up a theoretical step or two, I began to

understand how clergy and PPRs observed the divergent pastoral activities
supporting a nurturing fellowship.
It became apparent that the research participants differentiate or
categorize how ministers' occupational activities functioned to support and
further a nurturing fellowship in their congregations. They see pastoral activities
as supporting the mission of their congregations because the minister provided
nurture and support directly to individual congregants, through congregants' own
interpersonal relations.hips, or through the congregations' organizational
structure and programming activities (Figure 4).

Direct Care
Strengthening
lnte ersonal Relationshi s
Organizational
Programming Activities

Figure 4: Functional Clusters of Clerical Activities for the Provision of Nurturing
Fellowship
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Research participants therefore did not divide ministers' occupational
adivities into eight separate roles based on theoretical considerations, as they
were by Blazer (1987). Instead, ministers' adivities are strudured according to
how they fundion in relationships, and all fundions focus on different way
ministers' adivities contribute to the nurturing fellowship of the congregation.
The pastoral adivities by which a pastor provides a nurturing fellowship
diredly to individual congregants are given the most power and centrality by
virtually all the PPR and clergy research subjeds. I have labeled this cluster of
very important pastoral adivities as Direct Care (DC) activities. These are the
traditional pastoral adivities of routinely visiting congregants in their homes to
establish and build personal relationship, and visiting them when sickness or
illness strikes.
I found these pastoral adivities to have centrality and power in all social
contexts. In the research interviews both ministers and PPRs were consistently
aware that adivities that provide nurture and fellowship are very important to
members of the congregation.

They were aware that, above all else,

congregants expeded direct care as a part of their involvement with United
Methodist congregations.

They expeded that care to be given even at the

expense of other pastoral adivities. As a result, the adivities that provide direct
care receive priority among clergy's competing time demands. Above all else,

ministers take time to provide direct care and will take that time from other
pastoral adivities if need be.
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In the second functional cluster, many of the congregations and ministers
see the provision of a nurturing fellowship being expressed through ministers
strengthening the interpersonal relationships {SIR) that congregants have with

each other, with their faith and their values.

In this cluster of occupational

activities are conflict management and worship leadership, and the ministers'
own personal character as a model for others possess power and centrality.
Worship preparation is given increased time allocation by clergy but is not given
priority by the congregations, although worship leadership is. Through these
activities, ministers provide for the nurturing fellowship indirectly as they
strengthen congregants' own interpersonal relationships.
Many of the ministers reported having increased the time they allot to the
SIR activities over now compared to the time spent in those activities in their
previous appointments.

As I continued to digest the research interviews, it

became clear that when facing competing time demands, ministers prioritize SIR
activities behind the direct care cluster when faced with competing time
demands.

Thus, while this functional cluster of pastoral activities has what

Hackman (1985) would label increased power among all occupational work
activities, it has less power to gather scarce time resources than those in the DC
cluster of activities.
The SIR functional cluster of occupational activities appears to have
consistent centrality and power between congregants and clergy. Many of the
congregations that value DC activities also described the fact that they look to
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their ministers to provide for a nurturing fellowship through SIR activities. Yet
when their ministers face competing time demands, congregants value SIR
activities behind DC activities.
Clergy and congregations that weight SIR activities are a subset of those
that weight DC activities. I say this for three reasons. First, all ministers and
PPRs in the study weighted DC activities. So the smaller group that weighted
SIR activities also weighted DC activities.

Second, ministers and PPRs

weighted SIR activities for the same reason they did DC activities: because they
saw those activities furthering their congregations' nurturing fellowship. These
two characteristics show a commonality between two groups that value DC and
SIR activities. Third, DC activities take priority over SIR activities. This last
characteristic shows a hierarchy between the two clusters. The presence of a
hierarchy, and the ability of congregations that value SIR activities to move to
value DC activities when needed, show the SIR cluster belongs within the DC
cluster.
I saw that some PPRs and clergy formed a third functional cluster of
occupational activities.

They described the creation and maintenance of a

nurturing fellowship as resulting from Organizational Programming (OP)

activities.

OP activities focus on the management and promotion of the

programs and services provided by the church as institution, either to the
members of the church or to those in the surrounding community.

These

activities are listed separately by Blazer as organizational planning and
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management,

program

development,

leadership

development,

laity

development, personnel supervision, and conflict management between groups.
The OP cluster of occupational activities are weighted by the smallest
number of research participants. As the SIR group of churches and clergy are a
subgroup of those who value DC activities, those who give weight to the OP
activities are a subset of the SIR cluster. The PPRs and clergy who assign
centrality and power to the OP cluster of pastoral activities also weighted
activities in the SIR cluster. Furthermore, the research participants assigned
weight to the OP pastoral activities for the same reason they weighted activities
in the other functional clusters: they see these activities as furthering the
nurturing fellowship of their congregations.

These characteristics show a

connection between the churches in the DC cluster and the SIR cluster, and
hence ultimately the DC cluster.
I found a difference in how research participants in the OP cluster dealt
with prioritizing the competing demands on ministers' time.
involvement in the

organizational and

In realty, ministers'

programming processes

of the

congregation usually means that lay people are trained, equipped, and
organized into chu_rch programs that provide much of the nurturing fellowship
through strengthening congregants' interpersonal relationships. So the ministers'
performance of SIR occupational activities are not always given priority above
their performance of OP activities.

Instead, organizing and managing the
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provisions of a nurturing fellowship can become more important than being

directly involved in "doing if.
This difference, however, does not suggest that those who value the OP
cluster of pastoral activities are outside of the SIR cluster. Rather, it is a matter
of shared labor in these churches. The minister does not need to get involved in
SIR activities on a routine basis because s/he is involved in organizational and
programmatic

processes

that

strengthen

congregants'

interpersonal

relationships.

Likewise, ministers' performance of routine DC activities are not always
given priority over their performance of OP activities in these churches. Some of
the church programs ministers become involved in to further congregations
nurturing fellowship are geared to provide direct care activities through home

and hospital visitation.

In churches where ministers engage in OP activities,

ministers' involvement in routine direct care activities, what Blazer (1987)
describes as "pastoral care" activities, receive less priority than OP activities
because lay people can do the job. However, ministers' crisis care still takes
priority over OP activities. Ministers still feel a need, and are expected to be
present, at a time of crisis in congregants' lives, even at the expense of time to
OP activities.

Direct Care Clerical Activities
Descriptions of Centrality
Of the three functional clusters of clerical activities, those groups under
Direct Care have the highest degree of centrality. Within the Direct Care set of
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occupational adivities, ministers' provision of pastoral care and crisis care are
two of the most common ways that pastors establish and maintain a nurturing

fellowship within the church community.

These adivities, although ultimately

assisting the formation and cohesion of the group are accomplished member by
member.
Individuals in the church community realize that they are vulnerable to
crisis just as anyone else.

Church members view supportive relationships

through the church community as a regular part of their everyday life and as a
"safety net" during times of crisis.

The minister's supportive and nurturing

adions with and for individual congregants on behalf of the entire fellowship are
an integral part of that safety net.

The minister is the one person in the

congregation who can attend to all members of the church. Congregations also
perceive ministers to be lacking "blind spots" that others in the congregation may
have due to personality, lack of education, or other reasons.
The PPR Chairs expressed for their fellow congregants a need for a
supportive relationship with their minister. PPRs see clergy as bringing a faith
element to their interpersonal relationship by virtue of their professional role.
Parishioners look to clergy to help them take a "longer view" of their life
situations, a perspedive that the faith claims of a universal truth provide. Thus,
the minister's fellowship adivities have· a faith dimension and an interpersonal
one. 'We need someone who can bring that focus to a person when they are
going through times of trouble, to be there to say 'let me help strengthen your
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faith, let me be that support behind you."' As a result, crisis care is an essential
direct care pastoral activity in a variety of social contexts.

Congregants value of the theological perspective ministers bring to their
relationships for its personal supportive results and not necessarily for any
specific belief structure or doctrine. Many PPRs indicated congregants could
feel supported by fellow lay persons who have an active faith, but they thought
that the support the minister provided through his or her pastoral relationship
would be "stronger'' or "mean more." It is stronger or "means more" because the
minister represents the nurture and support of the entire congregation instead of
by means of a specific belief system or theology that the minister only
possesses.
The direct care a minister provides individual members of the church
community, then, has a greater value than that which the laity in the community
can provide.

One PPR chair, a middle-aged director of a state agency,

described his minister's pastoral care a few years ago during the short life and
subsequent death of his infant son. In spite of the overall pain and tragedy of
this experience, the PPR emphasized "it was deeply gratifying to know that
[name of a minister] cared enough to be there, to know the support was there. I
felt as if God were there caring too." At a time when this man's world was falling
apart, the direct nurturing care of the minister provided a connection not only
with another human being, but also with someone who embodied the heritage of
his faith, giving of hope in the midst of personal suffering.
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Another PPR chair of medium-sized rural congregation, a woman school
teacher in her thirties with three small children, echoed the value of the direct
pastoral relationship because of its intimacy and depth of familiarity.
[Irs] a unique friendship of some kind I guess, to know that when
something bad happens or when something good happens you want to
share it with someone who is close to you, not someone who is a
stranger.
The relationship that his PPR chair was talking about is not necessarily a
theological one that ties her to the heritage of her faith. Instead, she values the
depth and quality of the minister's relationship with the congregants' of the
church.
However, PPRs see ministers' relationships to individuals in the
community as central to the clergy's ongoing work not something that happens
only in times of upheaval. Thus "pastoral care" is as central as crisis care
among the congregations in the study. The PPR of a small rural church with a
stable membership summed up pastoral care as. "[it] is part of being a church
family."
Because members of congregations see themselves as communities of
fellowship, they see their minister's involvement with individual members as
integral to the life of the fellowship itself. "It's what makes us different from a
civic group or the PTA," said the PPR of a medium-sized suburban
congregation. Thus, ministers' direct care activities distinguish churches from
other social institutions, adding to the centrality of these very activities.
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The onus for the quality and depth of the ministers' ongoing relationships
with church members is placed on and assumed by ministers rather than on or
by the congregants.

He or she must initiate the relationship.

A general

perception shared by PPRs is that church members have the luxury of being
passive in their relationships with their pastor.

The PPR of a suburban

Tidewater church, a retired veteran who had worked in defense-related civilian
jobs after his military service, was typical of many interviews when he stated "I
think most people would be upset if they didn't get a visit from the minister at
least once a year." The PPR of a rapidly growing Richmond suburban church
agreed, stating: "lfs important for him to make the effort to maintain personal
contact with members of the congregation."
The Importance of Ministers' Personal Character
Blaze~s

taxonomy of occupational activities does not address the

functional relevance of clergy's personal character to their occupational
functioning.

I found that "personal issues" were occupationally related to

ministers' direct care of congregants.

About a fifth of the way through the

interview process, a PPR chair surprised me by making a spontaneous and
direct reference to the importance of the minister's personal life to his
professional activities.
This PPR is a highly educated (Ph.D. level) management level
government employee in Northern Virginia. The PPR Chair stated it is central to
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the church that the minister is someone of upstanding moral character, is
honest, and leads a Christian lifestyle.
The minister is a personal model. His morality, his personal behavior
needs to be consistent with that of a person of faith to positively influence
others' own spiritual growth. He needs to 'walk the walk as well as talk
the talk.' In fact, I would even say that if the minister walks the walk, he
doesn't even need to talk the talk, although that's always nice and we like
to hear that. But his actions will always speak the loudest. And if he
doesn't have his personal life together, and is living in ways that are not
consistent with a Christian witness, he might as well not even talk the talk.
It will sound empty, hollow, and hypocritical. And it is that too.
The importance behind the words of this PPR puzzled me. The minister
currently serving this church was not experiencing any problems, nor had
previous ministers in this .church. Nevertheless the PPR Chair was emphatic
that personal character is a matter of functional centrality for him and for the
social context which he represented when evaluating his minister's occupational
activities.
An exploration of this PPR's perspective resulted in an identification of
three areas of personal character: the minister's personal honesty and integrity,
his or her morality, and his or her lifestyle. The PPR identified "honesty" as
truthful in his dealings with people without hidden motives. The PPR defined
"morality" as not using people for one's own benefit. The PPR understood "life
style" as the minister's personal habits, specifically whether she or he consumed
alcohol or tobacco products or had other unhealthy habits, and whether his
marriage and family life were in good order.
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I added this PPR's perspective to the interview process. I also contacted
by phone PPR's and clergy previously interviewed. I told these individuals that I
was following up on our interview and wanted to focus on these additional areas.
I found that all three areas of personal character have functional relevance to
the clergy's occupational activities.
Surprisingly, the status of divorce is not a negative issue to the extent that
immorality and dishonesty are. Several clergy had been divorced. Undoubtedly,
some members of all

congregations have experienced divorce if the

congregations have a similar divorce rate as the population overall.

In fact,

some PPR's whose ministers had been divorced suggested the presence of this
personal crisis in the minister's life made him or her more sensitive and
empathetic to church members' needs. The PPR of a suburban Richmond area
congregation stated this perspective about his minister:
He's had some rough times in his life and I think that helps him quite a bit.
I think it is not a situation where he sets up unreasonable expectations,
but he has the recognition that we are who we are, but we might - can do
better.
The strong centrality of morality and honesty to ministers' professional
activities is consistent with the centrality of ministers' maintenance and
promotion of a nurturing fellowship.

The centrality of ministers' personal

qualities further confirms that ministers' occupational activities occur by the
establishment of personal relationships within a community. The establishment
of interpersonal relationships presumes a significant level of trust and
confidence by those in the congregation. This means ministers must maintain
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integrity and consistency between his or her personal life and the principles of
religious faith as understood by the congregation. The PPR of a moderate sized
congregation in a suburban area in southwestern Virginia state: "He shows
people that faith is part of life every day, not just a Sunday kind of thing, that it is
something to be incorporated in everything we do."

Descriptions of Power
The clergy reported that their primary occupational focus is the formation
and maintenance of a nurturing fellowship through direct care to individual
congregants.

Measured by the time they allocate, all clergy give substantial

power to pastoral care and crisis care activities as the primary activities that
develop this nurturing function directly.

The clergy give these two pastoral

activities power because they are sensitive to congregants' expectations. ''They
just want you there and they want you involved. They really just want to know
that you care," reported the pastor of a suburban Tidewater congregation.
Ministers of all of the churches reported an awareness that individuals in the
church want and expect personal interaction with the minister.
Some ministers, particularly those in suburban settings, are aware that
the church community is often the only place people find a supportive and
nurturing community. The lack of nurture and fellowship from other sources
makes the ministers' provision directly to individual congregants more important.
One pastor in a suburban area composed of a highly mobile population stated
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that ''This church functions as their extended families because there are almost
no natives in this church, that is, natives of this area."
Since pastoral relationships are one way in which the minister serves as
care giver and the congregants receive care, ministers must, as a result,
continually engage in needs assessment and data gathering. "You don't always
know what's going on with people in the church. Thars why you need to stay in
touch with them," illustrated the minister of a rural Richmond area congregation.
The pastoral care visitation, a common activity through which ministers provide
direct nurturing fellowship, is a common assessment activity as well.
Those in growing suburban churches with young families are struggling
with what it means for the minister to have in-depth pastoral relationships with
church members.
families.

These churches are typically comprised of dual career

Members lead busy lives and have little free time to visit with the

minister to build an in-depth relationship.

Some ministers have forged an

understanding with their congregation that individual church members will be as
involved with the minister and the church body as they want to be and as they
have time. So congregants do not expect that the ministers see and visit with
individuals unless that expectation is explicitly communicated.
Ministers at other suburban churches accept the responsibility for taking
the initiative in all their relationships with church members.

These ministers

maintain a regular schedule of pastoral visitation with all church members. To
adapt to their members' hectic schedules, these pastors usually visit midday on
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Saturdays or Sunday afternoons. Typically these pastors do not call ahead so
they will not be ''warned off' by their parishioners. These "surprise" pastoral
visits are usually brief, ten to fifteen minutes, and informal unless the
parishioners raise needs or concerns in the conversation.
Clergy gave a variety of reasons why they went to such lengths to provide
individual care to busy and reluctant congregants. Several clergy thought that
keeping touch with individual church members is "vital" or serves as "a
foundation for any other ministry."

Other clergy interpret the reluctance of

parishioners as a polite attempt not to be an inconvenience by having the
minister fit into their busy suburban schedules by visiting at odd times.
However, ''they really like the attention," said the minister of a suburban
Richmond congregation.
Ministers also give power, that is time spent on task, to their pastoral
counseling activities.

Clergy see pastoral counseling to be one form of

maintaining a nurturing fellowship for their church members. The power clergy
give to their counseling activities is based on their philosophical and theological
understanding of human nature. Ministers explained that the nurturing fellowship
gives positive guidance to people searching for meaning and purpose in life.
These ministers give increased power to pastoral counseling activities "because
we all need some guidance."
According to the PPRs however, pastoral counseling is peripheral in most
congregations.

Most PPRs suggested that the ministers' pastoral counseling
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activities are not central to the missions of their churches. PPRs acknowledged
that many members do take advantage of pastoral counseling their pastor
provides. They described, however, the use of this service in terms of individual
church member's preferences and not in terms of institutional goals and mission.
"I'm sure people want to talk to the minister when things are not going right, but
that's a choice they make based on their relationship with him.. .it's a personal
thing," stated the PPR of a suburban Tidewater congregation.
This reported lack of centrality may be because the ministers' pastoral
counseling must, by nature, be confidential.

Thus the congregation and

specifically here, the PPR, cannot know just how much the minister actually
does. "I'm sure he does a lot more counseling than anyone knows about," stated
the PPR of a . suburban Richmond congregation.

Thus the assignment of

ministers' pastoral counseling to the periphery may be due, not to its lack of
importance, but to its private and individual nature.
A critical difference between pastoral counseling and the counseling of
other professionals is that the minister lives and works with those to whom he
provides this service.

The line between ministers' general community

relationships and their counseling is not separate from other ways they are a
part of their churches as nurturing communities.
The minister of a small rural congregation described what it is like to give
pastoral counseling as a part of her leadership role in a faith community. This
minister's educational background equips her to engage in counseling. She is a
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forty-five-year-old single woman with one master's degree in social work, an
LCSW certification, and a second master's degree in theology.
There is a lot of... alcohol abuse history in families in this congregation.
have really been surprised at the number. ...1 think it may be indigenous
to this immediate community... Consequently, many of these families
have been through hell and back and some are living in the midst of it
right now, and so they need that...at least some place where they can cry
if nothing else.
The goal of this minister's pastoral counseling is to help her church
families cope with and manage the effect of alcohol abuse versus providing
intervention for the alcohol abuser.

She realized that alcohol abuse is an

integral part of the larger community in which her congregation and church
members are a part. Any change in the behavior of individuals in her church, if
these changes were to come at all, will only happen very slowly.
Meanwhile, those who suffer the effects of alcohol abuse need a sense of
community and support. The minister uses her counseling skills to help provide
for that need, perhaps in subtle ways.

Church members may not always

recognize pastoral counseling because of its informal nature, and because
counseling is only one aspect of the pastoral relationship with parishioners.
Ministers are aware that their counseling sometimes replaces secular
therapy.

One minister, the pastor of a large suburban church that has many

military families, explained the high pastoral counseling load at his current
church:
People may not have the financial resources ...to go to a professional
counselor... and there still is perhaps more of a stigma with that, and they
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are much quicker to come in and tum to their pastors as sort of an expert
on whatever problem.
Pastors are largely aware of the burden congregants' expectations place
on their shoulders and that they cannot ethically at times meet some of these
expectations. The pastor of a suburban congregation stated:
You can't always resolve all of those, and some of them are not realistic
expectations. A guy shows up that has been an alcoholic... and his wife's
walked out and he wants you to pray she will come home, but don't
address my alcoholism, that's being unrealistic.
The minister explained that when he encounters unrealistic expectations, he
attempts to negotiate with the congregant{s) about those expectations and to
negotiate more realistic ones. The minister recognizes that sometimes what he
can provide and what congregants expect do not always coincide. This pastor
acknowledges that these differential expectations are areas of tension in his
pastoral ministry.
Other pastors observe that individuals search out involvement with a
church community because of a specific need they have that requires some type
of counseling and also a general need for nurture and fellowship. The minister
of a stable suburban congregation observes: "I'm finding here ...that people come
to church sometimes with a very specific need. There is a crisis going on, there
is a difficulty, a problem." A pastor in a growing suburban church that also has a
high membership turnover rate echoed this observation: "Sometimes it's a crisis
in their family's lives or some internal struggle ...that either brings them back to
church or makes them come in the first place."
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Being involved, and in many ways centrally involved, in the nurturing

fellowship of the church community has a very personal and powerful impact on
clergy. One minister, a long time pastor of a suburban congregation, revealed
how drained he felt because of a recent crisis in his congregation. ..Right now
I'm trying to recover from a very bad situation. The chairman of the board's son
was killed in an automobile accident and it has been awful...

Maintaining

professional distance is difficult for a pastor while being a central part of a
nurturing community.

Ministers become personally touched by the events in

congregants" lives when they are an integral part of those lives.
Sometimes the personal support, nurturing, and fellowship are interactive.
This quality of pastor/parishioner relationships was identified in three clergy
interviews. These three ministers had been serving those congregations for 14,
18, and 22 years each. All three ministers described their pastoral relationships
as a .. peership ... These ministers found it personally meaningful and valuable to
be a part of a small group - their churches - which they could both give and
receive direct care and support. One minister described a prayer group which
he leads at his church for the past several years.
We have met some during the summer just because we can't stand not
being together.... It has been as sacred a time ... as anything that I have
had and it has been extremely important for me.
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The Power Given to Ministers' Personal Character
Clergy echoed PPRs' perspective that their own personal characteristics
have functional relevance to their occupational activities. 1 The reasons clergy
gave for the importance of personal characteristics were similar to those
provided by PPRs, namely that a minister's personal character becomes
occupationally relevant because she or he interacts with congregants on a
personal level as part of giving direct care. The pastor of a suburban Richmond
congregation stated:
You have to remember that I am a very significant part of these people's
lives at times. They turn to me when they're hurting, when they're
vulnerable, when they're in need. They have to be able to trust me or my
ministry means nothing.
Activities that Strenathen Conareaants' Interpersonal Relationships 2
Descriptions of Centrality
The second most common set of pastoral activities that have centrality
and power are those activities that strengthen interpersonal relationships
between individuals within the congregation.

Rationale for clergy's role in

1 I deviated from the interview format at this point with the clergy subjects. The overall focus for my
discussion with clergy was "what are you doing more of in this current appointment?" It was not
appropriate to ask clergy if they had been more honest, moral, or with a better lifestyle than when
they were at their previous appointment. Instead, I repeated the focus with PPRs in asking if
these personal characteristics were important in their current work setting.
2 A note must be made here that many research participants, both clergy and PPR chairs, initially
referred to the centrality and power of some relationship-building activities as "evangelistic."
This created an initial impression that ministerial activities which focused on the imposition of a
perspective or world view are central or have power. However, exploration in the interviews
led to the understanding that the research participants are in fact describing pastoral activities designed
to spread the nurture and fellowship within a congregation to those in the surrounding community.
This understanding was confirmed by the research participants.
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strengthening

congregants'

own

efforts

at

nurture

and

fellowship

is

multidimensional.
First, the minister fundionally fills a void among and

between

congregational members. Congregants cannot fill this function realistically other
ways. The minister is usually the one person in the church community that has
relational ties to all individual congregants. The PPR of an urban congregation
stated: "...we are not all connected together... but... he is the link between us all."
This PPR explains that her congregation is just too large to exped that
members can have anything more than a "nodding acquaintance" with the
ongoing details of each other's lives. Yet the interpersonal concern still exists
among members. So the minister provides the interpersonal linkage with and
among members through his individual pastoral and crisis care. The minister
then shares appropriate information with the rest of the members.

This

information sharing becomes a basis for individual members to provide care to
one another. Church members will visit, send cards, bake food, etc., when they
become aware that another is undergoing difficult times. The minister's sharing
of good news becomes a basis for others to send congratulations. In sharing
information, ministers help to maintain the emotional interest and connections
between individuals.
Second, the minister provides a link between individual congregants and
the church community as a whole. The PPR of a large suburban area Richmond
congregation with many professional and business people reported that those in
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his church community have a concern for other church members, especially
ones who are undergoing personal or health problems. Each adult parishioner
needs to earn a living and fulfill a variety of other responsibilities, such as family
obligations. Congregational members frequently do not have the time or even
the energy to visit to the extent needed to provide frequent nurture or support.
The minister fills the role of connecting the individuals in need with their
church community by providing nurture and support for the fellowship. In this
way, members of the congregation keep the many components of their lives
intact while still ensuring that each person received the support they need.
Ministers fill this role because no one else is available. The PPR of the large
suburban Richmond congregation stated: "I presume someone else can serve
that role too, but I think they can get very disjointed in a hurry and
communication could break down."
Third, ministers function as models that set the ideal for the interpersonal
relationships in the rest of the fellowship and community. The PPR of an affluent
Northern Virginia congregation, in which many members are involved with the
federal government and national politics, stated: "The minister is a model for us
all in how she relates to those who are different for one reason or another, or
with whom she has differences."
The pastoral model this PPR describes for interpersonal relationships and
community life is radically different from those that operate in the arena of his
career, national politics. National political life, explains this PPR, is often a "cut
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throat business" that has no concern for the persons involved.

Personal

weaknesses and trouble are opportunities to be exploited for political benefit,
advancement, and increased power. In addition, congregational members who
work in the federal government must act by a set of rules and regulations with
which they may not agree.

Human compassion may be important to these

congregants working as federal employees but may not be permitted within rules
and regulations. In this care, the minister serving as a role model, shows ideal
compassionate and nurturing relationships lacking in the larger social context.
PPR chairs see ministers' personal lives as important to clergy's
functioning in facilitating congregants' own nurturing fellowship activities. PPRs
view ministers' character, their honesty and morality, and their life style choices
(the type and quality of their own interpersonal relationships outside their clerical
roles) as having a bearing on their activity to facilitate congregants' own
supportive interpersonal relationships.
Fourth, PPRs see the minister's own actions as a catalyst that promotes
ideal behavior by other congregants.

In effect, the role modeling described

above creates a "domino effect" of nurturing within the rest of the community. A
chairman of a rural congregation, in which many members have known each
other for years, stated: "...when he makes himself available to the people ... [he]
generates a caring for these people, that I would say carries over, and they
generate a caring mode for other people around them." In this care, ministers'
acts of caring and nurturing not only fill voids but promote concern in
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congregants' interpersonal relationships.

Once congregants experience the

fullness that can be achieved or found through a nurturing fellowship! this PPR
states that they are likely to replicate the effort, themselves seeking to fill the
relational void in each other's lives.
Worship leadership, in a way that helps congregants feel closer to each
other and to God, is seen as a central pastoral activity in the functional cluster of
SIR activities.

It is central in all social contexts.

Several PPRs noted that

activities devoted solely to worship and religious faith is the distinguishing mark
of congregations. Worship is a central event in the weekly life of congregations.
"It's what makes us unique," stated the PPR at a major United Methodist Church
in suburban Richmond. The centrality of ministers' worship leadership activities
make sense, because churches are institutions where religious faith and the
worship experience are an integral part of their mission and purpose. ''That is
one of the most important parts of the church," stated the PPR of a growing
suburban congregation in the Tidewater area.
Worship has centrality to the social context because it gives expression to
nurture and fellowship. The PPR of a rural church in the Southwestern area of
Virginia stated:
If a particular church member has something they want to say in the
middle of church, before the sermon starts ...to tell about something ...that
happened this week, ...we allow that freedom to share with each other, to
talk and speak out, and I think [the minister] really encourages that and
even uses those things in the morning worship.
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This PPR explained that members of the congregation often see each other only
in passing between worship services. Therefore, they see worship as a time to
"connect" and interact with each other concerning their own spiritual lives. The
PPR stated that he liked the sharing that happens in worship "because we want
to worship with friends and neighbors, not strangers."
Many personal events can occur within a congregation in a week. For
many congregations, worship is a time when members become aware of the
support others need because of the life events that have transpired.

These

needs for nurture and fellowship then become a part of the worship and
communication with the Divine. The PPR of a suburban congregation with a
preponderance of middle-aged and senior members stated:
The church seems to place more emphasis ...during the worship service in
building and discussing our prayer list, particularly the people that are
seriously ill or anticipating surgery, lost loved ones .... That is reviewed in
more detail and added to by the congregation during the worship service.
Ministers' preaching activities are central in the worship experience.
However, congregants do not necessarily see the communication of a particular
world view or theology as central.

Congregants value ministers' worship

leadership activities when they promote and encourage the sense of fellowship
and care. The PPR of a growing rural church, characterized by many intact and
extended families as well as a growing contingent of newcomers escaping
suburban life, stated:
"If something comes up in the church, maybe a little controversy, the next
Sunday [name of minister] is liable to have a sermon on that."
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The minister of this congregation focuses on the quality of the fellowship
and its supportive nature among members of the congregation in her sermons.
The PPR described this minister as using the congregation's worship experience
to promote, through her words, a sense of community and support, especially in
the presence of interpersonal disagreement or conflict. The minister furthers the
support of the worshipping community through her carefully crafted sermons.
The PPR does not value the sermons for their philosophy or theology per se.
Rather, the PPR values the sermons for the effect they have on the quality of the
fellowship.
Likewise, those in the congregation also respond well when the minister
builds the interpersonal needs of the congregants into the worship service. The
PPR of a growing suburban church in a rapidly growing area of the
Commonwealth stated:
[The minister] has both the excitement and experimentation that keep the
message .. .interesting. He does things that are very subtle. For example,
he almost never uses the traditional affirmation offaith ....We have a lot of
new people here who are new to Methodism. He doesn't want people to
feel left out, on the outside so to speak. He wants them to feel a part of
the fellowship. And, he doesn't want the others memorizing it and just
reciting it because it isn't meaningful if people are just going through the
motions.
All worship participants have at least a superficial acquaintance with Christian
theology. The main purpose of worship, then, is not to convert the uninformed,
but rather to establish relationships among worship attendees.
PPRs view the minister's personal life as a model for others in the
fellowship that impacts the quality of their worship leadership ability. "He must
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walk the walk as well as talk the talk.. summed up the PPR of a Tidewater
congregation. The ministers' personal life is also important PPRs see personal
self-disclosure as enhancing the relationship building that is centrally valued as
the congregation worships as a community building activity.

The PPR of a

moderate-sized suburban congregation with modest but steady growth over the
last five years stated: "The minister must have a message ...that will resonate
with people's own faith walk .... The minister's message must be grounded in his
own personal faith." The minister's personal self-disclosure also helps provide
connections between him or her and others in the congregation. This process
makes the pastor more authentic to the members of the congregation. Church
members, then, feel closer to the minister and can use him or her as a model for
their own interpersonal relationships within the congregation.
PPR chairs are aware, however, that ministers are not only leading
worship for those who are already a part of the nurturing fellowship, but also for
those searching for a community of faith. Thus, the clergy's abilities to connect
with worship participants through the sermon and worship leadership, have a
church growth quality to them.

The PPR of a suburban congregation near

Richmond perceives the minister's oratory and worship leadership skills as an
attribute to make the church community more attractive to visitors:
If someone new or a visitor came in and the sermon wasn't up to par, then
I would say they would say 'Well, I wouldn't come back.' ...They could
easily lose interest, thinking 'this may not be the place for me.'
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The overall lack of interest PPR chairs showed when questioned about
several occupational activities in the preacher/teacher role supports the view
that they value worship more for the nurture and fellowship it provides than the
theology it expresses. Over all, PPR chairs showed almost no interest during
their interviews in clergy's interpreting the faith worship preparation or sermon
research activities. The differential centrality assigned to worship leadership
and worship preparation or research suggests that the central quality of worship
is the resulting fellowship and interpersonal support features rather than specific
worship formats, theology, or philosophy. So, for a minister to be well versed in
theology is of secondary concern among local congregations. Rather, ministers'
ability to address the interpersonal concerns of the fellowship in the worship and
fellowship is more important.
Likewise, pastoral activities that focus on teaching and education (see
Appendix A) did not show centrality in the PPR interviews. This was puzzling
because all churches in the study have Sunday School programs, Bible study
classes, etc. The apparent lack of centrality for these pastoral activities was an
enigma until it was understood that all of the churches in this study assign the
positions of Sunday School superintendent and lay speakers in the organization
to lay persons. Both types of positions have ongoing responsibility for religious
education, prayer meetings, and substitute preaching when the minister is
absent. The fact that PPRs do not assign centrality to clergy's teaching activities
does not mean that these activities lack importance to congregations. Members
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of the congregation assume the centrality of the functions of education and
interpretation of the faith itself.
Conflict management is also an important, although a less common, part
of this functional cluster of pastoral activities. Congregations see the goal of this
pastoral activity as the maintenance, or possible re-establishment, of an
atmosphere that is conducive to the giving and receiving of nurture and support.
The PPR of a rural Southwestern Virginia congregation illustrated this point.
This church is located in an area that is quickly turning into a bedroom
community for a major city in the area.

The PPR explained that the rapid

increase in population in the area, and so in church membership, has created
tension among the fellowship.
With all these new people, we're having to change the way we do things,
and make decisions. It's easy to let little things get out of hand. We need
our minister to help us with our growing pains. And that's a good word for
it too-pain. We need him to help us discover how to keep the fellowship
that has attracted so many people to our church.
A second illustration of conflict management as a method of preservation
of the fellowship of the community comes from the PPR of a church near
Richmond.

This church is experiencing a similar suburban transition.

He

explains: "You need to keep everyone in the family ... You can't afford to alienate
people... We have to handle conflict in a way that everyone feels welcome and
still part of the community."
Within this church, the congregants are experiencing a sense of
discontent and some conflict.

Some families have been members since
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congregation was rural in nature.

These members are uncomfortable with

changes. New members, labeled "suburbanites" by the PPR, have voiced needs
for increased programming and a desire to be a part of the decision-making
process. However, they have expressed different values than the long term
church members. The established membership welcomes the church growth
and the new members. However, they still want to preserve the "old" ways. The
established membership is finding that changes from the growth are negatively
affecting the quality of the fellowship. The minister's nurturing fellowship task, in
the form of group conflict management, assists the different membership groups
to find a comfort level with each other.
The style of ministers' group conflict management activities is important
since this activity is related to maintaining group cohesion. A minister's conflict
management strategies and tactics must be consistent with the behavioral style
the congregation has adopted for its interpersonal relationships. For instance,
lack of overt confrontation characterizes the interpersonal relationships in a rural
central Virginia congregation.

Congregants handle their disagreements and

conflict indirectly and gradually. The PPR chair describes the "good job" the
minister is doing by tactfully approaching disagreements in the church. "She
doesn't mind preaching on a Sunday about maybe a little disagreement that
might have happened in the church the week or so before. But she tries not to
step on people's toes." The minister has adapted her conflict management style
to fit the norms of the congregation. Instead of directly addressing the conflict
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with the parties involved, the minister frames the conflict in theological and
religious concepts. She then presents them to the congregation in a sermon.
Everyone in the church knows the minister is speaking about whatever conflict
occurred within the church body. This indirect approach, however, is far enough
removed so at not to threaten the church members involved.
Ministers' conflict management styles must be consistent with the current
attitudes, values and beliefs of the congregation she or he is currently serving.
For instance, the PPR of a suburban congregation, experiencing rapid and
sustained growth over the last five years, described his minister's conflict
management style as it related to internal conflicts due to membership
increases. The membership ten years ago realized that they would have to
"markef' the church to their rapidly growing suburban area or eventually face
closure. So, while the established membership had planned for and welcomed
the growth resulting from new members, the PPR reported that the membership
is currently struggling with the changes around the church's identity, mission,
programs, and power structure needed considering the changes. These are
issues the whole membership, old and new, has to work out "together," the PPR
states, with the emphasis on "together." Any solution imposed by the minister
would be artificial at best and counterproductive over time.

This minister

impressed the PPR with his tactful low key approach: "He hasn't been the one
to call the shots but he has made suggestions and I'm sure is somewhat behind
the scenes."
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The PPR of another congregation echoed importance of an appropriate
conflict management style: ''You need a minister that is sensitive to the political
nature of such things."

Three strong and outspoken individuals have

characterized this congregation in rural Southwestern Virginia. These members,
the PPR reports are not necessarily looking for a conflict with each other. Yet,
they do necessarily run away from it either. Sometimes the PPR thinks these
individuals' conflict styles-very aggressive and direct - tests the supportive
fabric of the community. The PPR does not think the congregation has the
option of dropping these powerful individuals from its membership. Such an act
would go against the principles of the church, the PPR explained. Besides, the
church is in a rural area that has been experiencing mild population loss;
younger people are emigrating to nearby urban and suburban areas when they
reach adulthood. Thus, the PPR feels members of the congregation do not have
the luxury of replacing these powerful and experienced members with "new
talent."
A pragmatic reason for the centrality of ministers' conflict management
activities is that clergy may be the only people, by virtue of their position in the
community, to see all sides of an issue.

The PPR of a stable suburban

congregation stated:
A lot of times the minister is the only person who has heard all the sides
of the story, and who is in somewhat of a neutral, authoritarian type
position to be able to help resolve that conflict.
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The members of this church have long history with each other. They see the
minister as an objective third party. Thus, when conflict occurs as a part of
these long term relationships, those in the church look to the minister to be a
guide and mediator. They expect him to be fair to all involved.
PPRs are also aware the minister may be the one person in the
community who has the skills to negotiate successfully a conflict within the
church. The PPR of a growing suburban church with many highly mobile military
families stated:
He can often put out some fires that the rest of us seem to just fan and
make worse.... I've been surprised that many times the minister...will
exercise that leadership to calm the waters in a way that others don't
seem to be able to do.
Many people in this church use the command and control model, as embodied in
the military, as a guide for their own conflict experiences. While this model may
work in a military system, it is out of place in a context where nurturing fellowship
is of primary importance. Those in the church, through their PPR, recognize this
shortcoming and value the minister's conflict management actions within the
church body.

Descriptions of Power
Clergy echo the PPRs view that community and relationship-building
activities are the core function of worship.

The minister of a suburban

Tidewater, Virginia congregation illustrates this point for many ministers:
It's almost a hug time during worship; it's kind of passing of peace and
greeting one another... and they all go over and hug each other during
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their greeting time ...and l ... am in the middle of that so they have the kind
of friendliness that is expressed by the minister.
As with the PPR chairs, clergy were not interested in talking about
activities that maintain or impose a specific world view or belief system.
Ministers conversed a great deal about their teaching and preaching activities.
They did so, however, in ways that showed the primary purpose was to build and
maintain healthy and supportive relationship between and among church
members.
Interestingly, the clergy reported an increase in power, that is, time spent
on task, for worship preparation. One would think that as ministers advance in
their careers, the task of worship preparation would become easier and thus
require less time.

The clergy suggest this is not so for most of them.

The

minister of a northern Virginia congregation illustrates this point:
Sermons are a little more difficult to do because .. .! have to shift
sometimes in some of the illustrations that I use and things of that nature.
I spend more time trying to make my comments relevant and applicable
than I do on the actual concepts. In fact, the concepts probably haven't
changed that much over the years.
The changes in the social context of the American culture appear to require that
ministers' allocate more time to the thoughtful preparation for community
worship. Thus, worship preparation, and knowledge of the congregation for the
construction of a relevant sermon, require more power as a unit of work.
The clergy that give conflict management increased power as a means to
facilitate congregants' own nurturing fellowship activities.

For instance, one

minister, the pastor of a diverse suburban congregation, stated she is very
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intentional about "dealing with [philosophical and theological] differences in a
tactful way to preempt harmful conflict" among congregations.

The minister

explained that she attempts to keep disagreements, when they arise, focused on
the issue at hand-whether these disagreements are over scheduling or how to ·
operate certain church programs such as their day care. She stated that she
works to avoid having the differences in belief and culture become a part of the
conflict. The minister explained that attention to such differences usually result
in personal estrangement that is difficult to overcome.
Another minister, the pastor of a rural church in which most of the
members have known each other since birth, identified the tendency that some
lay people have to polarize a relationship when a disagreement exists. She
sees conflict management as an important pastoral activity related to the
maintenance of a nurturing fellowship. She tries to provide another model of
relating to others with differences:
I try to model that it's OK that every idea I give out is not accepted and
that it's not the most poignant thing that has ever happened in the
universe.... Just because we disagree doesn't mean we can't be in the
same church and work it through.
Sometimes, ministers perceive that they cannot provide as much attention
to their conflict management activities as they deem necessary. For example,
the minister of a rural church, the mother of three children who has been a
Methodist minister for 12 years, described her perception that a conflict was
building between two dominant members of her church fellowship. The minister
is concerned about the potential conflict, but knows she has the interpersonal
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and professional skills to intervene and mediate. Instead, the minister perceives
that both parties in the conflict are strengthening their positions for a battle at
some point in the Mure by making allies in the congregations. Neither party has
been interested in mediation nor reconciliation, but appears to want a conflict to
see who will end "on top." In addition, since the individuals involved are the two
dominant personalities in the congregation, other members in the church are
reluctant to "stick their necks out" by asking the minister to intervene.
I told my [District Superintendent] that there's going to be a 'palace revolt'
sometime in the next year. I wanted him to know ahead of time, so that
when it happened, he knew I would have done everything I could. But he
told me 'sometimes you just have to let them fight it out.'
A second pastor, a bright and energetic minister in his sixth professional
year, shared his frustration at how the parishioners in his current appointment
refuse to allow him to enter any conflict management between church members.
As his second ministerial appointment, he has been at this small rural parish for
almost two years.
They want to keep it in 'in the family' so to speak. I find out about
disagreements indirectly I suspect by accident. And that really limits the
depth of my ministry here. How can I touch people's lives when they
won't allow me into the places that need healing? They come to church,
look good for an hour, then go back to business as usual. I try to
incorporate into my sermons and teaching issues I know they're struggling
with. But I wonder how much I really connect with any of them because
they keep repeating the same patterns again and again.
To satisfy his professional need to minister to people in conflict, this
minister has taken a leadership position in the local university's campus ministry
service. The pastor explained that this community service provides a creative
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outlet that allows him to give nurture and guidance to young adults who are
wrestling with a variety of issues such as scholastic expectations, interpersonal
relationships, and lifestyle conflicts.
Provision of Nurturina Fellowship Throuah the Organizational
Proarammina Activities
Activities With Centrality
PPR chairs assigned centrality to the clergy adivities of organizational
programming when they

contributed to the creation or maintenance of the

church as a nurturing fellowship. As Blazer has noted, these adivities include
program development, community assessment and involvement, and conflict
management, when the conflids focus on groups within the congregation or are
institutional in nature (Blazer, p. 61, 1987). However, the PPR's also assigned
centrality to the related adivities of organizational planning and management,
leadership development, personnel supervision, and laity development. These
adivities contribute to the creation and maintenance of a nurturing fellowship by
facilitating laity involvement in the ministry of the church through the ministers'
own organizational management and programming adivities.
Proaram Development
Ministers become involved in program development and associated
adivities because the program itself has the creation or maintenance of a
nurturing fellowship as its purpose. For example, six of the sixteen churches

have established day-care centers. The PPRs of all six churches described their
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centers as an institutional expression of a nurturing fellowship.

Each church

underwent similar steps in the assessment of the need for a day-care program,
its development, and finally implementation. The only difference was in formality
of the process.
The churches established day-care programs because the members of
the congregation saw a need. The churches are in areas characterized by a
lack of extended family structures, the presence of dual-income nuclear families,
and an undersupply of day-care services.

The ministers of these churches

assisted in formally investigating the need for day care centers by engage in
community assessment activities.

These assessments took place through a

work group within each church with the minister acting as a resource person and
facilitator.
Once the church boards agreed on the need for a day-care program, the
ministers in these congregations engaged in organizational planning and
management activities to evaluate how the program fit into the church's mission
and purpose. The clergy at these churches also participated in the evaluation of
the institutions' organization structure before starting the day-care program.
Attention had to be given to space requirements, budgetary issues, and
competing demands on the facilities by other church programs. In the larger and
suburban churches, the assessments were written and a part of the church's
overall business plan that was presented to the church board for review.
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After the ministers undertook the necessary community organization
planning and program development, they became involved in leadership and
laity development to staff and manage the programs.

After the lay people,

whether paid employees of the church or volunteers, were in place, the ministers
engaged in personnel supervision to insure the programs ongoing successful
operation and management of the centers.
Other congregations began food or secondhand clothes closets as
programmatic expressions of their nurturing fellowship. As is the case of daycare programs, the motivation from these churches behind the program
development was 'What can we do to help those around us?" The ministers at
these churches helped in the program development by becoming involved in
community assessment, decision making, program development, and program
management processes.

Rationale for Cleray Involvement
The ministers' facilitation of others' nurturing fellowship through program
activities provides a link between individuals and between groups in the church.
It further provides role modeling among congregants and creates a positive
catalyst for congregants' interpersonal relationships.
Ministers' involvement in providing nurturing fellowship through the
institution and organization is a matter of pragmatic convenience for a small
number of churches. The PPR of a small rural congregation stated: "Somebody
has to take leadership .... Somebody has to look at where we are." In a suburban
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church in Tidewater, Virginia, where the members are busy with many aspects of
living, the PPR expressed another pragmatic reason: "[The minister] is the best
one to be... at the center of the entire enterprise, [he is] involved in all the bits
and pieces."
Symbolism is a second rationale for clerical involvement. Within each
congregation, the minister is a highly visible presence who carries symbolic
weight. The PPR of a rural southwestern Virginia congregation stated: "Some
church people just think you can't have any kind of meeting unless the
preacher's there, if nothing else than to pray and shake hands." The PPR of a
suburban Richmond congregation stated that the minister's presence gives
symbolic importance to the event at hand.
Parishioners like it when he shows up at a meeting. It's almost expected
really, because they feel it gives weight to what they are doing. [Name of
minister] has to be careful when he chooses not to attend a particular
meeting so that the people don't get the message that what they are doing
is not important in his eyes or the eyes of the church as a whole.
A third rationale for ministers' involvement in organizational and
institutional activities is the unique perspective they bring to their faith
communities. The PPR of a suburban congregation in Tidewater Virginia stated
"he's the one in the best position to see the bigger picture." The PPR of a
growing rural congregation in Southwestern Virginia shared this perspective:
He sees the long range plan. Where are we spending our money this
year? Is that going to help us get to where we want to be five or ten years
fro now? He is an important person who helps us keep our focus, keeps
us to talk... We need the minister to help us keep the focus on what we
want to do and be in the future.
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Another part of the "bigger picture" that a minister sees has to do with the
talents of the whole membership. The minister is the one person in a church
who has contact with literally everyone in the congregation. During the activity
of pastoral visiting, "he's learning his people's ability and ... he has a good idea
[who] could handle different jobs," reported the PPR of a sizable suburban
congregation. The PPR of a moderately sized suburban congregation echoes
this process: "He learns from talking with [members] who can do what and then
invites them [to participate]." The activities of pastoral care and pastoral visiting,
then,

are two professional activities that become related to program

development, organizational planning, and leadership development.
Congregations can value the minister's specialized education as an
added resource in decision making. The PPR of a rural church illustrated this.
His church consists mostly of high school educated members employed in the
agriculture, forestry, light manufacturing, or service industries. The members of
this church are highly involved in church programs focused on individuals both in
the church and in the surrounding community:
There are times when committees run out of ides and they need a fresh
approach, they need something else and [name of minister] is central to
that I serving on those committees to ... help bring people to a new way
looking.
The minister's theological perspective at this church is important to the
program development process. Since this process is ar. expression of these
churches primary purpose as a nurturing fellowship, ministers provide a
connection with the faith and belief systems of which the programs are a
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product. The PPR of a very active suburban church in a large metropolitan area
stated:
The minister takes...the congregation as a whole where they currently are
and leads them to another place, a better place that is more responsible
to the Christian witness and a place of authentic faith.
The PPR of a small rural church illustrates how ministers' own initiative
and values can impact their congregations' program development efforts. Their
minister recently raised an issue in their church that led to an institutional and
programmatic response by the church members.
The ministry of this church is very comprehensive. Sometimes it's
emotional needs. Physical needs sometimes too. If someone doesn't
have food on their table, to be able to identify that and say 'Hey we need
some help here .. .' Recently one of the young women in the church,
whose husband left her, and her trailer burned down, we didn't know that,
but [name of minister] did and she was able to say, 'OK here is a need
that has to be met.'
The minister connected the church member's need with the mission of the
church as a nurturing fellowship.

Her leadership led the laity not merely to

respond to the specific need of an individual, but to provide for a long-term
benefit. With the minister's guidance, members of the church formed a work
group that recognized the need for a food and secondhand clothes closet for
others in the area who were going through crises. Members of this church were
easily able to find dedicated space to house the program and perform the
necessary food and clothes drive to stock it.
This experience is an example of what Blazer (1987) labels "crisis care"
activities. The difference is that crisis care in this case took on institutional and
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programmatic forms. For instance, many churches have lay committees, which
under the guidance of their ministers, provide what amounts to pastoral care for
others. The lay members receive education and training in how to visit others,
what to say, what to do. They are then assigned visits based on other members'
need for "pastoral visits." The minister provides education and supervision to
the laity in these efforts.
Clergy's Leadership Stvle
The style of clergy's program development and associated management
activities are seen as much as an expression of nurture and fellowship as the
program goals themselves. PPRs value a style of leadership that facilitates the
laity's initiative and ownership of church programs. The PPR of a suburban
congregation with many active and well-educated members stated, "We have
lots of talented people here.

They need to run with their own ides....

minister is there really to help them do it."

The

The PPR of another suburban

congregation, a rapidly growing congregation in a burgeoning metropolitan area
of the state, echoed a similar statement: "It's important for [name of minister] to
get out and get more people involved ... really get the right people in position and
then say 'run with it."'
PPRs also value a leadership style in which the minister functions as a
guide for the laity's involvement in programmatic activities. In their eyes clergy
should help the laity formulate and start up programs. "They see the minister as
helping to come up with .. .ideas, and helping to get those ideas going." PPRs
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express the opinion that responsibility for the program development process
remains with those who are lay members of the church body.

The minister

functions as a key resource person for church members as they assess the need
and then plan implementation strategies.
In this way, clerical styles of management and program development
themselves become part of the ministerial process because they are expressions
of nurture and fellowship.

This style gets members actively involved in the

fellowship, enabling them to construct and own the programs in the church.
[Name of minister] makes them feel like they are welcome by getting them
involved. Some are too shy to say 'I can do that,' he just says 'It will be all
right,' and he's always right too.
The developmental leadership style is a form of ministry because it also
nurtures members, enabling them to grow and develop.
[Name of minister] knows how to get you to think about [getting involved
in a program] and then all of a sudden you find yourself in there and you
realize that was in your best interest and he knew that too, and his is
ministering to you because of what he's done.
The PPR feels that this development and integration into the fellowship
strengthen members' faith and belief in themselves and in the beliefs which
undergird their community.
I think one of the things he does well is that he approaches people and
says 'You know, I think you would do a great job.'... He encourages
people to take a position and reach out on faith that they can deliver that
and people do deliver and a lot of it is behind the scenes.
The guidance ministers provide laity in their involvement in church
programs is similar to what Blazer (p. 61, 1987) describes as "personnel
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supervision." The PPR of a suburban congregation in Southwestern Virginia
explains:
A minister should ...get with the committee chairman and help guide
through their leadership ... rather than saying 'Here it is, you got it.' You
got a problem you can call me and we will work it out. But she or he
should be available to say 'All right, this is what we expect' and let them
know what they expect as vvell as ho [those in] the church might react to
what they've got to do.
The PPR chair's remarks show that "personnel supervision" is much more than
making sure others perform their responsibilities.

The minister acts as a

facilitator for congregants by maintaining close and effective interpersonal
relationships. This "nurturing management," as one PPR called it, gets the work
of the church accomplished with the least amount of turmoil.
PPRs recognize that carrying out the nurturing management style, which
is central to ministers' leadership, is difficult.

The PPR of a large rural

congregation with many programs and many different lay volunteer leaders
stated:
The minister needs to be a good administrator to pull this off. We have a
part time staff here.... Also, a lot of the work, programs and such, are
carried on by.. .leaders who are volunteers.
This style of management requires close contact and frequent opportunities for
consultation with those who are responsible for the congregation's programs.
This is why he needs to be able to keep up on the ... day-to-day...workings
of the church. Not to control, but... he's the one that is in the best
position ...to give someone some guidance or head off a potential
problem.
The types of relationship that ministers develop with their congregations'
leadership have some qualities of collegiality. The PPR of a moderate-sized
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suburban church, when describing what he likes about his pastor's way of
relating to the church's lay leadership, stated:
I think his role is almost to participate just like any other member of that
team would and put his own input in there, and at times, maybe strongly
guide things the way he feels it should be going but hopefully have the
chair... be in agreement.
Differences in the Centrality of Cleray's Institutional Activities
The Methodist Church has a system of annual appointments.

The

regional denominational body, called a "conference," appoints ministers to serve
specific congregations. Each conference is divided into numerous districts. The
bishop of each conference, in consultation with his district superintendents make
ministerial appointments.

The district superintendents and their conference

bishop attempt to work in harmony with local congregations in the placement of
ministers. These denominational authorities, however, may and have placed
ministers at churches over the membership's objection.
This practice may accentuate or even force the need for those in the
social context to take ownership of the ongoing ministry of the congregation.
The PPR of a well-established suburban southwestern congregation stated:
If there is not a fairly well developed lay leadership within the church, then
as ministers come and go, particularly in the Methodist Church, where
that happens quite frequently, you get quite a cyclical see-saw effect.
Where ...there is a fairly well developed, well defined lay leadership ... that
seems to have a dampening effect.... You don't experience extremes
quite as much with different ministers.
An important way the laity owns of the ongoing ministry of the
congregation is by making peripheral budget and financial management
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activities. Overall, PPRs see clergy's responsibility for helping in the planning
and ongoing management of the organization as important.

However, the

budgetary control of the institution and thus the power to carry out organizational
planning and management decisions remain with the lay leadership and not the
minister.
PPRs stated that they view the clerical role in the control of the
institution's budget and financial management process as peripheral. This lack
of centrality is widespread through all churches in this study. The PPR of a rural
Richmond area congregation stated:
[The minister should have] some input certainly, but [control of the
budget) more belongs to the lay membership and leadership.
The PPR of a rural southwestern Virginia congregation echoed this perception:
It is important for [the minister] to know about it and to keep his finger in it,
but I think the actual budgeting and all these sorts of things should be in
committees.
The PPR of a suburban Tidewater congregation agreed with his counterparts in
other churches when he commented "I don't think that it is the role of the minister
to focus too much on the financial end of the church operations."
Rarely do those in the social context see the minister as having final
authority in the budget and financial management process even when his or her
participation is seen as important. Their involvement in organizational planning
and management is not linked to their involvement in financial and budgetary
processes. They have influence but not control of the local church organization.
The PPR of a rural southwestern Virginia congregation described his minister's
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involvement in the church's financial committee: ..Well I know in the meetings,
it's a group effort. I mean he doesn't have the last word, so they {can) tell him
'No we can't do this right now.' ..

They have authority based on what the

members of the local congregation grant and through their interpersonal
relationships, not through any inherent power the minister receives from the
institution. The ownership that laity have in the operation of each congregation
finds expression through ministers' leadership style. Ministers must emphasize
leadership through relationship building. as opposed to ..authority and control, ..
described by one PPR, a former Navy Captain familiar with military styles of
leadership and authority.
The membership as a whole is the locus of power in United Methodist
congregations {Corley, 1993). No one person has complete power in the sense
of their ability to get their way even if others disagree. Churches and especially
the decentralized Methodist Church, are voluntary organizations. Decisions are
made by representative committees. These committees have been given the
authority by the congregation to decide and manage the institution on their
behalf. The responsibility is given to lay leadership of these communities and
the minister to perform whatever work is essential to the congregation as a
community.
This structure makes the establishment of positive interpersonal
relationships between members of the congregation, the lay leadership, and the
minister vitally important.

In other words, the centrality given to ministers'
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organizational planning and management adivities is related to how clergy
develop the relationships within the nurturing fellowship of the community
instead of who controls the community.
Ministers' adivities in laity development and leadership development are
given centrality by PPRs because they contribute to the laity's ownership of and
participation in the church's ministry. These two occupational adivities by clergy
focus on developing the laity's own ability to engage in adivities that fulfill the
mission of the church.
In part, clergy's laity development and leadership development adivities
are focused on equipping the laity to fundion in specific tasks or roles. Laity are
responsible for the running of many church programs. However, the fundioning
of laity in church programs is the means to a greater end:

to provide an

occasion for laity to ad in supportive relationships with one another. Personal
involvement in church programs is a main way that church members can be
conneded with each other and to use their gifts and talents for the benefit of the
community as a whole.

The PPR of a growing rural southwestern Virginia

church stated this point: "Let the members of the congregation use their talents.
It helps when everyone wants to be involved and active. It helps with a sense of
fellowship and purpose." The development of a nurturing fellowship by laity
development and leadership development is seen as so basic that one PPR
chair stated: "I think that is an important piece in building the church."
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Conflict Manaaement

Ministers can provide conflict management on an organizational or
institutional level in addition to helping individuals as described earlier. When a
conflict occurs in a church, ministers have the opportunity to renew and reunite
the community as a whole by bringing together two sides of an issue. The PPR
of a stable suburban congregation that has many long term members described
an experience in which the minister aided in addressing conflict between two
groups in the congregation:
... We had an institutional conflict as to the use of a particular space
between the two groups and it got a little out of hand more so than it
should have, and [name of minister] was instrumental in getting the two
sides to sit down and kind of mediate the process.
Other examples of clergy's conflict management on a group or
organizational level occurred when congregants: disagreed on building during a
church expansion (three times); discussed different ideas for new church
programs (three times); formulated policy on the use of church facilities by
outsiders (once); included new church members' participation in the church
organization (twice); sold surplus church real estate (once); and planned how
they should respond as a group to a steady decline in church membership
(once).

In all these cases, the organizational conflict management was

situation-specific. The church members had been a cohesive fellowship before
each of these conflicts.
Limits do exist, however.

Ministers' efforts to manage organizational

conflict are not permitted when a conflict is an expression of the historical or
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political structure of the congregation.

In such cases, a ministe~s attempted

involvement is considered "meddling" in the congregation's business.

This

situation occurred in two of the congregations.
In a rural church, the congregation was divided between two equally
powerful founding families.

Both sides of the conflict would have liked the

minister to "be on their side." The PPR described subtle attempts by members
of each group to get the minister to align with them against the other group. This
PPR remarked that their minister must be very careful in addressing any internal
conflicts so that she is not seen as ''taking sides" in one of the two "camps." "It's
hard not to step on toes in this kind of a situation," he remarked, "but she's been
able to get people to work together." The minister reported she intentionally
built relationships with the powerful individuals in both families, being careful not
to appear to favor one over the other.

In addition, the minister deliberately

appointed members of each family to church committees, starting with small and
nonessential ones first, so individuals in each family could have an experience
and a history of working with each other. This ministe~s success in her conflict
management endeavors is fortunate for the congregation because it is currently
experiencing modest growth that could easily be squelched if conflict erupts
between the two families.
Likewise, the second congregation, also in a rural area, has a long
standing conflict between three powerful and long term members. None of these
individuals wants the current minister involved in their feud. Instead, the feuding
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parties have vocally expressed their opinion that the minister "stick to preaching,
teaching, and visiting," reported the PPR of this congregation.
In these two cases, a nurturing fellowship does not exist fully on an
organizational level. Since conflict management is an activity in which clergy
engage to support a nurturing fellowship, these clergy must confine their
activities to working with individual congregants who are having problems with
non-church or family members.

Taking conflict management activities more

directly into the organizational life of the fellowship leaves the clergy open to
attack.

In these cases, the clergy must confine their conflict management

activities at best to independent relationships, where the congregation's
nurturing fellowship is a reality.

The PPRs in both churches described their ministers' involvement in
program development and management activities as peripheral to the mission of
their churches. The ministers' participation on laity decisions regarding church
programs and materials such as vacation bible school and the Sunday School
curriculum, is peripheral and not important. The nurturing fellowship does not
exist on an organizational level, but is confined to interactions between specific
individuals.

The ministers' peripheral involvement in the organizational

processes in these congregations lends support to the analysis that a nurturing
fellowship is the basis for minister's work activities.

Clergy's involvement in

organizational planning and management activities becomes important when
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congregations' nurturing fellowship activities are operating on an institutional
level.
Communitv Involvement Activities
A small number of PPRs see clergy's community involvement activities as
central to the mission of their church. A positive view reflects an awareness that
the nurturing fellowship of the congregation benefits from such an arrangement.
For example, the PPR of a moderate-sized suburban congregation described
why her church looks favorably on the pastor's involvement with community
programs. Their minister, having been at their church for almost eighteen years,
has always been involved in the community.

The minister knows, the PPR

explained, almost every person and program in the local community.

The

pastor, the PPR boasted, also has knowledge of the resources in the general
region as well.
By being a 'personnel manager' for the entire community, then .. .if we
need help, or someone else in our church needs help, [name of minister]
knows who these people are and ... how they can to help someone else
who is in need.
Those PPRs who see ministers' community involvement activities as
peripheral do not view this to fall within the realm of the congregation's nurturing
fellowship. The PPR of a Richmond area congregation represents the negative

feeling:
I don't think [our church) looks for him to do that. That's really outside the
walls of the congregation. But if that is something that the wishes to
participate in, then I think that is his own thing.
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In these cases, the minister is not prohibited from community involvement
activities. These clerical activities are incidental and peripheral to the lives of
these congregations' nurturing fellowship.

For these congregations, however,

clergy's community involvement activities must be secondary to activities that
they consider central.
I think people'd get kind of upset, like he's not doing his job, if his
involvement with [name of community activity] gets in the way of visiting
[church members], hospital calls, or even the kind of time he could spend
on his sermon.
The Peripheral Nature of Music Directing and Performing

The two occupational activities of music directing and performing are
listed in the liturgist/celebrant role in Blazer's typology. PPRs indicated these
clerical activities have absolutely no centrality. 3

The presence of music is

common in the organizational life of the congregation. Music performing and
directing are central parts of the organization. Yet, these congregations do not
feel that the clergy should play an integral role in them. The lack of importance
for clergy's involvement in musical activities may be because all of the churches
provide either volunteer or paid staff that fulfilled the "music directing and
performing" functions.

The social context then gives no centrality to these

activities when it comes to the minister's own occupational activities. Likewise,
ministers give these two activities no power, since these functions are being
fulfilled by lay people.

3 Blazer's one occupational activity of music directing/performing was divided into two discreet
activities of "music directing" and "performing" for purposes of this study.
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Organizational Activities With Power
Some clergy report that they give increased power in their current church
appointments, as measured in time allocation, to the activities of organizational
planning and management, program development, leadership development, laity
development and personnel supervision. Clergy increase the amount of time
devoted

power to their organizational planning activities when they are

perceived by members of the congregation as an outside expert in the activity.
In fact, some clergy who participated in this study were appointed to their current
congregations to help in a particular type of transition process.

The clergy

involved in organizational planning activities serve all types of churches, rural,
urban, and suburban, as well as churches that are both growing and declining in
membership. Two foci exist for clergy involved in institutional or organizational
activities: organizational planning and the ongoing development or management
of institutional programs. In both cases, however, the purpose is the same: to
provide for the development or maintenance of the church as a nurturing

fellowship through its programming.
Organizational Planning
A common transition process in which clergy become involved is helping
the congregation as an institution to respond to changes in its surrounding
community. These changes relate to an increase or decrease in the population
of the community or changes in the community's economic circumstances.
Specific institutional needs determine the focus for the organizational planning in
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which ministers engage. For instance, one pastor serves a church in an urban
area.

In the last ten years, the church's surrounding community has

deteriorated. Loss of key local businesses and industry has created economic
hardship among families in the area. Some church families have moved out of
the area to follow job opportunities. The minister's involvement in organizational
planning takes the form of helping the congregation make long term plans to
combat the recent decline.
My thrust...has been looking ahead at where this congregation wants to
go, and I have shared with them several options .... They... can close their
doors, and will have to, if they do nothing. By planning, whether it is to try
to make it as a stand alone appointment, and that will mean changes in
the type of people who come here, move to another location, become part
of a multi-church charge, or merge with another congregation, at least
they have taken some control and have had a hand in deciding their own
destiny.
On the other hand, several clergy serve churches that are located in
growing areas. Growth in membership has implications for the institutions' long
term mission, purposes, and identity. These clergy encourage the development
of the nurturing community in the midst of membership expansion. The pastor of
a growing suburban church in Tidewater Virginia stated:
Our congregation has changed so much with new members. They bring
in new needs we haven't had before. But we need to move forward as a
whole, as a community, and not just react. I am...trying to chart the
course and lift up the vision of where we need to be going with ... our
church programs.
Clergy also

become

involved

with

organizational

planning

and

management as a matter of convenience. In these cases, the ministers do not
act as outside experts. Instead, clergy simply supply extra manpower to perform
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adivities that lay people can do but do not necessarily have the time. The pastor
of a suburban church in Tidewater, with a host of community programs and
outreach ministries, observed:
The coordination of all that goes...through the church office and that is
simply a fundion of, you know, everyone else has jobs during the day, we
are the ones who are here...who can be contaded quickly... as
circumstances demand.
While ministers become involved in organizational planning because of
different needs originating with the congregation, clergy also add their own
professional perspedive to influence the planning process.

A minister who

serves a suburban church in the greater Richmond area described his agenda:
[I use] the administrative work to say 'this is what we are about as the
church of Jesus Christ.
Right now here are our strengths and
weaknesses. Here's what's going on in the community around us and if
we are going to ... minister to it, then this is what we are going to have to
focus on.'

Proaram Development and Manaaement
The second focus of increased power, as determined by time allocation,
for clergy involved in institutional or organizational adivities, is the ongoing
management and development of institutional programs. Clergy's involvement in
this adivity is charaderized by identifiable areas of power and influence, a
participatory management style, an identifiable set of management methods,
depending on the size of the congregation, and scheduling issues.
The theological and religious perspedives of the individual clergy
influence the management of church programs.

The pastor of a suburban

Northern Virginia congregation with many programs and lay leaders explained
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how her professional perspective has influenced the congregation she currently
serves:
To give you an example, we have a program called "Fun and Faith" .. .for
elementary age children.... It seemed that it was all fun. I mentioned that
to the leader, and she organized it very easily...to add the faith, and the
faith keeps building more and more and we are very pleased [with] how it
is developing.
Clergy can also influence the ongoing planning and management of
church programs by being thoroughly familiar with specific issues and details of
the church organization.

Clergy then influence congregants' decision-making

based on organizational expert knowledge.
I really need to know the details of what every committee is working.
There are always lots of details that need to be understood and worked
out. So when someone wants to ask me my opinion, I can have an
intelligent response. An informed opinion always carries more weight.
Financial and budgetary control of lay people limits clergy's scope of
power within the congregation. Some clergy acted in an advisory capacity in
concert with the chair of the budget committee, and therefore had a degree
influence on the church budget.

The pastor of a Tidewater congregation

described his involvement with the church budget:
I get together with the [Finance Committee Chair] to plan the next yea,..s
budget but most of it's already set. Sometimes I want something in terms
of funds for programming or whatever. But if the rest of the committee
doesn't think it's a priority, it won't get funded.
The organizational management and planning methods clergy use are
designed to empower laity's involvement in the organizational life of the church.
For instance, ministers educate congregants as to issues involved in specific
program development concerns and the decision making process.
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The

education of laity can be time consuming. The minister of a suburban church
near Richmond stated: "It seems I spend a lot of time and energy... sitting down
talking with people, explaining details long before a proposal comes up before a
decision making body." The minister of a rural but growing congregation stated
"I spend more and more time organizing and enabling than I thought I would
need to."

A third minister stated "you spend more time... supporting,

encouraging, and suggesting to various groups in the church."
The continuous activities of education, information sharing,

and

facilitating participation can become tiresome for some clergy. The pastor of a
church in suburban Richmond, a church that has been successful in the
development of programs to meet members' needs and is experiencing an
increase in membership, stated:
So much of it is oil and maintenance. It can get tiring because it seems to
never end, of always being there [when issues are being discussed), and
of paying attention to the details so I know what's going on and can be in
a position to help get people on board.
The process of program development is difficult. Clergy recognize that
the focus of their program development activities is to facilitate the laity's
participation in the life of the congregational organization.

Potentially, every

member of the congregation can be part of the decision-making group. The
pastor of a suburban church in Tidewater Virginia with a lot of programs stated:
The decision making [is] ... more complex because you end up dealing with
a lot of people all who have a wide variety of knowledge about the issues,
yet all who potentially can have an impact on what happens.
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Clergy's style of organizational management is as important as any
product or outcome of that management since its purpose, like any other clerical
occupational activity, is to further congregants' sense of community and
fellowship. The goals of clergys organizational management demand that the
laity's participation is invited, decision-making power among all interested
congregations is shared, and individual participants are respected. The pastor
of a suburban Richmond congregation stated his organizational planning and
management activities attempt ''to build a sense of community and fellowship
and how to involve... people... and help them feel at home and be a part of the
fellowship and caring."

Clergy are helping build and maintain cohesive

communities by their management styles and this is as important as any other
outcome.
Clergy's organizational management style can be a "double-edged sword"
with both positive and negative aspects. On the positive side, clergy may feel
less pressure realizing the organizational management of their congregations
rests on many shoulders. The pastor of an active suburban Richmond area
congregation reported that he changed the way he goes about organizational
activities.
I came close to a breakdown last year because I was trying to do it all.
After that, I realized there's no way I can possibly hope to do everything.
The surprising thing is that the people were happy to share the load.
They feel a vital part of this ministry too.
The availability of interested and talented people is seen by clergy as an
asset and a positive part of a parish ministry Another Richmond area pastor of a
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rapidly growing Richmond area suburban congregation stated how he could
handle all the programs the church operates:
1have a "hands off' management style. I can help identify people who will
do a good job, sort of match them up with the task. Then I let them run
with it. I'm there to support them, act as a resource, but after that point,
it's really their project, their ministry.
Some clergy view parish ministry as a partnership between themselves
and the laity of the congregation. This partnership is arranged according to a
logical division of labor.
My job is to connect the people with one another, and connect them with
their faith. My involvement in the actual running of the church-some of
that is unavoidable. And some is needed. I have to know what's going on
a day-to-day basis. But I need to focus on what others cannot do. So I
see people when there is a need, a need for connection. And I preach,
because no one else really had the background or education to make
those connections from the pulpit.
Seeing the ministry in the church setting as a shared enterprise is one of
the ways pastors manage the difficulties of the participatory organizational
planning and management style. The pastor of a rural congregation, made up
mostly of long term members who are indigenous to the area, that has just
recently begun to experience modest membership growth stated:
[Name of church] really doesn't know what they need right now... They
are going to have to do along range plan and really study their
needs ... and what they are going to do about it... I will have to let them go
to it and figure out what they should be working on for the next five to ten
years.
Clergy often feel unprepared for the participatory type of management
activities tasks although they engage in them frequently.

The pastor of a

suburban congregation seemed to speak for many when he stated "I am woefully
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ignorant [in this area] and need to do lots of reading, research, attend some
workshops and that kind of thing."

Furthermore, assessing their own

effectiveness is difficult for clergy except in retrospect. Ministers simply do not
get timely feedback regarding their occupational functioning. ''You really don't
know how well-or not-you're doing until it's over or until you run into major
problems. By then, obviously, it can be too late." Such a situation adds to
clergy's felt needs for more management knowledge and education.

Personnel Supervision
Clergy engage in personnel supervision for much of the ongoing
management of the church institution's programs.

Their participatory and

influence management style is demonstrated by their supervision of the
volunteer personnel of the church. For instance, clergy spend a large amount of
time understanding the details of the work in which volunteer lay leaders are
engaged.
There is just so much going on for me to try to keep track of...by touching
base with chairpersons as to how its going.... The committees do a good
job of going on their own, but in order for me to understand what the
entire congregation it doing, I have to keep up with them.
Clergy understand that they mainly have influence, and not directive
authority, when it comes to the supervision of volunteer personnel who are doing
work for the church. "I feel free to give my input, but I have to understand that
they are here willingly. So I am careful about how I word things if I have a
problem to discuss."
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Personnel supervision by participatory management can be time
consuming.

The pastor of a moderate-sized congregation near Richmond

stated: "It requires a lot of time from me. I try to get to know them to a greater
level than I would members who are not involved. This .. .is the basis for our
working together." The pastor of a rural church in southwestern Virginia referred
to his personnel supervision style as helping the lay leaders achieve "ownership"
of their programs or projects. He reports ''this requires more time from me [than
delegating] because there is more time for planning, meeting, and discussing"
with lay leaders.
The style of clergy's personnel supervision is as important as any product
or outcome. A minister in his twelfth year at a church in suburban Richmond
illustrated this point when he explained the reasons for his personnel
supervision style: "It builds a sense of community and fellowship ... and I think it
builds a sense of leadership. People start to clarify their own vision ... and how fit
into the fellowship."
Clergy recognize that the participatory management style of personnel
supervision brings congregants more fully into the nurturing fellowship as more
responsible, capable participants.

The pastor of a Southwestern Virginia

congregation that works at helping congregants minister to one another "may be
the most effective kind of leadership development possible" in his growing rural
church. This pastor explained that people like to be a part of the supportive
community of the congregation and decide on how they will participate in that
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community. Allowing congregants decision-making power regarding their own
involvement enhances their sense of belonging and commitment to the
fellowship.
This participatory style of personnel supervision can become frustrating.
Several

ministers

reported

frustration

at supervising

maintenance and

housekeeping personnel, whether paid or volunteer, because of their lack of
authority. One minister, the pastor of a rural southwestern Virginia congregation
for four years, related a humorous story of trying to get a broken door on a
storage building repaired.
The man who handles our maintenance just nailed it up, so you couldn't
use it. And that was OK with some people [since another door existed].
But when the fire Marshall inspected us, he said we'd have to ... do it right.
So we asked for people to hang the door, but no one would hang it.. ..
We discussed at the [quarterly board meeting] having a carpenter come
and do it. But someone said, "You mean we are going to pay money to
get it hung? [Name of church member] can do it." And so it slipped out of
our hands again, because now we have another volunteer that is going to
do it, and we have to wait on him. There is a little bit of anger about that
and what I can't do about it.
Manaaement Stvles

The size of the congregation affects the minister's organizational
activities.

Ministers in smaller churches tend to engage in organizational

activities informally. The clergy serving larger congregations tend to conduct
business in more formal contexts.
The smaller churches in this study tend to be rural ones.

In many of

these, the ministers' organizational planning takes place in their normal interface
church members. A typical response came from one pastor as he described how
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he is involved in his church's organizational planning and management: "l...try
to listen ...to hear what the folks are about. That's part of the reason for the
pastoral visiting."

These clergy visit the homes of their congregants to both

check on their interpersonal needs as well as to talk about organizational issues
that face their congregation.
The larger churches in this study tend to be suburban.

The clergy in

these churches described different management methods. In these settings, the
pastors' organizational planning and management activities tended to occur in
formalized committees.

The pastor of a suburban Richmond congregation

describes his organizational management.

This minister's description is

consistent with how clergy in the larger churches described their organizational
involvement.
I find myself [in meetings] ... raising questions or saying... "Should we
think about moving into this area?" or "Is this particular issue going to
be a problem?" "Should we address it.. .and not let it.. .blind side us?" I
find myself doing a lot more of that because there are more small groups
involved.
While more formalized, it is important to note, as the above quotation
suggests, that clergy's management style is a participative one. The focus and
goal of clergy's organizational and management is to facilitate the participation
of church members in both the planning, the implementation, and ongoing
operation of church programs.
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Schedulina and Time Manaaement Issues
Clergy's participative style for organizational and institutional activities
create specific challenges for clergy's schedules. The most apparent challenge
for clergy in their current appointments is the need for creative and flexible
scheduling.

The pastor of a 200-member suburban church speaks to this

difficulty:
There are few programmatic activities, in terms of working with the
leaders, during the day because most people are at [their own] work.
There's a heavy emphasis on nights and weekends, so that is quite a bit
different [from my last appointment].
The need for pastors to fit their work schedules around those of their
parishioners can cause ministers to feel overloaded.

The pastor of a large

suburban church near Richmond, a veteran of 22 years in the ministry, stated:
This position could be 16 hours a day, seven days a week. The real task
is to know when to take time for yourself and your family and when to
know when you've done enough for the church.
In fact, this minister was 20 minutes late for his research interview.

He

explained that he religiously takes a 30 minute "mental break" each afternoon to
recharge himself since his work day can stretch from 7:00 a.m. for hospital visits
to as late as 9:00 p.m. for church activities and programs.
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Community Involvement

Community involvement is labeled as an organizational/institutional
activity since clergy become involved in their communities in their role as
leaders of their church institutions. Ministers' community involvement most often
has two forms: permitting outside groups, organizations, or institutions to use
the church buildings and making church programs available to non-church
members in the community. Both ways are part of the church as a nurturing
fellowship for clergy.
The most common form of community involvement in which ministers
engage is by making church buildings available to community groups or
organizations.

Pastors see this as a service provided usually to nonprofit

community groups who cannot or do no want to invest in their own dedicated
meeting space. As the pastor of a suburban congregation in Tidewater Virginia
stated: "We are very conscious about keeping the doors of the church open to
the community."

The pastor of another suburban congregation, this one in

suburban Richmond, reasoned that "The church is a common place in the
community, maybe the only place, where any nonprofit group that wants a place
to meet can find one."
Clergy screen requests for use of their facilities by community groups.
This is done to ensure that the groups' activities are consistent with the mission
and goals of the church institution. Typically ministers see the use of the church
facilities as a way to extend the church's ministry further into the congregation.
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Therefore, they restrict the use of church facilities to groups that operate as the
church does. They screen requests to service oriented, nonprofit organizations
that do not charge a fee for their activities (or only a nominal fee to cover costs),
and that use volunteers. Ministers also determine that the groups had goals and
activities that are consistent with establishing nurturing relationships among
members of the community.
The most common community groups that use United Methodist facilities
are the Boy and Girl Scouts, with fourteen of the sixteen pastors, in both rural
and suburban communities, reporting that those groups meet regularly in their
buildings. "Four H" programs meet in half the rural

church~s

and at two of the

suburban churches.
Suburban churches more than rural churches have a variety of community
service special interest groups using their facilities. Common community groups
include AA meetings, craft and hobby classes through the local community
college or high school, "life skills training" classes sponsored by the local mental
health association, and even agricultural extension gardening classes.
The second common way clergy engage in community involvement
activities is by making church programs available to non-church members in the
community.

The most common church program, which pastors use as an

outreach to members of the surrounding communities, is the youth fellowship
program.

These programs are characterized by recreational as well as faith

development activities.

The pastors are involved in these programs by
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supervising paid youth ministers in some larger suburban churches or lay
volunteers in smaller congregations.
Clergy report that they invest time into the youth fellowship programs as
community outreach activities because these programs provide "a wholesome
and supportive place for other youth to go," stated the pastor of a rural church
near Richmond. The pastor of another church in an economically depressed
community in Southwestern Virginia was more direct. She explained that she
thought the community around her church has a high incidence of alcoholism
and abuse. The value of her church's youth fellowship is that
When kids come to our youth fellowship, we know they're part of
something that can help them. At the very least, while they are here, they
are not exposed to some of the harmful things that can be a part of their
family's life.
Some pastors reported that their youth fellowship programs have much as half
their participants coming from non-church attending families from the
communities.
Clergy who are serving churches growing in membership are more
involved in community programs than the clergy in non-growth congregations.
Churches that are growing are more involved with their communities than nongrowth churches. Pastors of growing churches state the reason they give more
time to their community involvement is because these activities are a part of the
congregation's community ministry and not a ploy for membership recruitment.
These ministers consider community assessment/involvement as an extension of
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their ministry with their congregations.

"We're part of a larger community,"

explained the pastor of a suburban Tidewater church, "and we have a
responsibility to that community." Other pastors give power to their community
involvement activities because they view it as a way to help nurture the quality of
fellowship within their own congregations.

The minister of a suburban

Southwestern Virginia church stated: "[Our community involvement is] important
because we focus on how we can help others. It helps us [to] not be so self
centered."
Clergy recognized a potential conflict of interest exists when it comes to
their community involvement activities.

This conflict exists between their

community involvement as a service to the community and an expression of a
nurturing fellowship and their church's need as an institution to acquire

resources, whether financial or human. The pastor of a suburban Richmond
area church that has community interest groups meeting in church facilities
every day, except Wednesday evening and Sunday (because of use by church
programs and groups) stated:
I have tried to stress ... [member recruitment] is not the main reason for
having these groups. If that starts to be the purpose then we have lost
something, because the purpose was to extend our ministry to the
community through groups that could do things we might not be able to.
Several ministers were candid in reporting that they use community
involvement to help the church institution acquire more human resources. The
pastor of a congregation that has experienced little or no real membership
growth in the last five years stated:
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You start having contacts with others in the community through some of
these groups and· they visit. Because we sponsor groups like the Boy
Scouts and Girl Scouts, Girl Scout and Boy Scout Sunday become big
events in our church with lots of visitors and families, and that's the kind
of people we'd like to attract.
The benefit of new members through community involvement is not lost on
clergy in suburban settings either.

The pastor of a suburban Richmond

congregation stated:
It is something I do in the hope that if somebody is looking for a church,
because a lot of people .. .in the community don't really have a church
affiliation.... I would like for them to think that they could come to this
church ...where we care about what happens to people.
Finally, a few pastors explained that they give community involvement
increased power in their occupational functioning because it has professional
benefits for them. The pastor of a suburban Richmond area congregation who
had been in the ministry for 14 years stated that he had begun to feel"stale and
maybe a little burned out." His community involvement was a solution for this
pastor:
I thought I would like to put myself into situations ...where I can stretch
myself and grow. And so I had never [done a prison ministry] before I
came here, and [now] I've done that a lot.
Lack of Power for Music Directing and Performing
Clergy indicated music directing and performing activities have essentially
no power for the occupation. Only a minister at a no growth suburban church
gives time to music directing activities. This minister he has a background in
music and a proficiency on several instruments, and this church had afforded
him an opportunity to use these talents and gifts more than his previous church.
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Yet even this minister conceded that his involvement in this occupational activity
is not central to the church. Rather, his activities in this area are based on
personal desire and preference.

Summary
The parish ministry in the United Methodist Church is a multidimensional
occupation. Ministers become involved in activities ranging from crisis care to
program development.

Parish ministry may not have as broad a variety of

occupational activity that is suggested by ·Blazer (1987).

PPR and clergy

interview in their interviews omitted reference to many occupational activities
identified by Blazer (1987). Omissions of pastoral activities tended to include
those activities for which lay people take responsibility (such as music directing,
music performing), or those that have nothing to do with the mission of the
church as a nurturing fellowship (such as cross cultural involvement/ mission,
and social action involvement)
On the other hand, Hackman's (1985) concepts of centrality and periphery
may provide a too confining structure for United Methodist ministers
occupational activities. The plurality of expectations from these congregations
results in some occupational activities having mixed centrality and periphery
among all the congregations. When describing broad patterns of periphery and
centrality for specific occupational activities, it is more accurate to use the
categories of central, peripheral, and variable centrality.
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I have found that the focus of United Methodist parish ministry is well
defined despite the more complex arrangements of centrality and periphery.
The occupation has a well defined purpose-the establishment and maintenance
of supportive and nurturing relationships. This central purpose to this parish
ministry is expressed in three ways: by the ministers' direct relationships with
congregants,

by the

ministers' work to

strengthen

congregants'

own

interpersonal relationships, and by the ministers' involvement with organizational
and programming activities.
Clergy's direct involvement with individual congregants is the most
common and basic expression of the purpose of parish ministers' occupational
activities.

They achieve this through crisis care, pastoral care, aspects of

ministers' personal lives (which serve as a model to congregants}, and pastoral
counseling.

Clergy's working to strengthen congregants' interpersonal

relationships is done through worship leadership, conflict management,
ministers' personal lives as a model, and worship preparation. Finally, clergy
become involved in churches' organizational programming activities as a means
of establishing and building supportive and nurturing relationships across the
organization.

Clergy's involvement in organizational programming activities

occurs in larger churches, and is accomplished through program development,
community assessment and involvement, conflict management (between
groups), organizational planning and management, leadership development,
personnel supervision, and laity development.
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Additional Occupational Roles

The research interviews, in which participants described their or their
ministers' work adivities showed that Blazer's (1987) typology is
incomplete. This research showed that ministers need to incorporate
roles of being a personal model and the role of being an assess
or/negotiator. The research showed that ministers' personal lives are part
of their occupational activities and roles, especially in the areas of
personal morality and honesty. Personal lifestyle, as far as not having
been divorced or having family or marital problems, is also important.
Secondly, ministers need to fundion as assessors and negotiators in
each congregation they serve

I could not identify the centrality or

periphery of many of Blazer's (1987) occupational activities in this study.
Of those that were addressed by research participants, more than four out
of ten had different degrees of centrality or periphery among the
congregations.

More will be said about this additional role later, but

clearly, ministers need to function as assessors of congregational values
and expedations to succeed in their occupation.
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Centralitv and Power
Individual
activities.

congregations

value

differing

specific

occupational

It is possible to grid some of Blazer's (1987) occupational

activities using Hackman's (1985) concepts of centrality.

However,

because this study shows differences in centrality and periphery among
congregations, it is necessary to add a third category, ''variable
centrality," to Hackman's (1985) concepts. The need to add a "variable
centralitY' category suggests that the plurality of values in our society is
reflected in the congregations of the United Methodist Church.
An important conclusion to this study, therefore, is that the recent
changes in our society affect ministers' occupational functioning. Social
change complicates the practice of parish ministry.

In today's social

environment, ministers must approach their work with each congregation
with the understanding that the centrality or periphery is unknown for a
significant portion of their occupational activities. The need for ministers
to function as assessors of congregational values and expectations, and
to function as negotiators for as much as forty percent of their
occupational activities is new data. This study shows just how variable
ministers' occupational activities can be from one social context to
another.
I found that the time (i.e., "power'') ministers allot to their occupational
activities varies with subsequent appointments. The exploration of the
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data showed that some of the changes in the povver of ministers'
occupational activities is due to changes in the social context itself. For
example, ministers are spending more time engaged in worship
preparation so that their worship leadership activities will be meaningful to
an increasingly diverse congregation.
The data exploration also uncovered a second variable in the change
of povver in ministers'

occupational

activities.

Clergy's

career

advancement into larger churches with more administrative responsibility
changes the time allocation among their occupational activities.

The

longer ministers successfully practice their careers, the more they will
engage in organizational and programming activities.

The increase in

power given ministers' organizational and programming activities through
their careers does not necessarily mean that United Methodist churches
as a whole need more organizational and programming activities from
ministers.

Instead,

individual

ministers

provide

more time to

organizational and programming activities with each successive church
they serve.
Organization by Functional Cluster

The gridding of occupational activities by centrality and power shows
that ministers' occupational activities are organized not by a conceptual
typology such as Blazer (1987) provides.

In practice, ministers'

occupational activities are organized according to how they function in the
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provision of a nurturing fellowship within each congregation.

The

organization of ministers' many occupational activities into functional roles
provides a radically different pidure than Blazer's (1987) organization of
clergy's activities into conceptual roles. The three different functions that
ministers support the congregation as a [nurturing fellowship(italicize)]
become, in the practice of ministry, more important than a theoretical
organization of ministers' activities into conceptual roles.
I found three functional clusters: activities that provide direct care,
those that strengthen_interpersonal relationships, and those that focus on

organizational programming. These functional groupings form what I am
calling ''The Occupational Activities Hierarchy Pyramid" (see Figure 1). I
have chosen a pyramid to depid the organization of ministers'
occupational adivities.

My research shows a definite ordering and

organization both by how frequently these activities are weighted in
congregations and ministers' time allocation and their chronological
importance or relevance in ministers' careers.
Occupational activities at the base of the pyramid, the direct care
cluster, are central to all of the congregations in the study. Ministers need
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CLERICAL OCCUPATIONAL ACTIVITIES
FUNCTIONALLY CLUSTERED FOR
THE PROVISION OF NURTURING FELLOWSHIP

Organizational
Programming
Program
Development
Personnel Supervision
Organizational Planning
and Management
Group Conflict Management
Community Assessment
and Involvement
Laity Development
Leadership Development

Strengthening
Interpersonal
Relationships
Worship Preparation (Clergy Only)
Conflict Management
Worship Leadership
Interpersonal Relationships:
Pastoral Care
Crisis Care
Modeling for Congregants'
Relationships

Pastoral Counseling (Clergy Only)
Pastoral Care
Crisis Care
The Minister As a Model
(Honesty, Morality, Life Style)

Figure 1: The Occupational Activities Hierarchy Pyramid
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to provide pastoral care, crisis care, and be a model for others. immediately
upon entry in their careers. Occupational activities in the second cluster,

strengthening interpersonal relationships~
congregations in the study.

are

central

to

almost

all

Ministers will need to engage in worship

preparation and leadership, conflict management betvleen individuals, and
modeling for others immediately or soon after their entry into the profession.
The occupational activities in the top cluster of the pyramid are needed as
ministers progress in their careers and are appointed by their District
Superintendents to larger congregations. As ministers reach the zenith of
their careers, program development, personnel supervision, program
development, organizational planning and management, laity and leadership
development, community assessment and involvement, and group conflict
management become more central and gain in time allocation by ministers.

Centrality and Competency
The influence of congregations on ministers' professional activities
has implications for what it mean for a minister to competently meet the
needs of his or her congregation. Ministers need to be able to perform sets
of occupational activities that are related to each other by their common
purpose for the provision of a nurturing fellowship in the congregation.

Competency in Direct Care
The foundation of individual occupational activities in which ministers
must develop competencies are those activities that comprise the direct care
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functional cluster of occupational activities. According to both clergy and
PPRs, the activities that provide direct care were shown in the study to form a
basis for the ministry as an occupation. The weighting given to this cluster of
occupational activities was consistent among the many different types of
congregations represented in this study.

The ministers' direct care is an

important way church members feel cared for.

It is highly valued and

expected that minister be a good care giver in this way. Clergy are aware of
the value and the expectations congregations place on the direct care
occupational activities, and see these activities as the foundation for their
work with their congregations.
Crisis care is a central occupational activity in the direct care
category. Congregations expect clergy to be present and assist congregants
during difficult times, such as hospitalization, injury, illness, loss of a job,
death of a loved one, etc. New ministers need to be competent in specific
activities, such as crisis intervention and hospital visitation. To be adequate
in these activities, ministers need to know about and how to apply the
dynamics of grief and bereavement and the adjustment process to life events.
Clergy also need to know how and access to find community resources for
their church members when they are in a crisis. Such an ability enhances
ministers' performance of crisis care activities.
Pastoral care is an important occupational activity in the direct care
cluster.

Pastoral care is the support and care ministers provide their
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congregants for their day-to- day concerns and struggles.

Ministers can

expect to provide pastoral care to congregants of different ages, genders,
and congregants in different life situations.

Familiarity with the stages of

human development, and the issues associated with each stage, would
permit ministers to provide care that is relevant to the wide variety of
individuals who may be a part of their congregations. Familiarity with gender
issues and gender differences would also help ministers as they form
pastoral relationships with both male and female church members.
Adequacy as a role model is critical to ministers' occupational
functioning from the beginning of their occupational lives. Congregations
have a strong expectation that clergy's personal lives are honest and have
moral integrity. (An expectation exists that minister engage in a model life
style, but this expectation is not as strong as it relates to divorce.)

It is

important, therefore, that new ministers develop an ability to meet the social
expectations regarding their

personal issues.

It is difficult to formally

''teach" personal issues or even for students to improve in this area.
However, experiential learning can help students develop in these areas.
Through observation of their daily interactions and informal interactions with
each other, students can be led to an understanding of how their own
personal issues and character affect their occupational functioning.

Pastoral counseling is included in the direct care cluster. Pastoral
counseling is what Hackman refers to as a work unit that is a "peripheral
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gainer." Congregations as a whole see it as peripheral to the establishment
of a nurturing fellowship among the congregants. In fact, I found out that
ministers' pastoral counseling activities 'Nere important for those congregants
who received it. The congregations as a whole tend to not know, and 'Nere
not willing to admit how much pastoral counseling their ministers practice. So
congregations tend not to value it.

Ho'Never, clergy give their pastoral

counseling increased po'Ner in time allocation because they see it as
important to their nurture of congregants.

Since ministers make pastoral

counseling a foundation of their occupational activities, new clergy need to
have developed some adequacy in this area.
Since direct care is a foundational ministerial occupational activity,
clergy need adequacy in these areas immediately upon entry into the
profession. Ministers need the skills represented to competently function in
these areas at the start and throughout their careers.
Education for the initial development of competency in parish pastoral
counseling could borrow from the way other counselors are educated. Initial
education includes a familiarization with what constiMes (in this case,
pastoral) counseling as opposed to other types of counseling.

Education

concerning basic counseling theories and techniques also serves as an
introduction in this area. The development of rudimentary assessment skills
are also important.

Finally, ministers need to screen situations that are
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beyond their professional scope of practice and ability so they must
understand how and when to make referrals to other sources of counseling.

Competency in Strenathenina Interpersonal Relationships
The occupational activities that focus on strengthening parishioners'
own interpersonal relationships is the second functional cluster of
occupational activities related to the provision of a nurturing fellowship.
These activities include worship leadership and personal modeling.

Worship leadership was included in this· cluster of occupational activities
instead of the organizational programming cluster because clergy and PPRs
described the worship experience as central in the formation and

strengthening of congregants' supportive interpersonal relationships.

The

congregations' worship experiences are important because they provide an
occasion for individuals to feel supported by one another and by God. Thus,
congregations do not necessarily value ministers' religious oriented activities,
such as worship, because they communicate an underlying theology.
Rather, these activities provide a means to the end: the strengthening of the
congregation's nurturing fellowship.
The conclusion that theology operates as a means to provide a

nurturing fellowship is supported by the fact that worship preparation is a
one of the two occupational activities that is a peripheral gainer.
Congregants are aware of the product of good worship preparation, the
experience of support and closeness. They view worship preparation, as a
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necessary but academic activity on the part of the minister, and thus
disconneded from the provision of a nurturing fellowship in the worship
service.

The worship service, and the support they receive, is more

meaningful and important than any theology that serves as the foundation.
However, ministers reported they give increased power to their worship
preparation activities.

They do so not for the theological preparation,

hovvever. Rather, clergy described the added challenge of constructing a
supportive worship experience among congregants with a variety of personal
backgrounds and beliefs as the cause for their increased time allotment to
this activity.
Does this mean that the specific theology of the Methodist Church is
unimportant in United Methodist worship services?

Does this mean that

clergy say anything in their sermons as long as it is supportive? United
Methodist congregations have their specific culture tied to the particular
traditions and belief systems of the United Methodist Church. It would not
matter how well a United Methodist minister may lead worship in a United
Methodist congregation if that worship vvere based on a tradition or belief
system alien to or in conflid with the culture of the group.
Hovvever, differences in individual congregations' cultures exist. This
study demonstrates that, when it comes to the experience of worship, the
"application" of a tradition's theology and belief system-for the strengthening
of interpersonal relationships in a way that is relevant to a particular
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congregation- is an area of centrality to United Methodist congregations
more than the theology itself. Understanding how laity could use their faith
and belief systems, individually and through group experiences such as
worship to give and receive support, equip ministers to competently function
as pastors of congregations.
Rudimentary competency in public speaking skills and worship
leadership

is

important even

as

ministers

begin

their careers.

Congregations, through their PPRs, reported that they want ministers to be
interesting, understandable, and genuine. They want ministers to be able to
develop connections between themselves and their congregations, between
individuals and their God, and among congregants. Many seminaries include
preaching courses in their formal curricula. These courses may need to be
examined for how they foster the application of theology and the
development of public speaking skills.
The acquisition of skills needed to perform activities in the

strengthening of interpersonal relationships functional cluster can begin in an
academic setting. However, nothing teaches like actual practice. Actually
being the worship leader in a faith community under supervision of an
instructor, adds an extra dimension to this learning that would not be
attainable in a classroom setting. Supervised experience is an effective way
to develop competency a synthesis of theory and practice.
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Clergy are expected to adequately perform at least three of the four
activities in this functional cluster (worship leadership, worship preparation,
and being a role model) for the provision of a nurturing fellowship upon entry
into the profession. Supervised experiences would provide for the acquisition
of these skills before students enter into full practice as professionals.

A

supervised learning experience as a part of seminary education would
address the skills necessary to adequately function in these areas.

Competency in Organizational and Programming Activities
The District Superintendents whom I initially contacted for names of
clergy appropriate to this study, said that clergy are appointed to larger
congregations

after the

ministers

showed

competency

in

previous

appointments. Ministers reported the need for organizational programming
activities when they began serving congregations that had more members
than they could individually and personal provide care. Clergy who gave
increased power to this functional cluster of activities reported a minimum of
nine years experience in the parish. Their involvement in organizational and

programming activities function extend their supportive ministry through
church programs and lay volunteers.
The need for competency in these later appointments, then, is
dependent on the ways these ministers perform direct care to with individual
congregants and strengthened interpersonal relationships.

Competency in

these areas represents competency in the first two levels of the
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"Occupational Activities Hierarchy

and serves as a prerequisite for the

development of further professional competency.
Continuing education programs can be used for competency in

organizational and programming occupational adivities. Ministers who are
candidates for continuing education in organizational and programming
occupational activities are experienced and familiar with the United Methodist
denomination, its theology and policy, able to work with individuals and
groups in their congregation, and are familiar with issues common in United
Methodist congregations. They use worship and application of values and
religious

beliefs to

help congregants

strengthen their interpersonal

relationships.
The kind • of continuing education needed for organizational and

programming activities could easily be found in courses taught at schools of
business, education, and counseling as well continuing education programs
provided by the United Methodist denomination. Courses in organizational
theory and behavior, management, and leadership would be helpful in
clergy's development of skills in these adivities since ministers interad with
groups, manage group process, and work with the structures of their church
as organizations.

In addition, courses in volunteer recruitment and

development, and adult education could benefit clergy's activities that focus
on the recruitment and training of lay volunteers.

Courses in conflid

mediation, and leadership styles and techniques would be helpful as clergy
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increase their proficiency in working with groups in the congregation. Finally,
courses that address

concerns

relevant to

doing

assessments

of

organizations and institutions would develop minsters' skills in developing
needed programs for the church and surrounding community.
The skills necessary for clergy's conflict management betvleen groups
in the congregation are more sophisticated than the conflict management
skills needed between themselves and individual congregants.

On an

organizational level, ministers function more as a mediator between
conflicting groups.

To be competent in conflict management between

groups, clergy need to have knowledge about group process and behavior
and some proficiency at conflict mediation between groups.

These are

educational issues that can be brought up in an academic setting. However,
proficiency at group process, and conflict mediation has a strong experiential
component, i.e., "learning by doing."

Competency in Addressing Issues of Centrality
Ministers'

professional competence needs to go further than

proficiency at specific occupational activities. The pastoral role is a dynamic
one.

The creation and maintenance of a nurturing fellowship in each

congregation is the driving force behind the categorization of individual
occupational activities into functional clusters, and the assignment of
centrality occupational activities. Ministers' occupational emphases vary in
different congregations based on their history, culture, etc, and can expect to
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serve a variety of congregations in their occupational lives. Ministers can
exped that each congregation will weight pastoral activities distinctly. To be
truly competent in a given congregation, ministers need to understand and
respond to issues of centrality and periphery in each individual faith
community that they serve.

An integral part of ministers' competency is the issue of relevancy.
Ministers are competent when they engage in occupational adivities that are
relevant to the specific needs of their eongregations.

For instance, a

congregation that needs the direct care adivities of pastoral care and crisis
care has a competent minister when he/she increases his/her time allocation
to those activities and decreases the time he/she allots to activities that are
peripheral to the congregations' needs. On the other hand, a minister may
be seen as not acting competently if he/she emphasizes dired care adivities
when he/she serves a congregation that primarily needs him/her to perform

organizational programming activities.
Furthermore, individual congregation's needs can change over time.
Change may be due to growth or decline in membership, the evolving
charaderistics of the congregation, such as the introduction of young
families, or even to changes in the surrounding community, most frequently
from rural to suburban.

Therefore, ministers must learn to respond to

changes issues of centrality and peripherality early in their careers either
through reassignment or change within long term assignments.
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As a result, all ministers must be proficient in assessment skills and
techniques.

Ministers must be able to evaluate the centrality their

congregations assign to various pastoral activities.

Ministers must

understand organizational assessment processes early in their careers. It
may be enough to alert new ministers to the fad that congregations will
influence their occupational activities. It would be helpful to have continuing
education programs available to ministers in their first appointment that focus
on how congregations operate as organizations.
Needs assessment is not part of Blazer's typology of occupational
activities. Exploration of all the different types of needs assessments and
their conceptual frameworks is beyond the scope of these conclusions.
Suffice it to conclude that the performance of a needs assessment is an
added occupational activity that minister must perform as a result of the
changes in the social context. Continuing education programs that look at
issues that Hackman identifies, such as the mission of the institution, and
how to identify activities that are central and peripheral to that mission, would
be of use to clergy as they serve subsequent appointments.
I found that ministers and congregations they serve do not always
weight clerical occupational activities in a similarly manner to each other.
Clergy expressed dissatisfaction with their careers and occupation in those
instances in which significant differences exist between themselves and their
congregations in the assignment of centrality and power to occupational
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activities. These ministers reported experiencing job stress and feelings of
frustration.

They said that they feel burdened in their attempts to meet

expectations from the congregation that are, in their eyes, unrealistic or do
not fit their own concept of ministry.
Negotiation skills become important tools especially when ministers
undergo a transition from one congregation to another.

The ability to

influence the shaping of their pastoral role can be seen as one factor in
occupational satisfaction for ministers. The development of negotiation skills
is one way for clergy to achieve long term occupational satisfaction because
they may influence how much time (power) to budget to important
occupational activities even if they cannot influence the centrality of those
activities for their congregations.
A Proposal for Competency Development:
Contextual Pastoral Education
Based upon the findings of this study, I have devised an experiential
learning program which I am calling "Contextual Pastoral Education." This
program addresses the immediate competency needs seminary students will
have in their initial occupational functioning.

The final section of Chapter

Five contains a description of this program.
This educational program was constructed using the conclusions of
this study and the participation from experts in parish ministry, the direct care
ministries of crisis care and pastoral care, and conflict mediation.

Rev.
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Marvin Gold, D.Min., Director of Pastoral Care at Virginia Baptist Hospital
(lynchburg, VA) provided me with ideas for the formation of a curriculum that
focuses on the development of ministers' competencies in the direct care
occupational activities. Dr. Gold, a diplomate in the American Association of
Pastoral Counselors, has led a popular continuing education program for
ministers which teaches many of the skills needed in the direct care
functional cluster.

My own professional experience and certification also

informed the formation of the direct care component to the Contextual
Pastoral Education program.
Marilyn Christian-Nelson, Associate Professor of Christian Ministries
at The Baptist Theological Seminary at Richmond (Virginia) provided
information in the development of the part of the program that focuses on
developing competencies in specific occupational skills clustered as

strengthening_interpersonal relationships, organizational and programming
activities, and understanding churches' cultures.

Mrs. Kathy Stockburger,

M.S., Executive Director of the Conflict Resolution Center (Roanoke, VA)
participated in the development of the program component that focused on
developing competencies in conflict mediation and negotiation for the

strengthening interpersonal relationships, organizational and programming
activities components.
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Recommendations for Further Research
This study focused on United Methodist congregations and clergy in
the

Virginia

Conference.

A

centralized

denominational

structure

charaderizes this Conference. Other denominations, particular the Baptist
denominations, have a decentralized structure. Congregations in these types
of denominations retain autonomy over policy, hiring decisions, and mission.
The difference in the poVJer strudure of these different types of
denominations may affed the influence these congregations have regarding
ministers' occupational activities. Congregations that retain a measure of
autonomy and power may have an even greater variation in how they assign
centrality to ministers' occupational activities than these United Methodist
congregations have. Additional research needs to be done with clergy and
congregations that are a part of decentralized denominational strudure.
The United Methodist Church has a degree of hierarchy in its
denominational strudure.

Each conference has a bishop, distrid

superintendents, and finally "elders" or fully ordained ministers.

Yet the

denomination shares considerable poVJer with the laity. This occurs through
their participation in the local congregation, in their conference, and in the
"General Conference" which is held every three years to set policy for the
denomination. A more hierarchial denomination, Episcopalian or Catholic for
instance, may influence ministers' occupational activities in a different
manner than what I have found in this study.
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Furthermore, each denomination has its own specific culture and
history.

The unique histories and cultures of each denomination may

influence their values, and hence their priorities, for ministerial occupational
activities. Studying denominations with their own unique histories may result
in other findings about the centrality and poYier of clergy's occupational
activities. For instance, the United Methodist Denomination began in 17th
century England, as a movement within the Episcopal Church, to provide for
support and fellowship in small groups as members attempted to live out their
Christian faith. Mormon congregations, to use an extreme example, may
have differing assignments of centrality that have been influenced by their
history and culture as a denomination that developed in the American frontier
in 1830.
The ministers and churches in the Virginia Conference of the United
Methodist church may have unique characteristics not shared by clergy or
congregations in other areas of the country.

For instance, all but one

minister in the study are white. Most clergy appeared to be enjoying a middle
class life style and served middle class churches. The church demographic
information gathered in the study tended to support this perception. Ministers
who are minorities or are serving disadvantaged churches may assign
centrality and allot poYier differently than was found in this study.

A study that focused on ministers according to gender lines may result
in different findings. Most of the ministers in this study VJere men. This fact
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makes it surprising that clergy's occupational activities revolve around the
provision of a nurturing fellowship, which is a traditionally female activity. It
would be fascinating to complete a similar study that focuses of female
ministers. Would a study focusing only on female clergy have a similar
findings?
The Virginia Conference of the United Methodist Church is in the midAtlantic region of the United States.

One important way geography

influenced Methodist congregations in the ·past was in the issue of slavery.
By and large, the stance and professional activities in support or in
opposition to this issue, were powerfully influenced by the variations in the
society along geographical in which ministers lived and worked. Clergy who
lived and served churches in the South tended to support slavery; most in the
north opposed it. The Virginia Conference may have social characteristics,
currently unidentified, that may not be shared by other United Methodist
conferences. Methodist congregations and clergy in the West or Northeast,
in the Midwest or deep south, may have assign centrality and allot power to
occupational activities in a different way or for different reasons.
I attempted to include a representative cross section of clergy from
rural, suburban, and urban areas.

This provides an overview of United

Methodist Clergy's role activities. I was not able to divide the clergy into
subgroups according to type of social context for analysis, given the small
number in each subgroup. Studies looking solely at suburban, urban, and
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rural congregations and their pastors may show that these types of
congregations are unique in how they assign centrality to clerical
occupational activities.

Contextual Pastoral Education-A Proposal
Introduction
Many seminaries currently have experiential learning programs for
their students. These are alternately called "supervised ministry'' programs
or "internships." Students learn how to perform occupational activities in
specific settings. Common internship placements are parishes and hospitals.
This study shows the need for students to learn how to adapt their
occupational activities to individual congregations within the parish ministry).
The parish is the most common setting for ministry (Kitonga, 1989),
and it is a difficult setting indeed. In reality, clergy must work within multiple
social contexts in his or her role as a minister. Clergy must function not only
within the walls of the church building itself, but also in hospitals, the homes
of members and visitors, and a host of other social settings. This can be
frustrating because each social setting can have its own expectations for
ministers' professional roles

and

activities.

Multiple and differing

expectations by those in these individual contexts have been identified as an
important fador in the process of attrition of clergy from parish ministry
(Sanford, 1982).

Not surprisingly a feeling of ineffectiveness is a main

reason ministers report they leave the ministry (Willimon, 1989).
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Purpose

The Contextual Pastoral Education program C'the Program") is
structured to function as an internship for either third year seminary students
or recently graduated ministers.

Its purpose is to help students in the

development of the most important professional competencies they will need
throughout their ministerial careers.

These competencies include:

proficiency in direct_care activities, and strengthening parishioners'

interpersonal_relationships.
Furthermore, the Program is constructed to equip students with the
skills to address the multiple role expectations they will encounter in their
professional lives. The Program acquaints students with the manner in which
congregations influence the performance of occupational activities.

The

Program assists them in the development of conflict mediation and
negotiation skills necessary to address the differing expectations individual
congregations have for clergy as they function as parish ministers.
Structure

The first six months of the Program will focus on equipping students to
develop proficiency in two of the most common contexts in which they will
function in their occupation as ministers: the parish and hospital settings.
Through selected readings and lectures, students will identify the
professional activities and roles that are important in each of these settings.
Through supervised experience and shadowing, students will work to
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develop the skills necessary for professional competence in each setting.
During the first six months of the Program, students will practice these
professional skills for Mlenty hours per vveek in each setting.
To help prepare students to give crisis care to parishioners in a wide
variety of crisis situations, students will work, under supervision,

with a

variety of inpatient populations. The hospital based experience will focus on
oncology, cardiac, hospice, and trauma patients. These patients populations
have been chosen because they reflect the most common causes of
illness/hospitalization/death in our society today (Center for Health Statistics,
1995).
The focus of the hospital-based experience will be to gain proficiency
at the provision of supportive pastoral care and crisis care as defined by
Blazer (1987) (Appendix A).

Skills that will be stressed include reflective

listening, non-directive counseling, and a form of crisis intervention called
solution focused or "brief' therapy. The two pastoral activities of pastoral
care and crisis care have high power and centrality for ministers in all the
types of congregations that took part in the study. Students' hospital-based
internship experience will also include readings and classes on related
pastoral care topics and issues. Please refer to the curriculum outline and
bibliography later in this chapter for specific information.
The parish context will provide students with practice at a sampling of
activities that they will encounter in their careers as ministers. Students will
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practice leading worship, teaching Sunday School, and leading other public
functions where the congregation gathers as a community. The students will
be expected to visit parishioners in their homes to practice providing pastoral
care to congregants in routine life situations. Students will also attend and
observe business and administrative functions of the church.

Process
A program supervisor will coordinate students' learning in each
setting. The identity and affiliation of the program supervisor is unformed at
this point. Many professional organizations that exists for the credentialing of
minsters in specialized fields have educators who provide some type of
experiential education. In addition, many seminaries have field education or
supervised ministry programs that focus on experiential learning and have
identified faculty who teach and supervise these programs. These types of
educators would have the needed background and experience in the
supervision of experiential education to provide supervision in this program.
The program supervisor will individually meet with students once a
week. Students will present written materials to the supervisor in preparation
for this meeting. These materials will include a journal that describes their
professional activities, descriptions of problematic incidents or experiences,
descriptions of learning which has taken place, and insights from required
readings, classes, or small group experiences. The students will also submit
samples of their work for the week, such as written verbatim descriptions of
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pastoral visits (or audio or videotaped records of those visits), recordings
(audio or video) of worship leadership, or other experiences students have
had in their practice of parish ministry. These materials will become the basis
for feedback in the supervisory session and suggestions for improving the
students' practice of ministry.
Personal Issues, such as morality, honesty, and life style, have been
identified in the study as having important occupational relevance to
ministers in all contexts. It is difficult to teach skill acquisition when it comes
to how students' personal lives impact their professional activities and
functioning.

One way is to have students participate in a small group

interpersonal experience. In such a group, students will interact with each
other on a personal level. The goal of the group will be for students to give
feedback to each other on how each others' personal lives, and personal
issues identified in this study, have relevance to their professional roles and
activities. This group will be lead by a faculty member in the program who
has expertise in leading small interpersonal group experiences.
It is expected that students will have gained sufficient experience after
six months to be able to understand how their occupational activities are
weighted by expectations in the two separate -parish and hospital-settings.
At this point, the contextual pastoral education program will shift its focus to
equipping the student to address the different expectations inherent in each
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ministry context. The goal is for the students to begin to synthesize the
expectations of each context into a coherent approach to their ministry.
During the second six months, students will reduce their hours at both
the hospital and parish placements to sixteen hours per week then add an
eight hour per \Neek placement at a community conflict mediation service.
The students will go through the conflict mediation service's initial training
follovved by involvement with clients requesting conflict mediation.

It is

expected that the students will observe and later participate, as appropriate,
as a co-mediator in mediation between individuals (such as mediation for
divorce and property disputes).

Frequently community conflict mediation

services also provide help to congregations that are caught in some type of
conflict. Students will also be involved through observation in these cases
when they occur. Students and mediators will meet to discuss the cases in
which the students are involved. The focus of these meetings will be to
increase students' analysis of conflictual situations and the practice at
mediation.
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CONTEXTUAL PASTORAL EDUCATION
PARISH COMPONENT
CURRICULUM OUTLINE
Core Time in Parish
Integration into the life of the congregation by:
Participation in congregational worship services, Bible study,
fellowship dinners, etc.
Horne visitation of church members.
Attendance at church board meetings.
Occasional leadership of worship services, Bible study, Sunday
school.
Sermon preparation, teaching preparation.

Supervised Study
Weekly journal entries
Related reading (Bibliography attached)
Supervision by Pastor and Internship Advisor.
Quarterly reflective written evaluation
Quarterly meeting with Lay Education Committee

Lectures/Academic Study
How Professional Occupational Activities are Shaped and
Influenced.
Objective: To familiarize students with the concepts of centrality and
power to understand expectations for their roles as parish ministers.

Organizational Dynamics
Objective: To introduce students to organizational processes and
behaviors.

Organizational Culture
Objective: To present the concepts of organizational culture and how
it affects the mission of the organization, organizational behavior, and
centrality of ministers' professional activities.

Needs Assessments
Objective:
To acquaint students on how to perform a needs
assessment.

Common Congregational Needs
Objective: To familiarize students with the "Occupational Activities
Hierarchy pyramid" and how congregations assign weight to
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ministerial occupational activities for the maintenance and provision of

a nurturing fellowship.
Professional Development
Objective: To introduce students to the need to plan their professional
lives. This topic will include career planning exercises, continuing
education assessments, and professional interests/strengths surveys.
Congregational Leadership
Objective: To introduce the idea of leadership and have students
experience what it means to be a part of and a leader of a worshiping
community and fellowship.
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CONTEXTUAL PASTORAL EDUCATION
PASTORAL CARE COMPONENT
CURRICULUM OUTLINE

Core Time in Pastoral Care/Chaplains Office
Patient visitation to provide pastoral care
Rounding at assigned nurses' stations to assess pastoral care needs
and issues of patients and families
Attendance at Department/clinical units meetings
Supervised Study
Weekly journal entries
Related reading (Bibliography attached)
Supervision by hospital chaplain and Internship Advisor
Quarterly reflective written evaluation
Quarterly meeting with Lay Education Committee
Lectures/Academic Study
Introductions, orientation, course overview and expectations.
Objective: Introduction and orientation.
Getting oriented to Hospital Visiting • General guidelines and
principles.
Objective: To teach the "How To's" of Pastoral Visitation in a hospital.
Hospitalization: The Patienfs Perspective.
Objective: To increase students' empathy and awareness of what it
can be like to be a patient.
Reflective Listening.
Objective: To acquaint students with the theory and methods of
reflective listening.
Grief Process.
Objective: To teach the stages of grief and the parameters of normal,
complicated, and pathological grief.
Personal Loss Awareness.
Objective: To raise students' awareness of their own loss issues.
Pastoral Care in Times of Crisis.
Objective: To teach students the basics of crisis intervention.
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An Introduction to Personality Development
Objective: Increase students' awareness of the differences in capacity
among people at different life stages.

Pastoral Care to Populations with Chronic Illnesses.
Objective: To acquaint students with issues associated with the
process of pastoral care to people chronically ill.
Pastoral Care to Patients with Terminal Conditions.
Objective: To increase students' awareness of end of life issues.
Dealing with Anger.
Objective: To acquaint students with the various expressions of anger
and strategies for managing and helping clients manage anger.
Introduction to Pastoral Counseling.
Objective: To introduce students to pastoral counseling topics and
situations that require referral for counseling.
Advanced Directives.
Objective: To acquaint students with the Advanced Directives as an
issue their parishioners may face; provide suggestions for pastoral
care.
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CONTEXTUAL PASTORAL EDUCATION
CONFLICT MEDIATION COMPONENT
CURRICULUM OUTLINE

Core Time in Conflict Mediation Center Office
Office/administrative Duties (Scheduling cases, helping with
case management, small clerical duties)
Case Intake
Data entry of case/volunteer information on computer
Attendance at a Board and committee meetings
Attendance at Family Violence Coalition Meetings
Supervised Study
Weekly journal entries
Related reading (Bibliography attached)
Supervision by Executive Director and Internship Advisor.
Quarterly reflective written evaluation
Quarterly meeting with Lay Education Committee
Lectures/Academic Study
Participation in CRC sponsored, or other related education that
includes a mediation/facilitation curriculum. Includes Basic
Mediation Training, Mediation and the Threat of Physical
Violence, Mediating Business Disputes, Case Intake Training,
Case Management training.
Collaborate in the planning and implementation of training
events related to the internship focus.
Observation of/participation in mediation focusing on church
cases
Written Studies of Mediation Cases
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Appendix A: Occupational Role and Activities Definitions
(Blazer, 1987, p. 61.)

ROLE.".-•
Servant/Shepherd

Politician/Prophet

Preacher/Teacher

ACTIVITIES AND
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• Conflict Management: Handling conflict situations
with persons and groups constructively.
• Crisis Care: Pastoral care in crisis situations.
• Nurturing Fellowship: Creating an atmosphere in
which persons feel accepted, included, cared for, and
can identify with the group.
• Pastoral Care: Showing, by word and presence, an
empathetic understanding of, and concern for persons
in the routine transitions of life-giving assistance
where appropriate and feasible.
• Spiritual Life Development: Guiding persons,
individually or in groups, in understanding and
enhancing the spiritual dimensions of their personal
lives.
• Community Assessment/Involvement: Identifying and
evaluating the needs of the community and working
with others in meeting those needs through individual
and/or corporate action.
• Social Action Enablement: Helping the congregation
become aware of justice issues in the community and
the world.
• Social Action Movement: Challenging and confronting
society and individuals to act toward eliminating the
causes of injustice.
• Communication: Speaking, writing, or using media to
inform others.
• Education: Planning and implementing a teaching
ministry that is based on theological, educational, and
historical foundations.
• Interpreting the Faith: Communicating a
comprehensive understanding of the Bible and
Christian theology in terms people feel relevant to
their lives.
• Preaching: Preparing and delivering sermons so that
the word of God is proclaimed with clarity and
conviction, bringing its power to bear on the needs of
individuals, the church, the community, and the world.
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Evangelist/
Missionary

Pragmatist/Promoter

Manager/Enabler

• Research: Designing and implementing studies that
will produce reliable information.
• Teaching: Enabling another to learn, using methods
and materials appropriate for the Ieamer's age and
situation.
• Cross Cultural Involvement/Mission: Working in
another language, ethnic, or cultural setting.
• Evangelism: Leading persons to make decisions for
Christ and encouraging their identification with and
participation in the local church and community.
• Mission Promotion: Encouraging and providing
opportunities for the congregation/individuals to
become informed and involved in Christian witness at
home and around the world.
• Church Growth: Developing programs and activities
which result in enlarging the membership and/or the
vision and ministry of the church.
• Interchurch Cooperation: Working with churches and
church leaders from other denominations.
• Leadership Development: Recognizing and calling
forth potential of persons as leaders and providing
opportunities for their training and growth.
• Leadership Envisioning: Translating intention and
vision into reality and sustaining it within an
organization.
• Ministry of the Laity Development: Motivating and
supporting persons to discover and use their gifts for
ministry in their daily lives.
• Program Development: Designing and implementing
organizational, educational, religious, recreational,
and/or social programs for churches and other
institutions.
• Stewardship: Leading persons in the development
and use of individual and corporate resources,
financial and otherwise.
• Budget/Financial Management: Preparing or
supervising the preparation of the
church's/organization's budget and its
implementation.
• Facility Management: Overseeing and maintaining
physical property.
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Liturgist/Celebrant

Specialist

• Fund Raising: Developing ways to finance the work
of the church/organization.
• Organizational Planning and Management: Leading
an organization to discover and carry out its
objectives and goals.
• Personnel Supervision: Enabling staff to accomplish
their duties and responsibilities and contributing to
their personal and professional growth.
• Communication/Articulation: Appropriate and
imaginative use of traditional and contemporary
liturgies, music, drama, etc.
• Music Directing/Performing: Giving leadership to the
choral and/or instrumental program of the
church/institution and/or performing.
• Worship Preparation and Leading: Designing with
and guiding a congregation to express praise,
thanksgiving, and devotion to God.
• Clinical/Pastoral Counseling: Enter intentionally into
a therapeutic relationship with individuals, couples,
families, and/or groups.
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Appendix 8: Description of Research Interviews
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Clergy
PPR
PPR
Clergy
Clergy
Clergy
Clergy
Clergy
PPR
Clergy
PPR
Clergy
Clergy
PPR
PPR
PPR
Clergy
Clergy
PPR
Clergy
Clergy
PPR
Clergy
Clergy
PPR
PPR
PPR
PPR
Clergy
PPR
PPR
PPR

Suburban
Suburban
Suburban
Suburban
Rural
Suburban
Suburban
Urban
Suburban
Suburban
Rural
Suburban
Rural
Suburban
Suburban
Suburban
Rural
Suburban
Rural
Rural
Suburban
Rural
Suburban
Rural
Rural
Suburban
Suburban
Rural
Rural
Urban
Suburban
Rural

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No

N.VA.
N.VA.
Tidewater
Tidewater
SW.VA.
Richmond
Tidewater
SW. VA.
Tidewater
Tidewater
SW.VA.
SW.VA.
SW. VA.
Richmond
Tidewater
SW.VA.
SW.VA.
Richmond
SW.VA.
SW.VA.
SW.VA.
SW.VA.
Richmond
Richmond
Richmond
SW.VA.
Richmond
SW.VA.
SW. VA.
SW. VA.
Richmond
SW. VA.
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Appendix C: Form Letter Sent to Potential Interview Participants

[Name]
[Address)
[City, State, Zip Code]
[Date]

Dear [Name]:
Your name was referred to me by [name of denominational authority] as
someone who may be interested in participating in a research project on how
ministerial roles become formulated in specific social environments.
This project seeks to describe the experiences professional ministers have in
today's contemporary world. [Name of the denominational authority] indicated
you are a minister who has had these types of important experiences.
I will be contacting you in two weeks to confirm your willingness to participate
and to answer any questions you may have.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

Richard B. Osmann
Ed.D. Candidate
The School of Education
The College of William and Mary
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Appendix D: Screening Telephone Interview

Introduction: "Hello,
. My name is Rick Osmann. I'm a
doctoral candidate at the College of William and Mary. Your name was given to
me as someone who may be eligible to participate in my doctoral research about
ministers' experiences in today's world. Recently I sent you a letter of
introduction about this. n
"I would like to ask you a few questions.n
"Are you an ordained minister?n
"How long have you been practicing as a minister?n
"Are you currently employed full-time as a ministerT
"Have you received your Master of Divinity degree?n
If participants answer all of the above questions within selection parameters, I
will proceed to questions:
"How long have you been at your churchT
"Are you the sole paid professional minister serving your congregation?n
If participants provide responses to any questions that are outside of the
selection parameters, I will thank the participants at that point, explain that they
do not meet selection criteria for the study and terminate the telephone
conversation.
If participants answer responding within the selection criteria, I will say:
"Thank you for taking a few minutes to speak to me about your
background. Would you be willing to schedule a time to meet and more fully
discuss your experiences as a minister?n
If the response is 'yes', I will state:
"Thank you for agreeing to meet with me. I am currently making a list of
those ministers who are willing to meet and confidentially discuss their
experiences. After I finish this list, I will call you to set up an appointment. n
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Appendix E: Consent to Participate in Human Subjects Research

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE
IN HUMAN SUBJECTS RESEARCH

I,
, agree to participate in the study titled "Issues
of Power and Centrality in United Methodist Ministers' Occupational Role
Activities: Implications for Professional Education."
I understand that I will receive no compensation for my participation.
understand that the method of investigation, interviews and written document
collection, carry little risk to personal health and safety. The identified risks are
possible physical discomfort at sitting during an extended interview and possible
emotional discomfort or anxiety at disclosing experiences, thoughts, and feelings
which are personal or private in nature. In any event, I understand that no
remediation or compensation is available in the event that I or my career is
harmed.
I understand that I may discontinue my participation in this study at any
time by directly notifying the researcher. I understand that no negative
consequences will result from my discontinuation.
I understand that the study will use aggregate data from all subjects in its
conclusions. I understand that data specific to my situation may be used for
illustrative purposes. I understand that this data will be stripped of identifying
information or otherwise masked to protect my identity.
I understand that the conclusions of this study will be made available to
the Virginia Conference of the United Methodist Church after the publication of
the dissertation. The sharing or communication of the results of the investigation
of issues of power and centrality in the determination of my own occupational
roles are not a part of this agreement and must be arranged separately if
desired. The researcher may refuse or negotiate the sharing of subject specific
information.

(Research Participant)

(Witness)
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Appendix F: Demographic and Biographic Information of Clergy Participants

Demographic and Biographic Information
Clergy Participants
1. Age _ _
2. Gender

--

3. Number of years at this parish _ _
4. Number of years in the ordained ministry _ _
5. Number of other parish appointments served since ordination _ _
6. Does your family have income other than the compensation provided to you
by the church? _ _
7. Please estimate the percentage of outside income to total family
income.

--

8. Are you involved in any community activities or organizations? _ _
9. Please list the community activities or organizations in which you are involved
and your role in them.
Organization

Activity/Role

Little League

Coach (example)

(To be completed by researcher)
Church Number _ _ __
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Appendix G: Demographic and Biographic Information Pastor/Parish Committee Chairs

Demographic and Biographic Information
Pastor/Parish Committee Chairs

1. Number of years at this church _ _
2. Number of years in this position _ _
3. The church's average number of worship attenders _ _
4. Last annual church budget $_ _
5. Minister's compensation as a percent of church budget _ _
6. This church is located in (please check one)

_ _ Northern Virginia
_ _ Greater Richmond Area

- - Tidewater Area
_ _ Rural Virginia

(To be completed by researcher)
Church Number

----
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Appendix H: Semi-Structured Interview Format

P&P Committee Chair Interview
I.

II.

Identification of the mission or purpose of their church.
A.

Specific terminology is needed.

B.

Collection of any written material such as mission statement,
church budget, etc.

Identification of Minister's activities (Blazer, 1987) that are core and
peripheral to the church's mission.
A.

Explanation of the concepts of "coren and "peripheraln.

B.

Identification by P&P Chair using Blazer's (1987) description
of clerical activities. (See Appendix D.)

C.

Explanation by chair of how identified clerical activities are
core and peripheral.

D.

Collection of any pertinent written materials such as job
descriptions.

Clergy Interview
I.

Review of Biographical Data.

II.

Explanation of the Concepts "Coren and "Peripheral.n

Ill.

Review of Blazer's Summary of Activities of Church Leaders.

IV.

Influence of the Social Context on Clerical Activities
A.

Identification of the activities which have increased since coming to
the present congregation.

B.

Identification of the activities which have decreased since coming
to the present congregation
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Appendix I

PERMISSION TO CONDUCT RESEARCH
Richard B. Osmann is given permission to contact District Superintendents
of the Virginia Conference of the United Methodist Church for help in
identifying Untied Methodist Clergy in church situations which may be
relevant to his dissertation research title "Power in Centrality Implications for the Professional Education of Parish Ministers".
In addition, Mr. Osmann is given permission to contact clergy and pastor
parish committee chairs identified by the District Superintendents to
solicit their participation in this research.
The research Mr. Osmann is conducting will be interview-based and clergy
participation will be voluntary. Mr. Osmann may share aggregate data and
conclusions of his research with those in the United Methodist Church.

Rev. Thomas Stockton, Bishop
The Virginia Conference of the United
Methodist Church
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Abstract
ISSUES OF POWER AND CENTRALITY IN UNITED METHODIST MINISTERS'
OCCUPATIONAL ROLE ACTIVITIES: IMPLICATIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION
Osmann, Richard Bruce, Ed.D. The College of William and Mary in Virginia, 1996.
183 pp. Chairperson: Dorothy Finnegan, Ph.D.
The purpose of this interview based qualitative study was to explore the
influence that a plurality of social contexts, represented through United Methodist
congregations in the Virginia Conference, have on the formation of ministers'
occupational activities.
The study used a typology developed by Larry Blazer (1987) to identify the
occupational activities practiced by parish ministers. The investigation YJeighted
clergy's professional practice using Judith Hackman's (1985) concepts of poYJer and
centrality in her study institutions of higher education's budgeting process.
Congregational representatives identified occupational activities that were central
and peripheral to their congregation's mission. Clergy identified the occupational
activities that received more and less time (i.e., "poYier'' in their time resource
budgeting process) in their current appointment compared to their previous
appointment.
Using an ethnographic analysis, the study found that 1) ministers generally
organize their occupational activities according to the mission of their present
congregational appointment. Second, the diverse plurality of congregations are
remarkably consistent in their missions: to provide for a nurturing fellowship. Third,
ministers' activities are functionally (versus conceptually) grouped in response to
this coherent mission of United Methodist congregations. Fourth, these functional
groupings form a hierarchy of overall importance for minister's occupational
activities, with implications for the timing of skill acquisition during clergys careers.
The study concludes with implication for ministers' professional education.
Included is a comprehensive professional education proposal to equip ministers with
the knowledge and ability to be context sensitive in the performance of their
occupational activities.
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